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e.W. WILLIAEB & co.

MANUFACTURERS OF SEWING MACHINES

Plain Machine Complete. Price $25.00. Casket Machine, Complete. Price $30,00.

The above cuts show the style of two of our LOW PRICE DOUBLE-
THREAD MACHINES, which we can strongly recommend for all kinds of
family purposes, as being equal to any Machine ever made. In addition to
the above, we also build the following popular styles of Sewing Machines for
Family and Manufacturing purposes:-

SINGER'S FAMILY LOOK STITCH, in several
. styles.

SINGER No. 2 PATTERN, for Tailoring and
Shoe Work.

HOWE LETTER B, for Family and Light Manu-
facturing.

HOWE LETTER 0, for Tailoring and Shoe
Work.

We warrant all the Machines built by us equal in every respect, and in many
superior, to those of any other maker.

We guarantee prices less, and terms more liberal, than any other house in
the trade.

SEN~D FOR. 0IOULAR.8, TEREs, aga.

We were awarded Tvo SUier *edals and 7%ve'
Dipleamas for Best Newing Machines, ai the laie Pro-
vincial Exhibition held in Jfontreal.

VERY LIBERAL TERMS TO AGENTS.

Office and Show-Rooms: 347 Notre Dame Street, Montreal.
C. W. WILLIAMS & CO.
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IS THE ONLY HIND V SEl) IN THE ROYAL LAUNDRY
AND HER MAJESTYS LAUNDRESS SAYS IT IS THE FINESr STARCH SHE EVER USED.

IT WAS AWAIEI) THE PRIZE MEDAL FOR ITS. SUPERIORITY
AND BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT IS MANUFACTURED FOR H.R.H.THE PRINCESS OF WALES.

When .von ASK for
CLENFELD STARCH,

SEE that YOU CET IT
AS INFERIOR KINDS ARE OFTEN SUBSTITUTED

FOR THt SAKE OF THE EXTRA PROFIT.



GL ENFIELD
STARCH

EXOLUSIVELY USED IN THE ROYAL LAUNDRY.

BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT.

TO HER ROYAL HIGHNESS

'he best proofs of the greaL superiority of this STARCH are the nunierouw distinguished
marks of approval which have been accorded to it from all quarters: amongst which iay be
mentioned the following, viz.:

IT IS EXCLUSIVELY USED IN THE ROYAL LAUNDRY,
AND

RER MAJESTY'S LAUNDLES says it is the FiuasT STARCH SHE EVER USED.

RONOURABLE MENTION was awarded it at the Great Exhibition in London, in 1851.
A PRIZE MEDAL was awarded for it at the New York Exhibition in 1858; and
A PRIZE NEDAL was also awarded for it at the ltrational Exhibition in London, 1862.
REE MAJESTY'S LACE DRESSER says that it is the beat she has tried; and

RUNDREDS 0F GROCEES, &c., say that it pleases their Citoiners better than any
other; and perhaps the Mnost striking proof of all is, that the demand for

THE GLENFIELD STARCH
HAS CONTINUED TO INCREASE RAPIDLY.

The Manufacturers have every confidence In aserting, that if those Ladies
and Laundresses who do not regularly use this STARCH would disregard the
advioe of interested Dealers, who are allowed extra profita on inferior articles.
and give it a thir trial, they would thon feel satisfied with the very superior finiah
whioh it imparts to Laces, Linens, Mualins, &c.. the great saving of trouble in
its application, and the entire absence of disappointment with the results; and
would, for the future, like

THE QUEEN'S LAUNDRESS, USE NO OTHER.

To be had of ail respectable Groeers, DruggiBts, Qilmen, &c., and Wholesale of the Manufacturers,

ROBERT WOTHERSPOON, & CO.,
STARCH PURVEYORS TO

AND MANUFACTURERS OF

WOTHERSPOON'S VICTORIA LOZENGES,
WHICH WERE AWARDED

A PRIZE MEDAL FOR PURITY AND .EXCELLENCE OF QUALITY
at the INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION of 1862.

GLASGOW; AND LONDON, E.C.

Agents, Messrs. J. BUCHANAN & CO., Montreal.
AMessrs. J. B. CAMPBELL & CO., Halifax.
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PROTO-COCCUS; OR, A REVELATION OF THE MICROSCOPE.

BY REV. ALEX. F. KEMP, M.A., OF WINDSOR, ONT.

What a world of wonder and beauty lies
concealed from the naked eye in all the de-
partments of physical nature I It is, in
fact, only " the rough of things " that the
natural eye can see at all. The interior
refinements and secret springs of creation
it can only discover by the powerful aid of
that most scientific and beautiful of instru-
ments, the Microscope. Not that we would
disparage the value or interest of the things
which the eye itself can see ; these cer-
tainly are not wanting in beauty, sublimity,
or practical importance. The eye can see,
and that truly, the magnificent elevation
of the vast Temple of Nature,-its perfect
proportions, harmonious details, and gor-
geous decorations ; and these are certainly
more than enough to awaken, in reflecting
minds, the liveliest satisfaction and delight.
But it is only where the eye enters into
the interior chambers, crypts, and recesses
of Nature, through the open gates of Science,
that it can discover the infinite variety,
beauty, and use of the things which they
contain. The outward things allure the
inquirer to the knowledge of things that are
within. The wise are not satisfied with
that which is apparent to the eye or to
sense; they want, besides, to see their foun-
dations, and to discover, as far as may be,
the hidden causes of their outward forms,
and the inner processes of their manifest
life.

Every one is familiar with the outward
forms of vegetable life. All know, and
more or less love, the trees, the shrubs, the
herbs, and the flowers qf the forest, garden,
and field. The love of the vegetable world
seems to be inherent in human nature.

The shady retreat is pleasant to the weary
and the feeble. Children and youth delight
to gambol in the green fields. We call
that place a wilderness in which there is
little vegetation, and that a paradise which
is rich with the boscage of trees and the
sweet odor of flowers. But how few there
are who care to penetrate into the interior
of this magnificent verdure I yet there is no
finer field of research than this. Much that
is wonderful is revealed at every step of the
inquiry. The student soon becomes sensi-
ble of two remarkable features running
through the whole kingdom of life, namely,
the manifest relations of the individuals to
one another, and the gradations in their
forms from the complex to the simple,-
from the greatest to the least. Beginning
with the gigantic Douglas pine of the Rocky
Mountains, he can descend by easy steps to
the almost invisible Diatoms that inhabit
the ponds and the brooks. Yet in all he
will likewise see a similar life and organic
structure, and like processes of absorption,
assimilation, reproduction, growth, and de-
cay. He will further discover that the best
way to know the character of the great and
the complex is by research into that of the
little and the simple. The great are gene-
rally hard and opaque, and cannot be
readily got into, while the little are gene-
rally soft, pliant, and clear as erystal.
There are thus advantages in beginning
the study of vegetable forms and processes,
by selecting the lowest in the kingdom as
the subject of observation and from them
rising up to the highest.

We purpose in this paper to introduce the
reader to one of the tiny forms of vegetation;
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and, in as plain and simple a way as possi- c

ble, to look back at its outward form, and c

into its very heart.
For our subject, we will go to the water a

pools, which abound everywhere, especially o

in spring. Here we find whole forests of f

remarkable plants, the character and habits e

of each one a study in itself. From the c

crowd let us select one, and subject it to a t

rigorous examination.

In the neighborhood of the city of Mont- i

real, and in the fields which lie on the i

eastern slope of its beautiful mountain,

there are found many holes dug out of the

rock,-aAcient quarries from which the

stones were taken to build the older parts

of the city. These holes are in mid-sum-

mer, for the most part, quite dry, but in

spring they are full of water. In them we

have often found, about the beginning of

June or the end of May, a red substance

covering the stones and blades of grass. In

appearance, it was like the rust of iron. At

first it attracted no particular notice ; but,
by and by, from its intrusion among other

plants, it excited curiosity and attention.

The first question of science was accord-

ingly put regarding it : What is it? We

stripped it from the leaves and the stones on

which it clustered, and depositing it in a

bottle by itself, resolved to subject it to the

crucial method of scientific inquiry :-1.

What is it ? 2. What does it ? 3. What

was it, and how from what it was it came

to be what it is?
I. From the bottle our red, rusty-looking

friend was soon transferred to the study-

table ; and, after proper manipulation, to

the microscope. Now we are prepared to

find the answer to our first question,-

What is it?
To the outward appearance, it is red;

to the touch, it is soft and gelatinous ; to the

taste, it is insipid. This is all we can know

about it, without the use ofthe magnifying

lens. Under a low power of the microscope,

o 1 it turns out to be a mass of tiny globules,
each a perfect ball, red and rosy like a

ripe cherry, and clear as the purest glass;

the whole mass being imbedded or set in a

ommon matrix of clear gelatine, of the

olor of ordinary mucilage.
But we want to get nearer to it, and

ccordingly change our object-glass for

ne of a higher power. Now, this round

globule is seen to have two or three distinct

oats, or cell-walls, of the saine light buff

olor as the matrix. They are apparently

ough, not easily ruptured, and water-proof.

We now discover that the color of the plant

s due,~not to the coat it has on, but to the

innumerable particles of red pigment which

loat within, like the blood globules of

animals. We ask, now, what are these red

specks ? Are they blood ? Not exactly.

They are, what we believe to be par-

ticles of oil become red by oxidation. They

were not always red. In young plants

they are glassy white, and only in the

most mature plants do they become red.

They conduct themselves like oil, and we

,all them oil because we do not know what

else they can be. This is certainly a

strange place for oil to be struck ; but so it

is, and it forms the beautiful coloring

matter of our plant, and doubtless has

besides something to do with its vital func-

tions. When, by rupture, they escape from

the cell, the coats then become of a pale

glaucous color.
Other particles are seen floating within

the mature plant: what are they ? They

sparkle like gems " of purest ray serene,"

-glisten like pearls with a pale lustre.

These are granules of starch. The young

naturalist may ask,-How do you know ?
We answer by saying that if we put a weak

solution of iodine on starch, it is imme-

diately changed into a purple color: so

when we applied iodine to these sparkling

specks, they too became purple; hence we

conclude that they are starch.

But still other things are seen floating in

this little plant. They are globules of a

very small and light green color, and we

call them sporules, or the primoréial seeds

of new plants. They seem lively, all com-

pact of life, and happy, like little children

on a holiday. They, too, are clothed like

their mother, with two or three coats, and
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contain within them chlorophyll, a green
coloring matter; and that, in particles so
minute, as scarcely to be resolved by the
highest power of the microscope. Of these
we shall have something more to say when
we come to another point of inquiry. We
have thus described what this plant is; or,
in the language of science, have given its
Morphology, or a description of the forms
which it presents to careful observation.

II. We now would inquire, What does
it ? It has a work of its own te do. Life
and work go together. It lives, therefore
it works. When it ceases te work, it ceases
to live. This is the law of plant life,-the
condition of its being. This plant can
scarcely be said to have organs. It is one
organ in itself. In the one cell of which
it consiste, al its work is done. Whatever
vital force it possesses works all the varied
operations of vegetation in this one cham-
ber. Life is here a maid-of-all-work, and
has no help ; now doing this, now doing
that: and, contrary to the wise proverb, it
does several things at once.

-One thing this plant does: it absorbs the
elements which it finds in the water, and
on which it feeds. How it does this we
cannot tell; but the fact we see and know.
It especially absorbe carbon, which it finds
in the form of carbonie acid gas. This it
decomposes, and setting the oxygen, one of
its elements, free, it keeps the carbon to
itself. It does this for its own growth and
increase ; but while it does se, we see the
beautiful economy of nature, in that, as it
thus lives, it also acte as a purifier of the
water in which it dwells. It is well known
to chemists that the decomposition of
animal and vegetable substances produces,
among other compounds, this carbonie acid
gas,-a substance injurious and often des.
tructive to animale. An illustration of
carbon, we have in the fumes of charcoal.
These combine with and absorb the oxygen,
the healthy part of the atmosphere for
animale, and so poison the air or the water
as to render life impossible. See, then, the
effect which our plants have on this poison!
They absorb the injurious carbon, and set

free the healthy oxygen. They feed on the
carbon which would kill animale, and
release from its prison-house the oxygen,
without which animals could not live. Al
this, toc, they do by the direct action of
light and heat. These quicken them into
activity. When the sun goes down, the
plant sleeps ; by rest it consolidates itsown
acquisitions, and repaire its waste. When
the sun rises it too awakes, and works
" while it is day," and its work is propor-
tionate to the gift and grace of light which
it receives. While ihus our plants live,
they work not only for their own increase,
but also as beneficent purifiers of the water,
that it may be a fit element for animale to
live in. In doing this work they, besides,
make themselves beautiful. Look at them
when the sun shines, and you see them,
even with the naked eye, covered with
innummerable globules that sparkle like the
purest brilliants. These are particles of
pure oxygen which have been set free, and,
as they acquire volume, rise to the surface
and escape into the atmosphere.

Our plants further assimilate the food
which they find in the inorganie water,
into their own organic substance. By a
chemistry secret and wonderful, in a labo-
ratory infinitely little, and destitute of
the complicated apparatus of the modern
chemist, they convert what they find in
the water into mucilage, which may be
called the " jelly of water," into dextrine,
starch, chlorophyll, oil, and vegetable
tissue,-all that they may be suitable food
for the little animals, whose house is in the
waters. Our plants are their cooks; and
admirable cooks they are. They neithergo
to market nor spend money. With the aid
of the sun alone, they compound dishes of
delicious food for their voracious guests;
and besides go on propagating cooks for the
use of their fast-increasing offspring. In
thus describing what this plant does, we
have been showing what science calls its
physiology.

III. We now come te answer the further
question: What was it, and how from what
it was it came to be what it is ? To make
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out this inquiry, we must go back to what

we saw within the plant in the fori of

little round globules. We called these

sporules, or primordial seeds of new plants.

In color they are light green. On watch-

ing these we find that by and by they

become enlarged, and the green substance

within them assumes the form of sporules.

This enlargement goes on until the mother

eell is filled up with a larger or smaller

number of what we now call spores, or

gonidia; that is, secondary reproductive

granules. Sometimes, too, these spores will

divide into two, three, and four parts, each

forming an independent spore. In these

we see a dense spot or nucleus, as if it were

the yoke of a little egg. Thus they go on

growing and multiplying, until they burst

the walls that confine them. Then they

rush out into the water, a merry group, like

children rushing tumultuously out of school.

Forsaking utterly the old mother cell as no

longer of any use, they begin an indepen-

dent existence. They are now fountd to

develop a new set of organs, namely, cil-

lia, or hair-like arms, which vibrate with

great rapidity, with an involuntary motion,

and carry the spores hither and thither

through the water. These spores, too,

assume in course of time a great variety of

transformations of form and color. They

have been observed to pass through about

sixty different aspects at this stage of their

growth, with the cillia variously arranged

in groups. Finally, after spending the

sportive time of youth in various guises and

travels, they settle down on some leaf, or.

blade of grass, or stone, or bit of wood ; and

rounded into perfect form, smiling, ripe

and rosy, they go on their course of life anc

work rejoicing. Thus further have we des

cribed the development of our plant, and

how it reproduces generations of its own

kind.
The position of our plant in the grea

vegetable kingdom is very low, nearly thi

bottom of the scale. It is placed b,

botanists in the sub-kingdom of the Algoe

the order Globuliferæ, the family Proto

cocceoe, the genus Protococcus, and th

species P. pluniatilis or P. Nivalis. It is

a northern plant, found generally over

Canada; but in greatest profusion in the

Province of Quebec. As the red snow plant,
it has been frequently seen among the Alps

of Switzerland, the Pyrenees, and the

Apennines. In 1808, it covered a whole

section of country in the mountains of Italy,

to the depth of about six inches. Red snow

was also discovered by Captain Ross in Baf-

fin's Bay, covering tracts of some miles in

extent, and in some places to the depth of

10 or 12 feet. Our plant is also nearly

allied to that one which covers the waters

of the Red Sea, frequently as far as the

eye can reach, and has given to that storied

sea its peculiar name. For its origin we

may go back to the very dawn of creation,

when life in its lowest forms was first

introduced into the universal waters, and

long before the fish of the sea, the fowls of

the air, the beasts of the land, or man, the

lord of all, had emerged out of the eternal

ideal in the divine mind.

What a cnrious, ancient little piece of

living mechanism it is ! How wonder-

fully it is formed ! How beneficently it

works! What beauty it possesses! These

be thy handy works, O Lord, and they all

praise thy wisdom, skill, and power! If

thon carest for these little specks of life,

how much more for immortal man, who is

the chief and crown of thy glorious crea-

tion!

Orioinal.

"NOT THE RIGHTEOUS, BUT SINNERS."

BY JOHN J. PROCTER.

Comrades, that fight in life's desperate battle,

Marching in mud and mire, laden with care;

Hearing the cries that rise over war's rattle,

Blind with the smoke, and confused with its

glare ;
Though ye be stricken sore, Io ! where the

standards soar,

Faith, Hope, and Charity, Duty and Right,
Close round each preclous flag; though it be but

a rag,
e Tattered and rent, bear it on in the fight;
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Stumble and rise again, let the blood fall like

rain,

Wounds in the battle have no time to smart;

Flight is but folly,-give volley for volley !

Godhelps the soul that does bravely its part.

Ay! and His love raises up e'en the dying;

Puts in the timid a heart that wont quail,

Cheers the despairing, and calls back the flying,

Comforts us, strengthens us, knows not to fail.

Comrades! with such a guide, say, shall we

turn aside,-

Lay down our arms and submit to be slaves;

After our heavy pains, put on still heavier

chalos,-

Chains that shall bind us when cold in our

graves?

No! step out lighter, boys; grasp the sword

tighter, boys;

Shoulder to shoulder press on for the prize!

Help one another; and should some poor brother

Fall, though we totter, let's aid him to rise.

What! shall a wound, a false step, or fall daunt

us,-
Things that are common to one and to all;

G ive tothe foeman fresh reason to taunt us,
As cowards that fly at the very first call ?

No, we live and we die for our Leader on
high,

Trusting His mercy and pity and love;
Welcoming sorrow, foreknowing to-morrow

Changes our pangs for the gladness above.
On to the thickest fray! 'stout men and strong

make way,-

Way for the charge of the hait and the maim!
Not unto us, O Lord, though we bear conqu'ring

sword,-

Not unto us, Lord, but unto Thy Name.

Ah! who can tell of His might but the weakest?

Who knows His life If not those who were

dead ?
Who boast in Him if not those that are meekest?

Wh( trust in Him If not those whom Hope

fled ?
Water from out of the stones, flesh on the dry

. dead bones,-
These are His works,-our Redeemer and

God.
On to the battle-field,. He Is our sword and

shield i
On though our life's blood ensanguine the sod!

On o'er remorse and pain! On, for our way is

plain;

We, wbo were last, must be first In the Ilght.

Courage! our sinning was but the beginning;
God bless our ending for Him and for Right!

Original.

ADRIFT ON THE NORTH SEA.

BY THOMAS WHITE, WARWICK, ONTARIO.

In the year 1813, might have been seen
shooting out from the Shetland Islands, a
small fishing craft, manned by six hardy
fishermen. The morning is beautiful; the
sun has just risen, throwing a gladsome
stream of light athwart the world of waters.
From the prow of the little bark starts up
the glittering spray, shining like drops of
pearl; then, falling, mingle again with their
mother element. The beauty of the morn-
ing appears to be in unison with the feel-
ings of the heroes of our story: they look
up to the sky, and see it betokens fine
weather for the day ; then, bending them-
selves to their oars, express their hopes of
returning to their homes well-laden with
fish.

No mean specimens of bumanity were
those six Islanders ; about the middle size,
with well-knit muscular frames, enclosing
hearts which beat with a tender regard for
their families and for each other. The
nature of their calling awakened feelings
of affection seldom experienced by those
who follow less dangerous occupations.
But let us follow our friends to their
fishing-grounds, where they have just
arrived, which lies about forty miles from
shore. Every one applies himself to his
respective task. The lines are " set," and,
while waiting to secure a number of their
unwary victims below, the time is occupied
in " crackin' jokes," or discussing the
merits of the parish minister, and hie last
sermon ; or, mayhap, the conversation turns
on the cruelty of the press-gang, and the
misery occasioned by the late French war.

" But," says one, " it's time tae pit on
the denner."
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Did the reader ever see the interior of a
Shetlander's fishing-boat ? If not, j'ust fol-
low me in imagination, while I give you a
description of it,-at least, that part con-
nected with the cooking department. The
sum total of culinary utensils is a " three-
legget pot." Master cook has just com-
menced operations. Yonder, in the bow of
the boat, lies a " bing o' stanes," with a
hollow in the centre, in which lies a live
peat-coal covered with ashes. The ashes
the cook soon scrapes off with his
hands, more dexterously than you could
have done with a fire-shovel; then break-
ing up some dry peat, he piles the frag-
ments on the " bing o' stones "; next calling
into use a powerful pair of lungs,-an excel-
lent substitute for a bellows. There is soon
a fire '' that'll mak'the pot bile." He then
"gangs and gets some tauties," half filling
the pot with them; he fills the other half
with fish, covering the whole with a draught
from the " ocean wave." By the influence
'' o' a guid fire," the contents of the pot are
soon boiling and spluttering away, much to
the satisfaction of both the cook and his
companions. But I must have done with
this. Suffice it to say, that the whole crew
are soon doing ample justice to the fish and
i tauties," and quenching their thirst from
the bung-hole of a keg of watered butter-
milk. This mode of drinking approaches
something near the ludicrous. Imagine a
good stout fellow, with legs stretched from
side to side of the boat, so that he may be
well braced in one direction, and swaying
to and fro to balance himself the other way,
with face upturned, and mouth covering
the bang-hole of the butter-milk keg, drink-
ing with all the eagerness of a thirsty man,
and the picture is complete.

The day wears on; night falls, and our
friends the fishermen are still busy at their
task ; for they intend to continue their
labors until to-morrow's dawn. There is
no foreboding of danger. True, the sky be-
gins to be overcast with clouds, and a brisk
breeze has sprung up from the north-east;
but the like they have often seen before.
Ah ! little they dream of what is before

them. Night passes on , the " mornin' hale"
(a quantity of lines) is set ; and as the first
gray streaks of dawn spring up in the east,
the breeze increases to a gale. The littie
crew, looking uneasily around, commence
hauling the lines into the boat, preparatory
to a start for home. Before the last of the
lines are drawn in, the gale has increased
to a hurricane ; wildly it whistled through
the shrouds of the tiny bark, sending her
like a thing of air over the wide, wide sea 1
Sad thoughti It is driving them further
and further from their native shore. Fiercer
howls the fearful blat ! higher rise the
surging waves, until the fishing-boat looks
like a miracle on the turmoil of waters.
Storms the crew have seen before,-one
like this ?-neverl In their manly breasts
Hope struggled for the mastery, against the
odds of wind and wave, until two mighty
billows rise in awful majesty above each
gunwale. Up, up piles the fearful wall of
waters ! Hope flees from these terror-
stricken sons of the ocean, as they gaze on
the yawning gulf into which they have run.
Oh, who can tell the agony of that moment!
Confronted by the King of Terrors, they
think of the loved ones at home,-of that
lone mother bowed down with grief for the
loss of that faithful son,-that tender wite
wringing her hands in despair, as she lists
to the wail of the little ones calling for their
father.

They all stand aghast, as they behold the
expression of awe depicted on each other's
countenance, and the despairing cry of one
is heard:

" Ah, boys, we'll soon be gone 1"
But the eye of a kind Providence was

watching over the tempest-tossed. An
Almighty hand appeared to grasp those
mighty waves, and stay their natural course
until the frail bark had sprung up from the
fearful valley, high on the crest of another
wave, freed once more from the jaws of
destruction.

Hope revives again; and, O joyous sight!
there's " land a-head !" On, on they dash
over the warring waters. At last, they near
the land. Again dismay seizes them; for,
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as far along the coast as the eye can reach,
rise frowning, jagged rocks, against which
the billows lash and roar with redoubled
fury. Oh, how their hearts sank within
them ! but, lo ! high on the top of yonder
rock, form after form appears, and, above
the din of the storm, sounds the voice of

welconge. By a signal given by the crowd
on the shore, our storm-driven friends are
directed to round a point of rock, when-

oh, joy of joys !-they behold an inlet. Soon,
their noble little bark is gliding along a
smooth harbor in the Faroe Island; for such
is its name. Towards the shore many are
gathered to meet them, whose hearts beat
with warmest sympathy for the weary
fishermen.

The boat has scarcely touched the beach,
when a crowd of willing hands hoist her
ashore, far up on the sand. Our friends
are soon welcomed to the warm hearths
and hospitable boards of the Faroe Islanders.
I doubt not but that many a prayer of
thankfulness went up that night to the
Ring Eternal for His sparing mercies.

Before we close our sketch, we will turn
for a short time to the scene on the Shet-
land Islands. See, on yonder crag, that
female form,-see those two little ones
clinging to her skirt, while she is strain-
ing her tear-blinded eyes across the wilder-
ing waters. She hopes and looks, but never
tan behold the object of her love. See yon
other group, with anxious, tearful faces,
wandering along the shingly beach, hoping
to descry the well known sail; and, anon,
tremblingly casting their eyes downward to
see if they can discover any of the frag-
ments of the casket, which contained their
greatest earthly jewels. Have any of my
readers ever seen the friends of the ship-
wrecked wandering disconsolately along
the sea shore, looking anxiously for some
relie, to remind them of those who are sleep-
ing their last long sleep beneath the dark,
dark sea f Methinks whoever has must
have had their pity, excited ; for surely
such a scene would melt the hardest hearts.

We will now retu-n to our storm-staid
friends on the Faroe Isle. In a day or two

the storm subsides. On a Sabbath morn,
and ere the sun's round ruddy face had
shown itself above the horizon of a clear
blue sky, the little vessel and her crew
are away over the waters, homeward bound.

I will leave the reader to imagine the joy
of the meeting on the Shetland Islands.

A relation of the foregoing incidents I
have heard from the lips of one who was an

occupant of the fishing boat on that me-
morable occasion. He still lives, and now
resides in the western part of Ontario ; his
frail bark is now coasting along the shores
of Eternity, soon to enter the haven of ever-
lasting rest.

(For the Dominion Monthly.)

JACOB AND ESAU:-A DRAMATIC POEM.

ScENE I.-HousE oF IsAAC AND REBECCA.

Isaac and Rebecca.

ISAAC.-How much we owe to Him whom I have

feared 1

Feared to offend, yet loved as much as feared;

How hath he multiplied my flocks and herds,

And from the teeming earth vouchsafed return

Of all that I had sowed, a hundred fold I
I thank the Lord, who gives us rest at last,

And safety to enjoy his benefits,

After my days of strife and wandering.

REBECCA.-True, we have tasted blessings manifold;

But yet, alas I how mixed our cup bas been

Since that sweet eventide, when first I saw

My future master musing in the field,

And hasted from my camel's back to light,

And kneel before thee. Then thy handmaid felt

That she did well to leave her father's bouse,

And trust her all of happiness in life

To thee, my husband. Well indeed hast thou,

Since first thou tookst me to thy mother's tent,

Repaid my trust, with constant love and care;

And I have striven to merit all thy love.

Yet we have had the bitter with the sweet:

Remember thee how long we pined for sons,

To heir thy wealth, perpetuate thy name,

And keep Jehovah's Promise in thy line.

Remember, too, how often we were driven

By envious Hittites from our pastures fair,

And wells that thou hadst dug but durst not use

The danger, also, that we feared so long,

That what was deemed my beauty, might inflame
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The passions of Philistia's godless King,
And thus thy spotless wife might be defiled,
And all our wedded bliss for ever lost.
Remember, too, that in the sons vouchsafed,
We, from the first, have marked strange wayward.

ness,
One to deceive, the other to o'erbear.

13AAC.-Nay, say not so, Rebecca: Esau is
A goodly youth, though somewhat rough and wild;
1ndeed, to be a hunter is his trade.
But, hast thou marked, he never fails to bring,
With filial care, the choicest of his gaine
To me, who-never cunning in the chase-
Am now, at any rate, too old to hunt.
And, not content with bringing meat I love,
He spares no pains to cook it daintily.
le's a good lad is Esau; and I trust
His smooth-skinned brother, smooth alike in tongue
May ne'er beguile his blunt and honest nature.

REBECCA.-Why shouldst thou fear it? Jacob is our
hope;

i lis strength of body may not be so great,
But, after all, the world is ruled by mind;
And 'tis to Jacob we must look to bear
Our name and fame, when we are laid in dust.

ISAAC.-Well, well, mywife, we love them both alike,
And never cease to pray that both may live,
Before Jehovah-Abraham's God and mine.

SCENE II.-JACOB's TENT.

f.acob-Esau.
JACoB.-How now, my brother, thou seemest sore

bested;
Has wandering Ishmaelite, or son of Heth
Pursued thee, that thou art so worn and faint?

EsAU.-I fear none such. No enemy but hunger
Hath brought me to this helpless, dying state;
Three days I sought my quarry in the wilds,
But God delivered none into my hands.
Pm faint for food. Oh, Jacob, give me meat I

JACOB.-Alas I what have I but this single mess
Of pottage for myself prepared, and one
Or other of us cannot choose but lack.

EsA.-Thou hast not wanted half so long as I.
Jacob, I perish give the mess to me.

JAcoB.-Well, I will do it, but on one condition:
Thou oft hast heard, that in the womb we strove,
But thou obtainedst the birthright, which even then
J struggled, all unconscious, to secure,

And which I still believe should have been mine!
Now, sell thy birthright for my savory mess.

ESAU.-What good will birthright do me, if I die?
Give me the pottage, quickly, ere I faint 1

JACoB.-Swear then, that thou dost sell thy birthright
to me,

And eat thy fill.

ESAU.-I swear 1 Give me the mess.

SCENE III.-HousE OF ISAAC AND REBECCA.

Isaac-Rebecca.

REBECCA.-AIas I alas I here is a stunning blow!

Our Esau hath his lineage high forgot
As son of Abraham, and heir of grace,
And mingled with the doomed idolaters,
Who now encumber this, our promised land.
What pleasure can I henceforth find in life?
These daughters of the Hittite, whom, alas!
I now must call my daughters, are a grief
Of mind to me, and this hath Esau done.

ISAAC.-My wife, remember in thy bitter grief,
In which I share, and in thy keen reproach,
In which I share not, that our Esau's life
Had been already blighted by his brother;

Who, with a selfishness before unknown,
Took him at disadvantage, and procured
Of him, when at the point to die with hunger,
A transfer of his birthright, for a mess

Of pottage, made of lentiles. Since that day
Thou must have seen, as well as 1, the change
That passed o'er Esau. Ever rude and wild,

He grew more rude, and sneered at all profession
Of love to God, or honor among men.
The animal was ever btrong in him;
But since his wily brother used him thus,
He laid the reins upon his passion's neck.
No wonder, then, he took those heathen maids;

For, like their race, they goodly are and fair.
But who can tell that God will not adopt,

His servant's wives into his family?

REBECCA.-More likely they will drag our Esau down
To their idolatrous and shameless rites;
As odce the sons of God, before the flood,

Were ruined by the daughters lewd of men.

ISAAC.-With thee I mourn his choice; but Esau is
One you can draw by love, but never drive.
Show kindness to him, and he may repent;
And more than all, let truth and justice rule
Our conduct towards him, and Jacob's too,
For with thy younger son thy word is law.
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SCENE IV.-THE SAME.

Isaac-Esau.

IsAAC-(Prays, leaning on the top of his staf)-
0, God, who hast been with me al] my life,
To whom I look for every perfect gift,
The promise thou madest sure to Abraham,
And once again repeated to thy servant,
Transfer it now, I pray Thee, to his seed:
That promise is our richest heritage,-
That through our line the Saviour of the world-
The great Messiah, should at length arise.

(To Esau)-

Behold, now, I am old, and do not know
The day that I must die. I can no more
Behold the face of nature, or of friends.
But yet I have a trust to execute,
In that I have a blessing to bestow;
A blessing rich in every earthly good,
And richer stili in God's great promises.
This blessing doth by right belong to thee,
For thine the birthright, though by thee despised.
I would bestow it now, but that my soul
Must be in tune for such a solemn act.
It is not mine to give, but as the Lord
Shall breathe it through my feeble human lips.
Go, then, my son; procure thee venison,
And make me savory meat, such as thou canst
So well prepare, and knowst my soul doth love;
That I may eat and bless thee, ere I die.

ESAU.-I go with haste, and may my father's God
Deliver soon the quarry to my bow.

SCENE V.-REBECCA'S APARTMENT.

Rebecca-yacob.

REBECcA.-My son, draw near and listen to my voice 1
Know that thy father hath this moment sent
Thy brother to the field for venison,
That he may eat his savoury meat, and bless,
Before he dies, his son before the Lord.
Now, then, my son, obey thy mother's voice-
The counsel which I feel constrained to give:
(For have I not the promise firm and sure
In favor of my darling younger son 1)
Run, Jacob, to thy flock of goats, which are
Almost as wild as antelopes, and feed
Upon the self-same food; and fetch me thence
Two kids,-the best and tenderest thou hast,-
And I will make the meat thy father loves;
Which thou shalt bring to him ere Esau comes,
And get the blessing from his grateful heart.

JAcoB.-How can this be, my mother? Well thou

know'st

That Esau is a rough and hairy man,

Vhilst I am smooth of skin; and should my sire
Feel me, as in his blindness is most like,
Then shal I seem unto his honest soul
A doubly-dyed deceiver; and instead
Of blessing I should fall beneath his curse.

REBECCA.-Obey my voice 1 the curse be on my head:
No time is to be lost i go fetch the kids.
I have some goodly raiment in the house,
Of Esau's, to put on thee, and the kids
Will lend their skins for bands upon thy hands,
And round thy neck, so shalt thou pass for him.

JACOB.-I will obey; but much my mind misgives.

SCENE VI.-IsAAc's APARTMENT.

Isaac-9acob.

JACOB.-My father.

IsAAC.-Here am 1; but who art thou?

JACoB.-Esau, thy first-born; I have donc thy bidding;
And now sit up, and eat my venison,
That thou may'st bless me with a willing heart.

IsAAc.-How is it that thou found'st the prey so soon ?

JACOB.-Because Jehovah brought it to my hand.

IsAAc.-Come near, i pray, my son, and let me feel

thee,
Whether or not thou art my eldest son.

(Isaacfeels J7acob's hands, and speaks so himself:)

Methought the voice was Jacob's, but the hands
Are Esauls.

(To Jacob :l-

Art thou truly my son Esau?

JACOB.-I am.

IsAA.-Bring me the venison that I may eat,
And that my soul may bless thee.

(ffacob brings savory meat, bread, and vine, and

Isaac eats and drinks.)

ISAAc.-It is enough. Draw near, my son, and kiss

me.

(Isaac kisses him, and perceives the raiment to be
Esaw's.)

Behold the smell of this, my son, is like

The smell of fruitful field the Lord hath blessed 1

May God bestow on thee the dew of heaven,
And fatness of the earth; and may thy fields
And vineyards yield thee store of corn and wine 1
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Let people serve thee, and the nations bow

Themselves to thee,-yea, even thy mother's sons!

Cursed be every one that curseth thee;

And blessed be every one that blesses thee.

(_7acob goes out, and shortly after Esau enters.)

EsAU.-Let now my father raise himself and eat

Of his son's venison.

ISAA.-What 1 and who art thou?

EsAU.-I am thy son-thy Esau-thy firstborn.

IsAAc.-( Trembling exceeding)-Who 1-where is he

who brought me venison?

And I have eaten of all before thou camest,
And blessed him 1-yea, and he shall be blessed.

ESAU.-( Crying bitterly)-Oh ! father, bless me also;

yea, even me !

ISAAC.-Thy brother hath, with subtlety and guile,

Deceivéd me, and ta'en away thy blessing.

EsA.-Is he not rightly named supplanter? Twice

He hath supplanted me. He took away

My birthright first, and now my father's blessing.

But hast thou not a blessing still for me?

IsAAc.-Behold, I've made him lord of thee and thine,
And all his brethren have I given for servants,
With corn and wine I have sustainéd him.

What can I do for thee?

EsAu.-Oh 1 father, father I
Hast thou no blessing left,-hast thou but one?

Oh! bless me also, even me, my father I
(Esau lifts up his voice and weeps.)

IsAAc.-Behold thy dwelhng place shall be amid

The fatness of the earth and dew of heaven.

Thy sword and spear and bow shall be thy portion;

And though thy family shall serve thy brother's,
The time shall come when thou shalt break his yoke

From off thy neck.

EsAu.-(Aside)-The days of mourning for my father

come,

When I shall slay my brother, the supplanter.

ScENE VII.-REBEcCA's APARTMENT.

Rebecca-yacob.

REBECCA.-My son, thy dark forebodings were not

vain;

Esau, thy brother, comforteth himself

With purposes to kill thee; and thou standst

In danger of his wrath from day to day.

Now do this thing, my son : Arise and flee

To Haran, where my brother Laban dwells;

And tarry there for a few days with him,

Till Esau's fury from thee turn away;

And I may send and fetch thee thence again.

Why should I be bereaved of both at once?

(They embrace and part, never to meet again.)

SCENE VIII.-BETHEL.

Jacob.
JACOB.-Oh, weary, weary ! travelling to no hoie,

Foot-sore, and travel stained, and all alone

In this wild place, where I must pass the night.

What have I gained by all my crafty schemes?

From all my pottage purchased birth-right wealth

I now must flee; perhaps shut out for aye.

Of all the blessings from my father filched,

Where have I one, except the dew of Heaver?

They call me a supplanter, but I see

No one supplanted by me, but myself.

I flee my father's frown, my brother's sword.

And of the attendance which should grace a chief-

All that I have is this my staff alone I
But wherefore murmur? As I sowed I reap.

This stone must be my pillow for the night.

(Sleeps-dreams----aks.)

IHow terrible this place I it surely is

The very gate of Heaven, and house of God.

I saw a stair that reached from earth to Heaven,-

On which were angels flitting up and down;

And high above it stood my father's God-

Who called me by my name, and blessed me:

And graciously renewed the promises

Made heretofore to Abraham, his friend.

He promised me a seed like stars of Heaven,

Or sand on the sea shore for multitude;

And all this land for an inheritance,-

And said all nations should be blest through me.

Now, therefore, in His strength will I go forth,

To do and dare whate'er He shall direct.

But first, this stone, on which my head reposedl

When I received such glorious promises,

Shall be erected for a monument,

And consecrated as the House of God,-

To be completed when I come again.

And of whatever good the Lord bestows

I solemnly devote the tenth to Him.
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A CHAPTER ON CANADIAN CRESTS.

BY J. H. McN.

I have recently, for want of better occu-

pation, been very much interested in sundry

pursuits of a somewhat trivial character,
the collection of curiosities to wit; and
although the contrast between these and

the employments of my younger and more

robust years, is very striking, I cannot

altogether admit that my time is being

absolutely squandered. An upstart of a

nephew, who was not born until my hair

had turned gray, and who is himself
a busy worker in the hive, I know regards

my collections with a sort of contempt and

myself with a sort of pity. Still, I cannot
think that, after having borne the heat and

burden of the day, a man should be the
less thought of because he leaves his spade

and mattock in the porch, and passes the
evening in rest and quiet with his family,
thinking more of the innocent prattle and

gambols of his children, than of the labors
he has honorably finished. No, no, young

man, when you have come to' my years
you will not care either to give or take
liard knocks; you will not be looking for-
ward to inheriting great estates, but, I
hope, to an incorruptible inheritance ; not
to a great name known to all men, but to
a name written on a white stone, which
only yourself and the Giver shall know.

I had thought to write a chapter on
Canadian Crests, but, with an old man's

garrulity, am likely to talk of everything

else in the universe instead. My reader, if

versed in heraldry will before this, no doubt,
have taken exception to the expression
Canadian Crest, and have mentally chal-
lenged me to produce my authority for the
term. How very absurd. Can there be no
crests but those which Mr. Fairbairn pic-
tures? and have there not been crusades in
this country, of more or less magnitude,
during which sueh deeds of high emprise
have been wronght, that no GarterKing-at-
arms would hesitate a moment to write
down, for the gallant knight by whom they

have been done, an imposing pedigree or

emblazon on their shields a brilliant coat-

of-arms, and allow them to bear any kind

of crest from a Saracen's head to a boar

salient? Speaking of Garter kings, suggests

the idea that one be appointed for Canada;

I would have said for America, but I learn

on good authority, that of late the demand

for those unchallengeable proofs of good

birth,-crests to wit,-have been so great at

the Heralds'. office from Americans, that

the duties would require to be divided.

Enough, however, of preface. I will now

begin, in earnest, my chapter on Canadian

Crests; and these may be divided into many

different classes, covering all the ground

between the few scions of the old crusading

stock, and that exuberant sprig, the son and

heir of Billy Dip, who, so far from being, as

his father had fondly hoped he would have

become, a careful dyer, who would continue

the business for which a number of genera-

tions of Dips had become famous, hastaken

to elaborate toilets, an affected pronuncia-

tion, a massive ring bearing his crest, and

an alteration of the family name to Dype,

-which, indeed, Billy junior contends was

originally Dieppe,-and that his ancestors

were famous men by flood and field, a cer-

tain La Marche De Dieppe, from whom his

descent is easily traced, having led the

forlorn hope at the siege of Acre in the year

1191. Billy junior's crest is a turret; and

the motto underneath, i I die for my

king," are supposed to have been the

last words of his illustrious progenitor,
who fell in the charge he had undertaken

by command of his sovereign. Billy was

greatly disgusted not long since, at finding

in his father's desk a plan of a sign which

the old man had made, having still a lin-

gering hope that his son would some day

modify his aspirations and dye. The sign

was an ingenous combination of the old

one over the door, with young Billy's crest :

a turret had been roughly drawn at the

top of the paper, to which substantial

handles had been added, making the aris-

tocratic turret an unromantic dye-tub, and
underneath the words, " Wm. Dip, estab-
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lished 1801," were placed,-poor Billy's
motto, slightly altered, I (ye for my
king." The old man had purposely left
the paper where his son would see it, fondly
hoping that his graceful accommodation to
these newfangled ideas would heal the
breach which, it was too painfally evident,
was daily more and more separating the
Dip father from the Dip son.

I have said that Canadian Crests may be
divided into several classes, none of which,
however, do I intend particularly to treat
of ; but, by giving a hasty sketch here and
there, leave the reader to gather any
inference or make any division his good
nature or cynicism may suggest.

I remember, not long since, walking up
King street, Toronto; and while crossing
Yonge street, I was nearly run over by a
spirited horse, which was being driven
somewhat wildly, it seemed to me, by an
imposing-looking young man. As his trap
grazed past me, I caught the words "Ald
Buffer," and also caught a glimpse of a coat-
of-arms on the vehicle. Some days after,
I saw the same man and the same turn out,
and was told by a young friend that he was
froin London, of good family, and his father
a wealthy commoner, had lived in consider-
able style and kept his carriage. It subse-
quently transpired that the latter of the
good points claimed was at least true, as I
myself could avouch, he having often
driven me in it. And this incident will
illustrate the Canadian manner of an easy
and off-hand assumption of heraldic honors.
I knew, not long since, a young man, the
son of an honest and moderately successful
shop-keeper, whose wedding tour extended
to Eugland. His name is not an unusual
one in any English speaking community,
and is the family name of a peer of -the
realm, which, when known to our hero,
suggested the happy thought of an adoption
of the crest and coatof-arms of his distin-
guishe namesake ; and many of our crebte
have no more satisfactory an origin. In
my youth, I remember an industrious man,
whose occupation was to protect the under-
standings of his neighbors by encasing them

for a consideration in " beef moccasins.'
He was a cheery old man, who whistled at
his work, and knew no care nor trouble. Of
his forefathers he knew naught and cared
less, his name suggesting a continental
extraction. Still, from such an unpromising
field, his descendants, who appear to be
all in a learned profession, have reaped
fame and honors, a sovereign's sniles, and
a coat of many quarterings, in the dim and
distant past. In looking over Canadian
Crests, one cannot help remarking a certain
similarity of design; and it is not at all
unusual to see the same crest adopted by
families whose origin is as diverse as the
antipodes. A very safe crest for young
men of uncertain pedigree has always been
a lion, issuant or jessant, as also the raised
arm grasping a dagger. Of the former, an
adoption of this crest recurs to my mind ;
the adopter being a professional man, of
lofty and dignified bearing, who, from " a
high hill of purse and power and fame,''
looks down with cold disdain upon the pre-
tensions of a well-to-do tradesman's family
in the vicinity, who sport a griffin. It
appears, however, that the family name of
the former has more than once been
slightly altered of late years ; while it is not
so clear that the progenitors of the latter
did not, as they claim, follow him of the
lion-heart in his efforts to conquer the
Saracen, and possess the holy city.

Before continuing further this smoothly
running and continuous paper, I think it
necessary that I should make.some personal
explanations as to my position with regard
to the subject matter. It must not be
thought that the writer wishes to hold up
armorial emblazonments to ridicule ; on the
contrary, nothing can be more elevating,
indeed, in some instances, more absolutely
necessary to a family,-indeed, nothing can
compensate for the lack of a crest. How
many worthy families of moderate means
are languishing in the shades of social
ostracism for want of a crest; how many,
lacking many other but less important
qualifications, are happily and smoothly
borne along the social tide, when they are
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able to hang their banners on the outward!
wall. I have frequently been very much
entertained by observing the complacent
and patronizing manner which crested
people assume towards their less fortunate
fellow-beings, in hearing an interesting
aceount of the manner in which the illus-
trious founder of their house had won his
honors, together with a commiseration for
the unfortunate auditor, whose ensigin was
only a monogram.

There are said to be in heraklry ten
classes of arms, and it has frequently been
a study with me under which of these
classes the greater number of Canadian
Crests would come, or under which they
are claimed. My own impression is, that
they are mostly " arms of assumption ;" and
I look forward with fear and trembling to
a possible event, to wit, the examination into.
the origin and application of our crests ; to
which, if there should be coupled the right
of proscribing improper or wrongly used
crests, how alarming and wide-spread
would be the distressoccasioned. How many
men, who are now thought to be the lineal
descendants of well-known houses would be
proven imposters, and sink with merited ob-
loquy into oblivion. What a social upheav-
ing would ensue ! The very foundations of
the social fabrie would be shaken; life long
friendships sundered ; the tenderest attach-
ments broken ; and a most unhappy feeling
of distrust and uncertainty be engendered.
The result of this social chaos would,
undoubtedly,,be a political and commercial
distrust, the end of which no man could
foresee. I have said that the effect of
armorial blazonry is elevating in ten<iency;
still, this assertion must be received with
some qualifications. I have known men
who have not been elevated or refined by
the contemplation of these devices, either
from the unsatisfactory or too satisfactory

thoughts engendered ; the former leading
to moroseness and hypochondria, the latter
to a debasement of the intellect by the con-
stant contemplation of one subject, which
has obtained a prominence and importance
not elevating. And this recalls to my mind

the mania of a young man I once knew,
whose every thought ran in this one groove,
and who, from a signet ring and emblazoned
scarf pin, eventually became so completely
crested, that all his belongings bore the
proud device which his gallant grandfather
had fairly won from an unwilling sovereign
by the skilful management of a commis-
sariat store-waggon, during our last war.

I have often been highly entertained at
observing young men assuming a tone and
manner of fancied superiority, receiving the
advances of men of uncertain social posi-
tion, with a hauteur and frigidity -quite
overpowering, whose families I have
known, mayhap, for half a century, and
whose founders, although now demonstrated
beyond a doubt to have been of noble
extraction, lived and died in happy ignor-
anee of it all, as well as of its important
corollary of fields azure, gules, or or; lions,
issuant, jessant, or passant; whose occupa-
tions, requiring subservient attentions to the
wants of customers to the exclusion of gen-
ealogical thought, superinduced a subdued
and compliant tone and manner in great
cqntrast to the descendants above men-
tioned. Still both, no doubt, in their day
and generation, are satisfied with themselves
and their surroundings,-the father with
services rendered, the son with seririces
exacted. And, after all, what boots it? We
all revolve in little spheres, however great
they may appear to us; and if my neighbor
can in time bring himself to believe that
he is descended from a race of kings,
although I may know him to be the offspring
of a line of beggars, as long as his idiosyn-
crasy is non-combative, why should I more
than smile thereat ; and although he should
become wedded to extraordinary vagaries
which might crest out, it is not necessary
that I should in advance forbid the banns.
No; let us quietlyand good naturedly observe
those foibles of our neighbors, which they
insist on bringing under our observation,
while not looking for faults; and thus, by
noting the absurdities of others, avoid them
ourselves, at the same time that they afford
us not a little recreation. There are very
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few things in which there appears to me t
be a wider field for the exercise of this feel
ing, than in that of the manufacture o
appropriation of what may be called Cana
dian Crestg.

urtignal.
M E M O R Y.

BY D. LOWREY.

Behold the pictured pastl!
The countless scenes of life,-the light and shade

Athwart our pathways cast;
On Memory's walls, each living act portrayed,-

'The smile, the tear,
The hope, the fear,

The tbousand humours that the fickle heari
obeyed.

We lay aside the reins
Of worldly care, and, in the twilight hour,

We hear the old refrains
Swelling as erst from many a lovely bower,

The songs that gushed

From lips long hushed
Beneath the cypress tree o'er which the grief-

clouds lower. .

We meet again the friends
Of youth and prime, that death has called

away;

The happy laugh ascends,
And chat goes round as In a far past day.

Tho' years have flown,
We catch each tone,-

The tale of love,-the glee of childhood at its
play.

O fairy childhood land!
An Eden from which Memory Is not driven;

Since last I touched thy strand,
My bark with many adverse winds has striven.

It seems to me
That, wrapt In thee,

Lie all the deepest joys to changeful mortals
given.

Love had Its treasure-trove
In thy bright realm, but hid In fading bowers;

And Peace was wont to rove
Throngh thy fair gardens, plucking virgin

flowers.

Care kept aloof;

Doubt asked not proof;
Pure Faith accepted all, and Hope adorned the

hours.

I stand, and through the mists
Of Intervening years, I bend my gaze

On all that memory lists
To lay before me: thus when ail my days

Are numbered here,
And Death draws near,

Memory will trace again life's labyrinthîne
maze.

When I before my Judge
Shall disembodied stand, in Ris " Great Day,»

She will be there; nor grudge
In panoramic clearness to dIsplay

Each word and thought,
Each deed forgot,-

The messengers of joy, of terror, and dismay.

To those accounted meet
Around the heavenly board to rest and sup,

She bears remembrance sweet
Of hours when prayer like incense mounted up;

But to the last,
In anguish tost,

She brings

cup.

remorse, and adds it to their bitter

Original.

BEGGING.

BY MRS A. CAMPBELL.

"Lucy, I wish you would take the col-
lecting branch of our Refuge Society," said
the minister's wife to a fresh, bright-looking
young lady, who was paying her a visit.

"Don't ask me, dear Mrs. E. I will do
anything but that. I will visit the Institute,
read to the inmates, sew for it,-in fact, do
anything but beg for it."

" To beg you are ashamed, I suppose; but,
Lucy, pardon me if I say I don't think you
are right. As Christians, we cannot always
choose our work for the Lord, and ought to
take what is given us, be it ever so dis-
pleasing to self; besides, I do not under-
stand you, as I know you are no novice at
this work."

" That is the very reason why I will do
no more of it. My experiences have been
too unpleasant,-too uncomfortable. It is
evidently not my vocation. Now, don't
look shocked, Mrs. E.; you know we should
not take work not suited to us. Last year,



BEGGING.

Annie D. and I were appointed to collect
for the Bible Society, in a fashionable part
of the town, and really you would hardly
believe the rudeness we met with. Polite
people,-at least, I mean those in polite
society,-stared at us, scarcely asked us to
sit down, and made us feel as if we were
actually begging for ourselvee."

" You speak rather warmly," said her
friend, laughing. " Your lines could not
have fallen in pleasant places."

"No, they did not, indeed. Listen to what
happened in one or two instances; and then
judge if I would care to try begging again.
Annie and I called at the house of a rich
merchant in L. Street, and were told by
the servant to go upstairs to the drawing-
room. The lady of the house happened to
be just before us, and she actually turned
round, and closed the child's gate at the top
of the stairs, between her and ourselves,
and, leaning over, asked what we wanted !
Presenting our book, which we carried
openly to tell our errand, we stood, stopped
short, half way up, feeling very like a pair
of naughty children, asking for what we'd
be sure not to get.

"'We have too many calls,' was the
blunt reply, ' and cannot give to everything.
Dear me ! this is the second thing of the sort
this week; one may never shut one's purse.'

" Saying this, she deliberately walked off,
and left us to find our way out as we could.
At another house, a few doors further up,
we were left standing in the passage with
a ragged beggar man, who had gained
adniittance with us. The gentleman, a
Canadian M.P.P., came out of his dining-
room, and, handing back the book empty,
politely opened the hall door for us, saying :
' There are too many beggars ! too many
beggars ! ' so, with this significant hint, all
three of us,-yonng ladies and beggar-man,
-were bowed out together. I was so per-
fectly disgusted that, I am ashamed to say,
I left poor Annie to finish the district by
herself; she, being more meek and gentle,
was better able to stan4 rebuffs."

" How did she fare alone ?" was the inte-
rested inquiry.

"Not much better, and sometimes alittle
worse; as, for instance, an officer's wife,
with a very high sounding title, to whom
she had applied for a contribution for the
" Home," which she was collecting for at
the same time, asked her, coolly, ' If she,
were one of the inmates!' Annie is pretty
meek, but lier cheek flushed at such an
insult. One would have supposed she.
ought to have known a lady when she
saw one; at least, if she did not, her hand-
some clothes and rich furs should have told'
lier she was no inmate of a pauper asylum.
She evidently did it on purpose. What do
you think of that ?"

" Oh, surely these are extreme cases,"
was the concerned reply of the minister's
wife. " I hope, for the honor of human
nature, there.are not many such ; at least,
I have not met any."

" Fiddle for human nature ! excuse me,
dear Mrs. E. ; but you make me almost
angry. Of course not, you have not had
any, because you go among your own
people, and they know you as their minis-
ter's wife, and are on their best behaviour
to you; but go where you are not known,
and see how quickly you would find the
difference. There was Mrs. H., the wife
of one of the highest dignitaries of our
church, so rudely treated when begging
for one of these very objects, at the house
of a lady very well off, that she told me she,
wished the floor would open and let her
through. There were several visitors pre-
sent, and we heard the lady was greatly
mortified when she found who Mrs. H. was.
She had given 2s. 6d. with a great amount
of hauteur, and some patronizing remarks,
and the next day she sent a note of apology
and $5. I don't call that charity; do
you ?"

" No! it was not from a right motive,
certainly; yet what can be done ? One is
almost glad to get the money sometimes
without scrutinizing too closely the people's
motives in giving it. I really don't know
what is to become of this Refuge. Our
sewing circle pays badly, and all the work
falls upon a few, and those the most hard-
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worked members of the congregation, who
help in every good work."

"Have a bazaar," suggested Lucy.
"That is more easily said than done,

particularly as Mr. E. is setting his face
against bazaars on account of the raffiling,
or, as he calls it, gambling, going on at
them ; besides, he says it is not a good
school for young ladies, as it makes them
bold and free in their manners, to be
running about the room asking ail the
gentlemen they meet-whether they know
them or not-to take tickets in lotteries,
&c. I think he is right, and I wish we
could do without them," said Mrs. E., with
a sigh; " but I am puzzled where to turn
for help sometimes. The congregation hate
too many begging sermons, and yet if any
of the institutions are falling back, they say
it is want of energy on the part of the
minister; and, poor man, his energy and
strength are pretty well taxed in his regu-
lar work of preaching the Gospel, visiting,
sick calls, &c., without wearing him out as
a money collector. We really are .at our
wit's end sometimes."

"Well, Mrs. E.," said Lucy, laughing,
4you are in a bad case. Surely I would
not be a minister's wife for something. I
shall give the Rev. Mr. W. his congé the
moment he proposes, and tell him to take a
vow of perpetual celibacy. They are more
fashionable now. Give me the Refuge list,
however; I shall try for this once, and face
it out. I may as well crucify the flesh,
since it is lent; but if I don't get better
treated it will be the last time, I
you. Au revoir."

A VISION.

BY ESTELLB.

I bebeld a darksome river, flowing
flowing ever,

promise 1

grandly, 1

And on one shore silent never was the solemn
passing bell,

While the voice Of ceaseless weeping, never
lulling, never sleeping,

Filled with its mournful minor ail the
pauses of the kneil.

And I said what means this river, where no
sunbeams glint and quiver?

And what mean the heavyshadows that do hide
the other shore?

What can mean the voice of anguish that doth
never cease nor languish,

And the bellthattolleth, tolleth, tolleth, toileth
evermore ?

Across the mighty river flowing, boatmen pale
were coming, going,

I could see their white sails glowing 'gainst the
- waters dark and chill;

And as one drew near, and nearer, louder
grew the cries and clearer,

Till he raised his hand and beckoned,-then
one sighing voice was still.

And a slender formand lowly, with a sQlemn
smile and holy,

Followed patiently, though slowly, followed
at his mighty will,-

Followed, where the boatman waiting for his
white and deathly freighting,

Sailed away into the shadows, that the river
bed did fill.

And I saw, with deep depression, that a long and
sad procession,

Of ail ages, ranks, profession, left their lov'd ones
on the shore,

Passing on at that strange beckon, crowds no
mortal eye could reckon

Met the ever-waiting boatmen, and were
seen of us no more.

Mothers left their infants walling, lovers' vows
were unavailing,

None could stay the stern, unfailing, and relent-
less beckoning hand,

But as hearts were torn asunder, words of hope
filled me with wonder,

For, aye, they spoke of meeting in the brighter,
better land.

Then by Spirit hands uplifted, o'er the shadowy
stream I drifted,

And the heavy clouds were rifted, and I saw
the better shore.

And I heard glad voices singing, and the har-
pers' music ringing,

As angelic forms were greeting those who
crossed the river o'er;

And they passed throughiLreeîts Ril golden, such
as eye had ne'er beholden,
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Up to where a Central Glory shed Its light on
all around.

Then the weary, the bereaven, comforted, and
much forgiven

Walted, watching for the loved ones, in the
haven they had found.

And I know this darksome river is that Death
which fronts us ever,

And the boatrnen pale-his messengers to bear
us o'er the tide;

And the crying, and the tolling, le the cloud of
grief, that, rolling

Up from this anguished world of ours, pleads
for us at His side.

Oh Merciful 1 Forgiving! think of al the woes
of living,-

Think how we wander, grieving, upon that
river's shore:

When we come to Thee appealing, touch us with
Thy hands of healing,-

All thy tenderness revealing,-give us rest for
evermore.

Original.
THE COMPONENT PARTS OF OUR

NATIONALITY.

BT THE AUTHOR OF "MAPLE LEAVES.

Traeing the origin of the various nation-
alities which inhabit British America,-fix-
ing the exact epoch,--desoribing the true
causes of their migration from their
European homes to Western soil,--deter-
mining the preaise proportion in which
each element enters into the formation of
the composite population of the Dominion,-..
this, indeed, would be a theme replete with
interest, on whieh, at some future period,
one hopes to sec the genius of some of our
leading writers exorcise itself. IIow many
eloquent pages would this study, Viewed in
its multifarious phases, furnish of philoo..
phical investigations ! Specially do we res-
Pectfully commend the subject to the gifted
writer * of the "Pre-historie Man.'" To
achieve successfully such an under-
taking, would involve deep research; ner
are we sure that all the historical data

* Daniel Wilson, LL.D., Professor of History,
University College, Toronto.

required are to be had,-at least, in
an accessible form. Possibly, an abler
hand than ours may weave into one
harmonious whole the silky webs now float-
ing about, to many unnoticed. May this
soon be done ! Until it is donc, we may be
allowed to offer a few desultory thoughts.
which have occurred to us in the course of
our readings.

For the Province of Quebec, the chief
fountains of such ethnological knowledge
appear to us to be :-Ist. The census table
under French and English dominion. 2nd.
The registers of marriages, baptisme, and
burials of the different churches (and
students of history muet ever feel grateful
to the Notes already published on this sub-
ject by the late Abbé Ferland, and by the
Bishop of Rimouski, when Pastor of Beau-
port). 3rd. The biographical dictionary of
the families who emigrated from 1600
to 1700, the fruit of the long and patient
researches of the Abbé Tanguay, made in
Canada and in France, a work now
in the press. Amongst many striking
features, one will be apparent to all,-the
preponderance of the military element in
the population of the colony. Very differ-
ent, indeed, was the status of our early
settlers, when compared to that of those
who settled in other French colonies, or in
some of the English ones. Canada never
had to build up its fortunes on the success
in after life of ex-convicts, ex-garroters, or
ex-ticket-of-leave-men. Hardy farmers,
industrious mechanies, soldiers, adventurous
fishermen landed in crowds on the shores
of a country reported to ceontain something
more than fertile fields,-mineral wealth
in exhaustless quantities. The first nobles
of the French realm vied with one another
in finding men and treasure to build up this
New France, whose future so flattered the
vanity of the great imonarch. High-born
women, such as the Duchesses de Bouillon,
D'Aiguillon, and Madame de La Peltrie,
undertook te provide virtuous young girls
to go and seek their fortunes and husbands
in this favored land. It is astonishing to
see with what solicitude these emigrants
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were watched over before they left France,
until they landed in Canada. In some
cases, the slightest indiseretion caused them
to be sent back to where they came from.
This is a very different version, let it be
remembered, to that circulated by Baron
Lahontan ; but it is nevertheless the
truth.*

Many French gentlemen of ancient
lineage, but unable to maintain their
families in the extravagant splendour
which obtained at Court, asked for conces-
sions of lands in Canada. The progeny of
some of these seigneurs exist amongst us to
this day. At that early period, none but
gentlemen could obtain commissions in the
French army; and it required Court influ-
ence to procure these appointments.
Canada was then singularly fortunate, both

under French and under English dominion,
in the class of settlers attracted to it.
Under the latter, religious and political
persecution deposited on its shores the
cream of the population of other countries.
The war of Independence in the -New
England provinces drove over our border
crowds of the most educated, influential,
and refined men, whose descendants exist
and exercise a powerful influence amongst
us to this day.

The historian Ferland has devoted the
first fifteen pages of the second volume of
his excellent work to vindicate hie country.
men from the aspersions which some igno-
rant writers, such as Baron Lahontan, had
attempted to fasten on them. The antece-
dents of the early settlers of St. Christopher,
one of the West Indies, may have been
doubtful; but, on reference to history, no-
thing of the kind can be imputed to New

* Father Le Jeune says, In the " Relation for
1688,'' Maintenant nous voyons tous les ans
aborder bon nombre de très honorables per-
sonnes, qui se viennent jeter dans nos grands
bois, comme dans le sein de la paix, pour vivre
lci en plus de piété, de franchise et de liberté."

The historian Ferland quotes, as a striking
proof of the purity of morale in the colony, the
fact gleaned from the register ofthe R. C.Church
at Quebec, that out of 674 children baptized
at Quebec, from 1621 to 1661, one only appears to
have been illegitimate.

France.* From 1621 to 1641, the emigra-
tion came plentifully from Perche, Nor-
mandy, Beauce, Ile de France, Saint Onge,
Poitou, and le Pays d'Aunis. The Hugue-
nots were not encouraged to settle, for fear
of religions strife.

The Company of Rouen, and that of
M. de Monts, which had preceded it,
were under the control of merchanta
and traders, who resided chiefly in Nor-
mandy. It is, then, not surprising that they
selected their employés at Rouen, at Dieppe,
at Cherbourg, at Fecamp, and at Honfleur.
These employés became familiarized with
the country ; and when England returned
it to France in 1632, and France appeared
inclined to keep it, they enticed over to
Canada their friends and relatives, who
occasionally sailed for America with their
whole families. It was from Dieppe that
Champlain, after hie return from England,
where he had been carried a prisoner by
the English, sailed in 1633, with a party of
officers, missionaries, and colonists. These
pioneers had doubtless been taken from
Normandy and the Pays de Caux.

In 1634, arrived Robert Giffard, the first
seigneur of Beaupré, accompanied by hie
wife and children, and seven other
large families. They were soon followed
by others from Perche, who took lands in
the Côte de Beaupré (Beauport, Ange Gar-
dien, &c.)

Two important families landed from
France in 1636,-named Le Gajdeur, and
Le Neuf. All the families who arrived
before 1642 clustered round Quebec, except
some few who removed to Three Rivers, to-
take advantage of the abundance of game
(fish and fur), in the neighborhood of Lake
St. Peter.

The firstlandsecleared and conceded at Que-
bec, were the Cteau Ste.Genevieve (St. John's
suburbs), the shores of the river St. Charles;
the seigneurie Notre Iame des Anges, west of
Mr. Parke's, on the Charlesbourg road ; the
little village of Fargy, at Beauport; the fiefs
Saint Michel and Sillery, near Quebec.

• Ferland's Cours d'Histoire du Canada, Vol.
., r. 274.
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Champlain had noticed,long before this date, European battle-fields,* seem to have beenthe beautiful, natural meadows at the foot victimized en masse, by the Quebec fair.of Cape Tourmente, and had placed herds- Every Josette had a military Joe ; the offi-
men to look after the cattle in the pasturage. cers made fierce love to the daughters ofSome people settled there in 1633; and in the seigneurs, of the Procureur du Roi, of1636 Governor Montmagny and Father Le' the conseillers du Conseil Superieur, &c., &c. ;Jeune, found some French families there, whilst their gallant men vowed undying
which the missionaries visited several times attachment to the " black-e.yed Susans "every year. Father Le Jeune-whom we of their own class. The natural result, a notmight call one of our earliest tourists, were uncommon one, was, that ere many seasons
he not one of our most devoted missionaries were over, the parish priest and his vicaires
-states the place is named Beaupré, " car les were kept busy as could be, christening the
prairies y sont belles et grandes et bien unies." numerous young Uarignans, which the next

After 1640, the stream of French emi- census would claim.t The sons of Mars
grants increased. From 1641 to 1655,several spread over the country: some became theinhabitantsofBrittanycame over. Theregis- sires of most patriarchal families, and roseters of Quebec Cathedral show a number of to be Governors in Acadia,-witnews Baron
persons emigrating from Paris; many girls Saint Castin ; others obtained grants of
taken from the royal charitable institution ; seignories, and built forte at Ste. Therese,
" Several of them," says M. Ferland, Chambly, at Sorel,--such as Col. de Salieres,
" were orphans, whose parents had died Captains de Chambly and de Sorel. Capt.
poor whilst in the Ring's service; some Du Gué married Mademoiselle Moyen, of
were the daughters ofFrench army officers; Goose Island, County of Montmagny, whose
and one, for certain, was the child of a island home had been burned and rela-
former Governor of Nancy." About 1660, tives tortured by the Iroquois in 1653;the children born in the country began to whilst others either returned to France, or
count in the population; but emigration made love-matches (marriages de conve-
continued, composed, as M. Rameau* ob- nance) with Canadian heiresses, viz. : Capts.
serves, " of an importation of French Saint Ours, De Berthier, De Contrecour, La
peasants, peaceable, laborious, and well Valtrie, De Meloises, Tarieu, De la Perade,
trained, under their feudal seigneurs." In De la Fouille, Maximin, Labiau, Petit,
1664, the famous regiment of Carignan, Rougemont, Traversy, De la Motte, La
commanded by Col. Salières, was accom- Combe, De Verchères, &c. Several of the
panied by the Marquis of Tracy. A couple domains owned by those military swells are
of centuries later, we read of one of the yet in possession of their descendants.
English noblesse, the magnificent Earl of -
Durham, obtaining from his royal mistress I The battle of St. Gathur, in Gothard, In
the distinguished favor of bringing out, as a ungary.
suitable escort, her household troops, the t The benellcial manner In which this infu-sion of superior blood, education, and domesticColdstream Guards; but, beyond carrying manners of the colonis, prevlously devoted to
away in legitimate wedlock, some of our the humblest occupations of trade, May be
city belles, we do not find the population of easiy imgIned. Liberal testes were encou-
Canada affected by their sojourn Not f honor and generoty per-
with the Carignan regiment, four compa- t hige an lu sit th e nleg
nies of which were disbanded shortly after of the inhabitant.-Hawku' New Historical

p<olw"e fQuebec.their arrival in Canada. This splendid Meamures were adopted te infue a More lib-corps of warriors, with laurels fresh from eral spirit In the colony, te raise tbe quaiity and
character of the settiers, and to give a higher
toue te society. The King (Ljouis XIV) took ao Ferland's Cours d'Histoire du Canada, Vol. moetjudicious method to accomplish this. neIl., p. †, 7. resolved te confer upon the Govertient a
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To trace step by step the career of the
descendants of these military men would
take us much further than the limits
of these historical jottings will permit. A
compendious work, of some six hundred
pages, by Abbé David, a French ecclesiastic
of the Sulpician Seminary of Montreal, con-
tains a mass of material, which, some day or
other, may be wrought into shape.*

Fathers Le Clereg and Charlevoix testify
in glowing terms to the morality, frugality,
bodily strength, and courage of the first
settlers.
"As to bravery,"adds M. Aubert,† 'even, if

as Frenchmen, it was not theirs by birth-

right, the mode of dealing which in
warfare they have to employ towards the
Iroquois and other savages, who generally
roast alive their prisoners, with incredible
tortures, compels the French to look on
death in battle as preferable to being cap-
tured alive ; they, therefore, fight like
desperate men, and with very great indiffer-
ence to life."

That our French ancestors were biave,
hardy, devoted to their adopted country,
and moral in their conduct, history
abundantly proves ; that they considered
themselves of goodly stock, and ancient
descent, seems beyond a doubt; that their
proud monarch, Louis XIV., thought the
same, abundantly appears, by his own
assertion, that "New France contained more
of the best blood of Old France than all the

degree of comparative splendor, worthy of the
great nation of which it was a dependency. In
1664, he sent out to Quebec the most brilliant
emigration that had ever sailed from France for
the New World. It consisted of a Viceroy, a
Governor General, an Intendant, and other
necessary officers of the civil Government, the
regiment de Carignan, commanded by Colonel
de Salieres, and officered by sixty or seventy
French gentlemen, most of whom were con-
nected with the noblesse. Many of these gentie-
tlemen settled in the Province, and, having
obtained concessions of the waste lands, became
the noblesse of the colony, and were the ances-
tors of the best French familles r the present
day.

• Histoire des principales familles Francaises
du Canada. Montreal: Eusebe Senecal ; 1868.

t Memoire from M. Aubert.

other numerous French colonies of the day
put together "

We regret that this portion. of our sub-
ject should come to a close without having an
opportunity of referring to the census
tables kept under French rule in Canada,
and which are now in the Parliamentary
Library at Ottawa.

In the first portion of this sketch, it was
stated that the military element occupied a
prominent position in the component parts
of our nationality. Let us then, at one
bound, overleap a century, and see what
is going on in 1764, when the celebrated
78th Regiment, " Fraser's Highlanders,"
were disbanded. Subjoined, in a foot-note,
may be found the names of its officers, taken
from an army-list.* These 78th men spread

• List of officers of Fraser's Highlanders, coin -
missions dated 5th January, 1757:-

Lieut-Col. Commandant.-Honorable Simon
Fraser, died Lieutenant General in 1782.

Majors. -James Clephane, John Campbell, of
Dunoon, afterwards Lieutenant-Colonel Com-
manding the Campbell Highlanders l Ger-
many.

Captains.-John MacPherson, brother of
Clunie ; John Campbell, of Ballimore; Simon
Fraser, of Inverlochy, killed on the heights of
Abraham in 1759; Donald MacDonald, brother
of Clanronald, killed at Sillery in 1760; John
Macdonell, of Lochgarry, afterwards Lieutenant
Colonel of the 76th, or Macdonald's Regiment,
died in 1789, Colonel; Alexander Cameron, of
Dungallon; Thomas Ross, of Culrossie, killed
on the Heights of Abraham; Alexander Fraser,
of Culduthel; Sir Henry Seton, of Abercorn,
Baronet; James Fraser, of Belladrum; Simon
Fraser, Captain-Lieutenant, died a Lieutenant-
General in 1812.

Lieutenants. - Alexander Macleod, Hugli
Cameron, Ronald Macdonald, of Keppochb;
Charles Macdonell, of Glengarry, killed at St.
John's; Broderich Macneill, of Barra, killed on
the Heights of Abraham; William Macdonell ;
Archibald Campbell, son of Glenlyon; John
Fraser, of Belnaine; Hector Macdonald, brother
to Boisdale, killed in 1759; Allan Stewart, son
of Invernahul; John Fraser; Alexander Mac-
doneil, son of Barrisdale, killed on the Ueights
of Abraham; Alexander Fraser, killed at Louis-
bourg; Alexander Campbell, 6f Aross; John
Douglasa ; John Nairn; Arthur Rose, of
the family of Kilravoch; Alexander Fraser ;
John Macdonell, of Leeks, died at Berwick, 1818;
Cosmo Gordon, killed at Sillery in 1760; David
Baillie, killed at Louisbourg; Charles Stewart,
son of Colonel John Roy Stewart; Ewen Came-
ron, of the family of Glenevis; Allan Cameron;
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over the length and breadth of the land. Theophilus Cramahe, afterwards Lieu-
Some (attracted, no doubt, by the name) tenant-Governor.
settled in New Scotland, * Nova Scotia; The idea pervadng the minds of these
some remained in the parishes roand distinguished men seems to hav ee
Quebed. The Fraser Clan alone, with those beautitul sites selected by them would
its offshoots at Murray Bay, Fraserville increase rapidly in value, by the introduc-
(Temiscouata), St. André, St.Thomas, Beau- tion of British mie in Canada, and become,
mont, Quebec, Montreal, Nova Scotia, &c., in time, mines of wealth, and happy
has attained to such dimensions that an en- homes for their children. But British
terprising descendant, the Hon. John Fraser rule, with British freedom left ont, did
de Berry, L. C., thought seriously of recon- but littie, either for Canadian sou or
structing the clan lastwinter-tartans, clay- Canadians, during the dark period which
more, philibeg, kilts, and all,-January began in 1759 and closed in 1841. About
frosts to the contrary notwithstanding. this time, Lord Sydenham, a most astute po-
Several of Wolfe's followers had also litician and ruler, with the view of anglify-
become Canadian landholders, viz., General ing the French Canadians, united the Lower
James Murray, the distinguished owner of to the Ipper Province, hoping by the pre-
Belmont, on the St. Foy Road, Quebec,- ponderance of the English element in both
which, on his return to England, passed Provinces, to swamp and kili ont that
over by purchase to one of his officers, Col. nationality which would not die. The new
Henry Caldwell, who became the founder constitution had a most seductive name,
of a Canadian family of note, and was the "Self-Government." Itwasreadilyaccept-
father of Sir John Caldwell. Another of ed, as it contained by implication, with
Gen. Wolfe's officers, Maj. Samuel Holland, much that was evil, a principle of life,-
purchased an adjoining domain, of some equality to aIl races.
three hundred acres, which to this day is Emigration from France mostly ceased
known as Holland's Farm; whilst another duringthatperiod. One haif of the French
again, Major Moses Hazen, settled at St. families of wealth, who could sell their
Johns, near Montreal, and joined Brigadier- lands, left Canada in 1760-1-2, rather than
Gen. Montgomery in his unsuccessful at- live under British rule; though several
tempt to conquer Canada in 1775. In 1762, again returned to Canada from France
we also find Meadow Bank,t on the St. Louis about 1783, and some of our most re8peoted
Road, near Quebec, owned by Hon. Hector French families, that of Col. Dambourges, for

instance, emigrated to Canada after the
John Cuthbert, killed at Loulsbourg; Simon conquest. The emigration, however, wae i iFraser; Archibald Macallster, of the family df the main British (until, we may say, theLoup; James Murray, killed at Loulsbourg;te oDonald Cameron, son of Fassafearn, died on ,mn of ea nhalfpay, 1817. ties of men ofcsuperior education..Ensigns.-John Chrsholm, John Fraser, uf A mot noticeable element of Prosperity
Erroggle; Simon Fraser, James Mackenzie, adrfnret a de oorppltoMalcolm Fraser, afterward Captain 4th Regi- ie, oiment, or Royal Emigrants; Donald Macneil, by the war of Independence,-te UnitedHenry Munro, Hugh Fraser, aterwards Captabn Empire Loyalist . Some 7,000 to 10,00084th Regiment; Alexander Gregorson, Ardtor- stauneh adherents Of the House of Hanover,
nlsh; James Renderson, Robert Menzles, John
Campbell. camne acrosa our border, or penetrated byChaplaln, Reverend Robert MacPherson; ships to New Brunswick and Nova Scotia.Adjutant, gh Fraser; Quartermaster, John Though Western Canada benefitted theFraser; Surgeon, John MacLean.

It Is stated that I Nova Spotia alone there most by this exodus fromn the late Britsh
are at present more than 3,000 descendants of Provinces, Eastern Canada got its gOOthe Frasers. share. These brave men had sacrificed

t The country seat of John Porter, Esq. fortune and position to onsistency, and
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their allegiance to King George; and King
George, as a good and paternal sove-
reign, indemnified them by pensions, honors
end emoluments, to the best of the ability
of the English exchequer. Of such were the
Sewells, Smiths, Gambles, Andersons,
Jones, Robinsons, Baldwins, Sir James
McCauley, Honorable John Wilson, John
Strachan, Captain James Dettrick, Roger
Bates, Joseph Brant, Hon, John Stewart,
Hon. Samuel Crane, Hon. George Crook-
shank, Sir Joseph Brook, Hon. James
Crooks, Dr. Schofield, Hon. John McDonald,
Thomas Merritt, Hon. Henry Ruttan,
Hon. John Elmesley, Chief Justice ;
Hon. Peter Russell, Administrator; Hon.
Henry Allcock, Chief Justice; John White;
Attorney-General Secord; Colonel Clark,
Hon. W. H. Merritt, and Philemon Wright;
all sons or descendants or connections of
the glorions 10,000, which were aptly
enough, at one time, denbminated by Upper
Canadians, '' The founders of Western pros-
perity." To follow them in their . aUer
fortunes, and brilliant careers, would take
us beyond the scope of this paper.

We next have to notice an appreciable
increase to our population, by the inter-
marriages of the officers and men of the
Watteville and Meuron Regiments,* dis-
banded in Canada, after the war of
1812. The descendants of the De Mon-
tenachs, Labruière, Dufresnes, D'Orson-
nens, and others, are amongst us to this
day.

To statists, such as our talented Audi-
tor-General, and his able assistants, we
shall leave the congenial task of fixing,
with the census tables before them, the
exact ratio of the foreign element, settling
of late years in our midst ; prominent among
which must of course appear the Celtic race,
whose prolific nature does not seem to

• These regiments, we think, had been formed
in England from French officers and soldiers
detained as prisoners of war, and who had been
granted their liberty, on accept ing to fight
against all the enemies of England, excepttheir
own country-France. On the breaking out of
the war of 1812, they were sent out to fight the
armies of the United States.

suffer in the least from its national griev.
ances; and next the canny Scot with
whom in the great race of worldly wealth
few indeed can keep pace.

Some, however, of the best and fairest of
our population, and we say it with a feeling
akin to regret, we are liable to lose, and do
lose, by causes beyond the control of legis-
lators: we allude to thatnot inconsiderable
portion which annually carries to ,other
climes its youth, its freshness, its refine-
ment, owing to that unaccountable and
perverse hankering of British officers to rob
Canada of her gems,-her fair daughters.
Does this necessarily prove that the beauty,
manners, and accomplishments of the colo-
nial lass are superior to those of her English
sister; or, is the Canadian belle chiefly
sought in marriage, as being a species of
" forbidden fruit," tabooed by Belgravian
mammas, whose " hopefuls " are serving in
the colonies. Quien sabe!

Having, as we hope, fulfilled the promise
made at the inception of this paper,
of merely furnishing for abler pens a few
hints and suggestions, to be hereafter enlarg-
ed on, we shall close the subject with a
tabular statement compiled especially for
us, by a youthful lady friend, with a
penchant for ethnological studies,-Military
marriages in Canada of laie years; which

helps to prove some of our propositions, and

shows statistically to what an alarming
extent the union sentiment prevailed in
the Canadas. Here goes this curious
document, which we fear is very imper-
fect:-

Grenadier Guards.
Lord Abinger-Miss McGruder.
Capt. Herbert-Miss Le Moine.
Dr. Girdwood-Miss Blackwell.

79th Highlanders.

Colonel Butt-Miss Sewell.
Capt. Cumming-Miss Coxworthy.
Capt. Heisham-Miss Fraser.
Capt. Scott-Miss Stayner.
Capt. Hunt- -
Capt. Reeve-Miss Fraser.
Ma;or Ross-Miss Lindsay.
Capt. Smyth-Miss Perrault.

9,3rd Sutherland Highlanders.

Lieut. Elliott-Miss Wood.
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Royal Engineers.
Col. Gallway-Miss Me Dougall.
Col. Pipon-Miss Ashworth.
Capt. Noble-Miss Lunn.
Capt. Brackenbury-Miss Campbell.
Lieut. Savage-Miss Joly.

Rifle Brigade.
Capt. Glynn-Miss Dewar.
Capt. Tryscott-Miss Stewart.
Capt. Swinhoe-Miss Reynolds.

17th Regiment.
Capt. Utterson-Miss Burstalil.
Oapt. Webber-Miss Jeffry.
Lieut. Presgrave-Miss Day.
Lieut. Lees-Miss Moltz.
Lieut. Harris-Miss Moltz.
Capt. Burnett-Miss Kreighoff.
Lieut. Torre-Miss Stevenson.
Capt. Dixon-Miss Antrobus.
Lieut. Hoar-Miss Scott.
Capt. McIntosh-Miss Wood.

4,7th Regiment.
Capt. Larkin-Miss Savage.

50th Regiment.
Capt. Hamilton-Miss Willan.
Capt.,Travers-Miss Johnson.
Capt. Henderson-Miss Starnes.
Capt.'Worseley-Miss Sicotte.

53rd Regiment.
Capt. Brown-Miss Dewar.

Coldstream Guards.
Capt. Clayton-Miss Wood.

Royal Artillery.
Col. Fitzgerald-Miss Le Moine.
Col. Shakespear-Miss Panet.
Col. Walker-
Capt. DeMontmorenci-Miss Moltz.
Dr.'Duff-Miss Seweil.
Lient. Irwin-Miss Hamilton.
Lieut. Sandiland-Miss Ste#enson.

71t Hussars.
Col. White-Miss De Montenach.
Major Campbell-Miss Duchesnay.
Capt. Winter-Miss Sewell.

15th Regiment.
Major Temple-Miss Sewell.

Canadian Rifles.
Capt. Gibson-Miss Gibb.
Capt. Dunn-Miss Gibb.

25th Borderers.

Dr. Gribbon-Miss Allen.
Lieut. Lees-Miss Maxham.

16th Regiment.

Capt. Carter-Miss Lemesurier.
Dr. Fergusson-Miss Alloway.
Capt. Lea-Miss Alloway.
Capt. Sericold-Miss Duval.

13t Hussars.

Capt. Clarke-Miss Rose.
Capt. Miles-Miss Esten.
Dr. Milburn-Miss Allan.

23rd Regiment.
Lieut. Benyon-Miss Allen.
Lient. Hawley-

30th Regiment.
Col. Atcherley-Miss Heward.

Capt. Moreson- -

Capt. Birch-Miss Vass.
Lieut. Naigle-Miss Bell.
Dr. Paxton-Miss Murray.
Dr. Hooper-Miss Dalkin.
Capt. Clarkson-Miss Cogwell.
Capt. Glasscott-Miss Cayley.

391th Regiment.
Capt. Hoare-Miss Scott.

7th Welch Fusiliers.
Capt. Pryce Brown-Miss Prior.

100th Regiment.
Lient. La Touche-Miss Bouchette.

Royal Nay.
Commander Ashe-Miss Percy.
Lieut. Storey-Miss Murray.

An examination of the above will show

how many names are wanting.

THE pTERICHTHYS, oR ANCIENT
WINGED-FISH.

The pierichthys was the most singular of
ail the creatures that characterized the third

ereative day,-the most remarkable mons-
ter of the Devonian oceans. In structure
it appears to have united the characteristics
of the placoid and ganoid fishes. It was
specially remarkable for the large size and
peculiar formation of the bony plates or
scales composing its armor. The plates of
the cuirass which sheathed its body were
comparatively of an immense magnitude,
-quite disproportionate to the dimensions
of the same. Its head, fins, and tail were
also encased in plates of bony armor, and
of sueh dimensions as to give this strange
fish the appearance of a winged-animal. Its
peculiar characteristies seem to indicate
that it was created to inhabit the very
warm waters of the deeper seas of this
period ; and it is most probable that it could
swim very rapidly.

The pterichthys was accompanied by
many similar tribes of fishes, and also by
several species of Nautilus. The most cha-
racteristie members of the latter family
were the 'Koninckii and Clymenia Sedgwickii.
The ancient nautilus, like its modern repre-
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sentative, was a fish with a twisted shell,

which served its master as a bouse and

ship. When the weather was favorable
myriads of them might be seen mounting
to the surface of the primeval ocean, each
extending his arms like oars or masts,
unfurling bis sails (consisting of a thin web
or membrane attached to the arms), and
scudding merrily along before the gentle

breeze. When these animais wished to

dive or descend, they contracted their air-
cells, took down their sails, drew in their
arms ; and, having thus excluded the air
from their shells, and consequently in-

creased their specific gravity, they sank
heavily to the bottom. By motions oppo-

site to these they ascended to the surface.
The shells were very beautifully formed,

and of every variety of shade,-the most
common colors being dark brown and bril-

liant pink. It is probable that man obtained

his first ideas of navigation from this remark-

able creature.-Victor Le Vaux's '" Twin

Records."

NOTES OF A TRIP TO THE LABRADOR
COAST.

BY J. U. GREGORY.

On Tuesday, 22nd September, 1868, the
Goverament steamer Napoleon 111, Captain
Eugene Gourdeau, at 4 o'clock, p.m., left
Quebec for the Straits of Belle Isle. Besides
the officers of the Trinity Bouse in charge of
Light House supplies, the Rev. Mr. Butler,
Congregational Missionary at Bonne Esper-
ance, returning to his mission, was also a
passenger with myself. On the 24th, at 7j
o'clock, a.m., we reached Point Des Monts
Light bouse, where we remained until 1i
o'clock, delivering Light House supplies, and
the Trinity Officer inspected the premises.
We reached Seven Islands Bay at about 6 p.m.,
and anchored there, so as to cross over to the
west point of the Island of Anticosti by day-
light. On the 25th, at 5j a m., left Seven
Islands Bay and reached west point of Anti-
costi Island Light House at noon; anchored
about half a mile off, as the supplies are
brought ashore in boats, which make some
seven or eight trips each. I went ashore with
the first load, and had time to walk around
the point, while the supplies were being
landed. We anchored here until four next
morning, so as to reach the south-west at day-
light, where we arrived at about 9 a.m. on

the 26th, and with the first boat I went ashore-
and had plenty time to visit the bays and
beach. Mr. Pope, the light-house keeper,
bas made bis place very comfortable; this
may be called the garden of Anticosti. He
has a small enclosure in which potatoes,
cabbages, and turnips are grown, and gets in
hay-enough for the keep of a horse and cow.
Each light-house is supplied with a horse for
the purpose of drawing the supplies, and
wood and water. In taking the supplies fron
the boats the horse is backed into the sea to
meet the boat, which grounds in about three
feet of water. All with the exception of four
get their hay and oats from Quebec. We left
at 1 p.m. for Cap des Rosiers Light House,
which we came opposite to the same evening ;
but, owing to unfavorable wind, could not
land supplies, but anchored opposite Cap au
Sauvages, Gaspé Bay, until next morning at
5, when we tried again to approach near
enough to the light-house to land, and suc-
ceeded this time in doing so. I did not go
ashore. I was very much amused at the way-
they landed a horse. A boat, with six men at
the oars and two seated in the stern, was
brought alongside the steamer; when the horse
was backed up to the edge of the vessel. Ali
being ready, another backward move and
over he went. The poor beast was awfully
astonished with bis sait water bath. The two,
men in the stern of the boat caught him by
the halter close to the head, when the other
six rowed with all their might for shore,
about three quarters of a mile off, which they
reached all safe. On the same day, Sunday,
28th, September, we reached Gaspé Basin at
noon, and were received by our old friend
and agent, Mr. Joseph Eden (bis son having
notified him of our being in sight, as he was
a few miles back on his farm), by firing a
cannon.

Mr. Eden made me acquainted with the
Rev. Mr. Richmond, who, before he came to
Gaspé, had been severai years Missionary on
the Labrador coast. The information kindly
furnished by him, coupled with what I
received from the Rev. Mr. Butler, enabled
me to form a very fair idea of the amount of
provisions I would have to distribute to the
destitute inhabitants of Labrador. Owing to,
the wind being unfavorable to approach the
east end of Anticosti, we did not leave
before Tuesday, 28th, at 8j a.m. During our
stay at Gaspé, several lobsters were drawn up
from off the wharf. An old iron hoop is
crossed with rope in every direction so as to
form a net-work; a piece of dry codfish is
fastened on the net-work; and the whole
allowed by a long rope to reach the bottom
of the water. After a short time it is steadily
and quietly pulled up, when a lobster or two
are found feeding on the ccdfish and made
prisoners. We caught also quite a number
of codfish from off the steamer with hook and
line. On our way across, some 70 miles back
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to the Island of Anticosti, we met very heavy
weather, the steamer rolling dreadfully and
the water washing over her. I draw a cur-
tain over this part of the journey, as I was
completely knocked hors de combat. After
having landed supplies for the Provision
Depot at Challop Creek, we reached the East
Point at 1 a.m. On the 30th we commenced
unloading at once from about a mile off.
But little time can be spared at any of these
points; a change of wind from west to east,
would force the steamer to leave at once and
seek the open sea, or nearest shelter. At 7
a.m. I went on shore. Owing to there being a
new light-house keeper taking the place of
the former one, both parties furniture, &c.,
had to he landed and taken on board. I there-
fore had plenty time to visit this point.

The Island of Anticosti is 145 miles long
and 60 broad, partly covered with spruce
trees, and dotted with lakes of fresh water.
The inhabitants number about 60 souls, con-
sisting of light-house keepers, and a few
fishermen and families, separated from each
other by very long distances. The black
bear, otter, black and other foxes and marten
are the only animals found, and many are
trapped during the winter. I saw many
ducks, plovers, and other birds, and near the
light-house I found a few snipe; they were
very lean and not such good eating as they
are when killed nearer home. I saw several
seals at difiereut pointE, and the bones of a
whale which had been washed ashore, and
from which had been extracted 60 barrels of
oil. The jaw-bone measured 18 feetin length
From the immense amount of work to be
done here, we were detained ail day. Besides
supplies for the light-houses, the Government
keep at the several points depots in which
are stored provisions for the shipwrecked
people who so frequently are thrown on this
Island. What a paradise for sportsmen I At
6 p.m. we left for the Straits of Belle Isle, and
arrived at Forteau Bay at 7 p.m. on the Ist
of Oct. We had a fine run from Anticosti,
aided by a moderate and fair wind ; numerous
sea birds flew away from each side, as the
steamer went ploughing on. We saw a great
many whales, and several immense icebergs.
We anchored ail night in Forteau Bay, district
of Newfoundland, but did not like to go ashore
on account of the great number of Esquimaux
dogs that kept up a constant howling ail night;
they are called here the Labrador band. A
few years ago the Missionary got down by
steamer a fine goat. It was takenashore and
tied for a short time outside, while the men
went in the house. When they returned, the
poor goat had been devoured by the dogs. It
is not safe to keep any animal unconfined.
Early on the morning of the 2nd October, we
left for Belle Isle light-house but, owing to
westerly winds, could not approach it, and
ran into Chateau Bay or Temple Harbor,
called by these names from a number of rocks

near the entrance which reserble in their
formation chateaux or temples. We entered a
very narrow passage between two rocky hills,
and called by the fishermen a tickle, and found
ourselves in a beautiful sait water lake, six
miles long and about half to one mile broad,
surrounded on ail sides by high mountains.
From the great depth of water the vessel was
run quite close to shore, and we still anchored
in 30 fathoms. We found here five schooners
loading for Quebec and Montreal, with cod-
fish and herrings. There are about twelve
fishermen's houses or huts, and what they call
a room, being a store kept by a trader. The
people are ahl from the other Newfoundland
shores, and come over in June in schooners,
men, women, and children, for the purpose of
fishing. I had ample opportunity of visiting
these people; they are strong and healthy,
and live almost entirely on fish and bread,
very seldom getting meat of any kind,
especially during the fishing season. Vege-
tables are equally scarce. Their great luxury
is molasses, which some of them called long
tailed sugar. They were ail very busy curing
codfish, of which they had caught considerable.
The fish was very small, about the size of a
finnan haddie. I was told that this sized fish.
from its drying very hard, was the best suited
to the South American trade, and conse-
quently sold as well as larger sized. The suc-
cess of the fishermen here is due to their
facilities for following the coast in schooners,
in which ail go off and fish on shares, some
of the vessels going 200 and 300 miles away.
Owing to the contrary winds, we were detained
ten days in this place ; we ran out three times
in hopes of being able to approach the only
point accessible on an island nine miles long,
but had to put back. Belle Isle can only bc
approached when the wind blows from the
East, or in a dead calm. During our ten days'
stay in Chateau Bay I made some excursions
to the head of the lake in one of the steamer's
boats, and I shot several ducks, curlews, and
the gullemet, or sea pigeon; ail, excepting
an occasional specimen which I preserved,
went to the cook for the table, as we had
nothing but sait pork sait beef, and codfish
left. Trips over the mountains were also
taken, and a quantity of a small description of
cranberry collected, which grows amongst the
moss in such numbers that one has only to,
throw himself down at full length to gather
a pint or more within arm's reach. They are
very delicate in taste, and when preserved,
are equal to the ordinary cranberry. For
miles nothing is seen but moss-covered rocks.
In the interior, along some small streams
may be found a few dwarf spruce. The whole
coast is dotted with islands al moss-covered
many of them forming beautiful groups
amongst which the coasting schooners seek
shelter from storms. Just outside of Chateau
Bay is Henly Harbor, another fishing station.
Here could be counted sonie twelve or fifteen
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schooners from Quebec and Montreal, one of
which put out to sea while we were there, and,
being overtaken by a storm, was wrecked; all
hands were saved, the vessel was lost. There
are four or five houses at Henly Harbor,
occupied only during the fishing season.
When a schooner leaves at the end of the
season with families returning home for the
winter, there is a great cheering and firing of
guns. Since my last visit there, a Captain
Kennedy left with 30 or 40 souls in his
schooner : they were overtaken by a storm.
and every soul perished. During our stay in
Chateau Bay, notwithstanding being shut in
by high mountains, the wind blew so strong
that, besides both anchors being out, steam
had to be kept up to keep the steamer in
position. The weather was not very cold,
and no snow had been seen yet.

On Sunday, lth October, when I awoke I
heard a clinking sound, and distinguished the
canoe song our men sing when raising the
anchor. At last we are to leave Chateau
Bay, and the wind being eastwardly, there is
a prospect of our being able to land at Belle
Isle, which is but 22 miles off, and of course
always in sight ; and at half-past ten o'clock,
a.m., we lay to a short distance off and began
loading the boats at once with the supplies,
consisting of provisions, hay, oats, and oils,
&c. There is but one point on the whole
lsland where a landing can be made, and this
is done by climbing up a ladder on to a rock
which bas been blasted down to a flat bed
about 20 feet above the water; on this rock
the supplies are hoisted by means of a tackle.
The boats make some twelve or fifteen trips.
Besides the usual supplies for the light-house
and keeper, a quantity of provisions are kept
for any wrecked People who may reach there ;
this is done also at all the other light-houses.
From the landing to the light-house the road
is about one and a half miles long, cut out of
the rock (small, fresh water lakes on each
side), and go steep t'iat a good strong horse
can make but four trips a day, carrying at
each load but two barrels of flour on a truck
or cart. The Island is about nine miles long;
not a tree or bush on it. Thecoals that cook
the light-house keeper's food and warm his
bouse are brought by the Government steamer
from Quebec, and the empty barrels are used
for kindling, there not being even wood
enough of any description to kindle fire with.
Rock, and only rock, covered with moss, is to
be found. The only animal known to exist
there is the white fox and the mole. No
buman being inhabits the Island except the
light-house keeper and family; and they are
happy, and would not like to leave it,-their
only visitors being the officers of the Trinity
twice a year and some few fishermen, as it is
not a place near which sailing vessels would
feel safe. By 2 p., we were compelled to
leave our last load on shore, and hurry on board
to get away, as the wind was changing, and

we could not remain longer with safety. We
steered for Chateau Bay again, where we were
detained by fog until Tuesday. A large ice-
berg had grounded quite close to the passage,
and when we went out on Tuesday morning
large pieces of ice which had been rubbed oit
were floating around us, reminding one of the
breaking up of the ice in the spring. We
reached Forteau light-house at 1 p.m., and
having supplied this, the last-light bouse, at
7 p.m. started for Blanc Sablon. At Forteau
I was handed two letters addressed te the
Captain of the Napoleon II, one from the
Rev. Mr. Auger, Catholic Missionary, the
other from the Commandant of H. M. 8.
Sphinx, rAquesting the Captain to assist the
distressed people in the neighborbood of Blanc
Sablon, and particularly one family named J.,
in the greatest of poverty. These gentlemen
were not aware of Government aid being on
the way.

We reached Blanc Sablon at dark the same
night. Here my work begins :-Wednesday,
14th October, I went ashore, my first enquiry
being for the J.'s. I found tbat they lived some
eight or nine miles off, around a long point ;
and the wind was too strong for any smali
boat te be able to reach it. I learned that by
going over and around the mountains,
although the distance was much longer, with
the aid of a guide, I could reach the place,
Bradore, where the J.'s lived. I procured the
services of a resident fisherman, a native of
St. Malo, France. Mr. Dubamel also volun-
teered te keep me company. We started at
about 81 o'clock a.m., walking up and down
the hill, around hills and between hills, but
owing to the rocks being covered with soft
springy moss, and the day pleasantly cold,
we got on very well; our talkative French-
man pointing out to us the small river which
is supposed to separate Canada from New-
foundland district, and giving me much
other information. About five miles off we
saw coming towards us a tall man, aged
about forty or forty-three years, dressed in
canvas, an old tarpaulin bat on, and wearing
raw seal-skin slippers. Our guide called him
by name, when I learned that it was J. him-
self, who was on bis way te the Bay te try
and get something to prevent his family from
starving. His haggard, shivering appear-
ance denoted great suffering. I spoke a few
commonplace words te him, and was very
politely answered, and at last asked him to
turn back with me, that I wished te visit
bis bouse. He at once did so, remarking
that I would find it a poor place, that bis
fishing had failed, and he supposed I knew
enough of Labrador to understand that their
only means of living was fishing. I gradu-
ally led him on to speak of bis prospects;
they were certainly very discouraging. I
asked him whether he would not like to
leave the coast for some place where he could
earn his living by other means. He answered
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that he was born on the coast, Lad never left
it, and never would; he was unfit for any
other life ; that he had the best seal tishery
that could be desired; that at one time his
father was the wealthiest man on the whole
coast; made his £1500 to £2000 per season
at seal fishing, but lived very extravagantly,
and spent it as fast as made. From a preva-
lence of westerly winds at the seal fishing
time, his bay became blocked up with ice,
and he could not set his nets in consequence.
Every year, for some years past, bringing no
better luck, the father and mother went away,
and died somewhere near Quebec, leaving
the fishery to the sons. All his brothers
were forced to leave also, and he being
the last determined never to give up the old
spot. I told him that Government would
take him and his family away free of expense ;
and I strongly advised him to leave. But he
would not do so, he loves the spot, and bas
great confidence in soon meeting better luck.
He related an instance of a fisherman simi-
larly situated, who had not caught any seals
for some time, when, by a sudden change of
Wind, the ice was blown out of the bay, nets
were set, and in two hours and a half over
500 seals were caught, each seal being worth
$4. The wind again changing, the ice was
forced back into the bay, and no more seals
were taken that season. Poor J. hopes for some
Such luck. We soon came in sight of his
Louse ; a large building, in a very dilapidated
condition. This, he said, was his summer
bouse. He has another further back, near
where he could procure the dwarf spruce to
keep them warm in winter. Most of the
fishermen have two houses, one on the
Island where they fish in summer; the other,
Or winter bouse, sorne miles in the interior
lear the wood. When we reached the house
I perceived that a great many window glasses
were broken, and after he had tied up a balf-
starved dog which, he said, was very wicked
to stranger, we went in by the back door,
through the kitchen. The flooring was pulled
Up in many places; seeing that I noticed
this, he stopped me to explain the reason.
He said : last spring, during some very cold
days, he was so weak from want of food, that
he had not strength to go for wood, and had
to burn the floor to prevent his family from
Perishing from cold.

In looking around me, I noticed that the
walls had been painted in imitation of oak.
We walked on till we came to the passage, on
each side of which, through the open doors, I
could see the rooms. The floors were painted
in imitation of oil-cloth patterns, and on the
walls were the remains of what had once been
costly Paper, representing .hunting scenes
nearly life size. There was no furnuiture of
any description in any of the rooms but one,
and in this was a stove, a bench, table, and a
large bundle of seal nets. Into this room we
entered. I asked J. to call his wife and child-

ren in. After some time I heard some one
coming down stairs, coughing very hard; it
was Mrs. J., who, with a very thin cotten
jacket, an old sail for a skirt, no stockings nor
shoes, came into the room and made me a
polite bow. What a sad face ! Want was
plainly marked in that countenance. She had
evidently been very handsome in her younger
and happier days. She is about forty years
old, and told me that she was born in Glasgow,
Scotland ; that she came to Halifax with her
parents, where one of J.'s brothers married
ber sister; and that while on a visit to that
sister she married J. They were then consid-
ered rich, and had plenty for some years after.
But what a change Las taken place of late
years ! starvation frequently stared them in
the face. They have nine children,-the eld-
est a girl of sixteen, the next a boy of fourteen,
a great help to his father. This family had
been days living on nothing but some little
trout the children had caught in a small fresh
water stream near at hand ; they had neither
pork nor any grease to cook their fish with.
No bread nor vegetables of any sort,-nothing
entered their mouths but fish and water.
The children were very thin and nearly naked,
-none had shoes on, winter or summer, for
years past. I asked J. if he could not make
shoes with seal skin ; he said yes, but that
they needed food fiist, and a seal skin would
sell for a dollar's worth of sea biscuit. Mrs. J.
told me that it would soon all be over; that
they could not live through such a winter as
the last. I told her I had spoken to ber Lus-
band about going away, and asked her to try
and persuade him to do so. She turned her
large, sad, consumptive eyes on him, and said,
whatever he thinks best to do I will do. (1
forgot to mention, that, when we left the
steamer, we Lad filled our pockets with
crackers. I shall never forget how those poor
children enjoyed them.) I offered a free pas-
sage to any place they might wish to go. J.
said it was no use, he would never leave the
old spot. I learned from them that last spring
J. had managed to catch some seals on shares,
his share being fifteen, but being in debt, the
whole amount was kept to help to pay his
indebtedness, and the carcasses of the seals
which he had sàlted down for the purpose of
furnishing food for his dogs, had to be unsalted
and eaten by themselves. This meat, I am
told, is most difficult to digest, and made his
family sick,-one little girl, however, would
cut a slice of raw seal meat, lay it on the stove
to warm, and eat it without a murmur. This
child he called hard times. He showed me his
account with the traders; there was nothing
in it but flour, sea biscuit, and nails,- no pork,
tea, sugar, butter, or tobacco. They charged
him $15 a barrel for common flour, and $9 a
cwt. for sea biscuit, 15 cents a pound for nails.
The fifteen seais had brought about $60. This
unfortunate family had sold or traded off
nearly everything, even the feathers out of
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their bed had been disposed of to some trading who had borrowed a small boat, and came
schooners. J. took me outside near the house, over to the steamer, fearing, no doubt, that
where there is a small enclosed lot, the bury- something would prevent his great hopes from
ing ground of the family; there are three or being realized. When our kind-hearted Cap-
four handsome inarble tomb-stones, which in tain and Engineer saw him, tears sprang to
their better days they had got down from Que- their manly eyes, for I had related to them his
bec to mark the resting place of some of the story, and the condition I found his family in.
family, who died surrounded with comfort. A lady and gentleman passenger kindly gave
Poor J. said that he thought last spring that some articles of clothing,-the former, a dress
several more graves would be added,-but no or two for Mrs. J ; the latter, some children's
niarble head-stones would mark them. From clothing, which he happened to have with
an elevation, he pointed out to me that part him. I was enabled to procure from among
of the bay in which so many seals had formerly the crew some boots, socks, coats, vests, caps,
been taken, and told me that early last spring mits, mufflers, flannel shirts, and blankets,
when his family were starving, from the very with a quantity of powder and shot and caps,
spot we were standing upon, he had seen hun- a few plugs of tobacco thrown in, and some
dreds of seals at a time, but they were a great tea and sugar for poor Mrs. J., which made
way off, where no net could be set. From up a large bundle. When I returned on deck,
what I could learn, seals always stop in open poor J., I learned, was at breakfast in the
water, and delight in getting as near the shore mess-room. Before him were placed ham,
as possible when the ice is driven out of the eggs, bread, potatoes, butter, and a cup of
bay. The fishermen set large strong nets good coffee. I told him to try and make a
inade of cord as thick as a pipe stem; these good meal. " I can't do it, sir," said he ;
nets are drawn in by means of a windlass on " when I put a morsel of this kind of food in
shore, and the seals in endeavoring to escape my mouth, I think of my children, and my
run their heads intothe mieshes of the net, and appetite leaves me." Poor fellow! a fatherly
are strangled to death ; they never try to draw tear dropped from his eyes, and he had not
their heads back, but pusn forward, which, of made half a meal when he got up, evidently
course, helps to hurry their death. J. was well anxious to get home with something for his
provided with nets and has a couple of good children. The boat, manned by four sailors,
boats. When I went to bid Mrs.J. and family was alongside, and J.'s bundle, with flour,
good-bye, I told her to have courage, they Indian meal, and peaPe sufficient to carry
would not want for food. It was then I told them through a Labrador winter was in the
them, for the first time, of the generosity of boat, and we landed him and his supplies
their Government in sending me down to ashore. The thanks and blessings of that
inquire into their condition and relieve their poor man still ring in my ears. I would have
wants. I shall never forget the looks of that given a good deal to have been hidden in
grateful face; tears of joy were streaming some corner when J. opened his bundle at
down her cheeks, and blessings showered^upon home, and the barrels of provisions arrived
the heads of those who had saved them from there. J. is a good hunter, and now that he
starvation. A silent shake of the hand-(no has powder and shot, and clothing to stand
one could speak),-and *e walked out of that the cold, they will get some cariboo, which
house of suffering, accompanied by J. to hasten will greatly assist them.
to the steamer, to send them some flour and At Blanc Sablon neighborhood. I also
other provisions at once. Poor J. was quite assisted several other families ; 'ome were
gay. He said so many things in such an very poor, and could not have lived through
absent-minded way that he had to ask me to the winter without this timely aid; as not
excuse him, for the past hour had so changed only seal, but their herring and codfish had
his prospects for the winter that he really felt been very poor. It is a sad sight to see men,
so happy that he did not know what he was strong, brave fellows, whose lives are full of
saying. On the road, we visited some other danger, while engaged fishing, and exposed
families; their condition was much better to all kinds of weather, broken down with
than the J.'s, as they had some good warm disappointment and want of success. I am
clothing; they required but food. At 7 p.m. very happy to state that nowhere on the coast
we reached the bay. I told J. to wait at the did I hear of any distress being due to the use
house on the beach, and that I would send the of liquor. I believe there is none to be had.
boat ashore with some provisions. This I Several families had gone off in schooners
could not do, for hardly had we got on board before we arrived. Some for the Bay of Isles,
when the wind sprang up, and increased so Newfoundland, others for the Moisie Iron
rapidly to a fearful gale, that it required both Works, and a few for Quebec, fearing that
auchors and steam to keep us in our position, they would starve if they remained, as the
and poor J. had to wait till morning. trading-houses were to be closed this winter

At an early hour, the steward of the steamer to prevent them froin making further advances
told me there was a man on deck who had to the already heavily indebted fishermen.
asked for nie. When I reached the forepart On Tuesday, 15th October, we left for Bonne
of the vessel, there stood poor shivering J., Esperance, where we arrived at 2 o'clock p.m.
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A small, white, two-masted barge was seen
making for the steamer; soon, the flag at the
mast-head was distinguished as that of the
Reverend Mr. Wainwright, Church of Eng-
land Missionary, who, accompanied by an
Esquimaux Indian and another man, had left
St. Augustin to meet the steamer, having
learned that she would call at Bonne Espe-
rance. After a few minutes spent on board,
the Rev. Mr. Butler, a lady and gentleman
passenger, and myself accepted Mr. Wain-
wright's kind offer to sail us up the Esqui-
maux River, and to Salmon Bay, where we
had been invited by the Rev. Mr. Butler to
visit the Mission House. We arrived at the
end of our sail, and were landed by being
carried on the back of Mr. Wainwright, who
was provided with long water-proof boots.
He found me a heavy load,.my weight being
200 lbs. The bell of the small chapel was
rung, and flag hoisted, welcoming the return
of the Missionary and company. We paid a
short visit to the chapel in the wilderness,
and then entered the Mission House, where
we were most hospitably received by a Mon-
treal lady, Miss Baylis, who volunteered her
services as a teacher of the poor fishermen
some two years ago, and has been there since.
The house is a comfortable log-building. A
quantity of deals having been washed ashore,
supposed to have been thrown overboard by
the S. S. Ottawa, when she was aground a
few weeks before on the opposite Newfound-
land coast, afforded material for building a
porch, which greatly improves the appear-
ance of the house. There were several young
girls who were boarders, and they have a
8chool of from 30 to 40 children, and also visit
around teaching the Gospel over a wide dis-
trict,-in summer by boats; in winter on
Commeticks, or sleds drawn by dogs; they
also supply medicine and doctor the sick, and
during the long and hard winters have fre-
quently given to the starving people a great
Portion of their own provisions. Around the
Mission House are some eight or ten poor
familles, and large familles they are, generally
Consisting of from eight to ten children. Ac-
companied by Mr. Butler, I visited them, and
found that they were very poor, and greatly
in need of assistance. Having made a list of
the inhabitants in bis district, and apportioned
Out aid according to the number in each
family and their condition, we spent a very
pleasant evening, which ended by prayer and
singing. In the morning, after breakfast, we
bid good-bye to Miss Baylis, Mr. Butler, and
the people of Salmon Bay, and set sail for the
steamer, about nine miles off. The sail wai
very unleasant, owing to heavy rain falling
at the time, and wetting us well through. The
lady passenger was eated in the bottom oi
the barge wrqpped up in an India-rubber coat
and a blanket tied over it to keep her warm
her head being also completely covered witl
the blanket. We reached the steamer at t,% o

o'clock p.m., after experiencing some very
rough tossing by a heavy sea ; and began at
once to land the supplies, which were left in
charge of Mr. Whitely, at Bonne Esperance
the nearest point. The Rev. Mr. Wainwright
sent his barge home in charge of the Esqui-
maux, and came on in the steamer to aid dis-
tributing the supplies for St. Augustin and bis
district. We reached Cumberland Harbor on
the 17th October, at five o'clock p. m.; and
next morning, although Sunday, had to work
all day to deliver the supplies. Mr. Wain-
wright acted as pilot. Two boats left the
steamer early in the morning, each containing
fifteen barrels, Mr. Wainwright and myself,
with four men, managing one; the mate of
the Napoleon, Mr. Leblanc, and four men
being in the other. We bad a side wind, and
sailed among many islands, through very nar-
rowpassages, till we came to Dog Island, nine
miles from the steamer, where we left in Mr.
Kennedy's charge the two loads.

The weather was very cold. The moment
we got ashore a good fire was made with some
empty oil barrels, and every one crowded
around it to warm up a little. We then left
one boat, all hands getting into the other, and
started for Mr. Kennedy's, to confer with him
upon the condition of the people. He fully
corroborated Mr. Wainwright's report. We
then returned, taking the other boat on the
road. A spirited race for the steamer was
made by the two boats. We reached her at
twelve o'clock. After dinner the boats were
again loaded for nine miles in an opposite
direction, and the supplies were left in the
charge of a trustworthy person to be distri-
buted according to the list made. Next morn-
ing, the balance of supplies were landed. The
people here were very destitute. In the even-
ing Mr. Wainwright delivered an excellent
sermon, with appropriate prayers. The Rev.
Mr. Wainwright is just the man for a mission-
ary on such a couat. He is very kind-hearted,
ever ready to assist any one. He is an excel-
lent bone-setter, physician, pilot, and sailor,
and ls very much beloved by all. His services
are constantly in requisition in some of the
above capacities, and he is often sent for from
distances of 60 to 100 miles to doctor the sick
or set a broken bone. Besides the duties of
his Christian calling, he will be greatly missed
by the members of bis own church, as well as
all other denominations on the coast. Every
one who knows hlm speaks of him in the
highest terms. He bas a small chapel at St.
Augustin, where he resides with his family.

From Cumberland Harbor we went to the
Great Maatina Island, where we anchored.
It was my intention to cross over some six
miles at Tabatiere, but I was prevented by too

f heavy weather to risk it in a small boat. Hav-
ing learned from Mr. Samuel Gaumond, a young
and very intelligent fisberman, that the fishing
had been pretty good, and that but little assist.
ance was needed, I left the quantity necessary
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for the families at Mutton Bay and Bay Platte.
Owing to a thick fog, we remained nearly two
days at this place, during which time I walked
all round the island ; saw a good many seals,
which were too shy to get a shot at. I
shot a loon, which was eaten on board, and
pronounced very good. While at Gaumond's
house, he harnessed five of bis fourteen dogs to
a commetick, a most novel sight to me. The
dogs acted as sporting dogs do when they see
their master take a gun. Their delight when
shown their harness was very great. The
commetick is a narrow sled, about 9 feet long
and 24 broad, the runners are low and pointed
in front, and shod with whale-bone; instead
of an ordinary bottom, narrow cross pieces
about three inches wide are fastened to the top
of the runners with strings of seal-skin. After
shutting up all the doge, excepting the five to
be harnessed, Gaumond called up the leader, a
fine, straight-eared, short-haired, black dog,
with a long, white-tipped tail. Hie harness,
consisting of strips of seal-skin, decorated with
bits of colored cloth, was put on. From the
back of the harness is a seal-skin trace, about
sixty feet long ; this was attached to the front
of the sled. The next dog was harnessed just
the same, but his trace was some twenty feet
shorter than the leader; the next dog's trace
being about three feet shorter than that of the
second, and so on till the last, each dog being
harnessed and traced independently of the
other. When all five were harnessed, Gaumond
asked me to get on the sled. I did so, when by
his shouting some Esquimaux words, the dogs
placed themselves one after the other, and
another unintelligible word, to me, started
them off at full speed, over rocks and up a steep
hill, bowling like wolves, which they resem-
bled. At the top of the hill another word
stopped them, when Gaumond ran the sharp
points of the sled, after turning it over for the
purpose, into the ground, and anchored the
doge, so they could not start till all was ready.
He then asked me to get on again, but I had
had enough of a ride up bill, and did not like
the idea of going down by the same convey-
ance. The dogs were again talked to in Esqui-
maux, all got ready, when off they started at
a break-neck speed down bill, Gaumond's cap
flying off, his long hair streaming in the wind.
I expected every second to see him tossed over
some rok, but he arrived safe at the bouse,
and the dogs were again let loose. The lash
of the whip used by these people is from fifty
to sixty feet long, the handle not more than a
foot long. Very few persons can handle the
whip. It is necessary to be of this length for
two reasons : first, to reach the leader; and,
secondly, to keep at a respectful distance any
dogs they may meet with when travelling. A
enap from the whip sounds like the report of a
rifle, and will set a pack of dogs trembling in
every limb. We had dinner at Mr. Gaumond's,
which consisted of pork and potatoes, tea
sweetened with molasses, and a tremendous

Labrador pie, made of the smal cranberry, al
covered with molasses, of course. These people
are extremely kind. They had a good season's
fishing, having caught over 300 seals in the
spring, with some cod and herring. Mr. Gau-
mond is aged about 21 ; bis wife 18 ; they have
no family. He is very comfortably housed,
and employs four men on shares. About a
mile from him, on the same island, is another
fieherman, who is likewise very comfortable.

Before proceeding further with my notes, I
shall sum up the conclusion we arrived at of
the future prospects of the fishermen between
Blanc Sablon and Makatina. The number of
inhabitants is about 500 souls ; of this number
about 200 are males. They are partly natives
of Jersey, Newfoundland, Canada, and Acadian
French, and a few Esquimaux Indians. Owing
to the immense number of islands, every one
lives on an island. Each island, of course, bas
a name; and instead of the names of places
on the coast one reads of, representing a small
village, you find but one or two familles. One
is astonished that people could think of mak-
ing a home of such barren places. Not a potato
nor other vegetable will grow ; fish, and only
fish, is what those people must depend upon,
and when the fieh does not come to their very
door their fishing bas failed. At one time
these points were, no doubt, very good fishing-
posts, and were taken possession of by the
proprietors for the purpose of keeping them
for themselves. These people brought their
families and settled on the spot; they fished
there, and large fleets of schooners also came
for the same purpose. Whether from over-
fishing, or whatever cause, for some years past
the fish seem to have almost forsaken these
places. The poor fisherman, expecting every
year to be better than the last, bas grown
poorer and poorer; his boats and nets are old,
and he bas no means to replace them. Govern-
ment bas, on several occasions sent aid,
which bas been very gratefully received; and
the Missionaries have divided their last barrel
of flour with some of them, to keep them alive.
At last, the Government of the Province of
Quebec, wishing to do somethiug to improve
their condition, intrusted me with a mission
to visit the coast, to distribute aid for the last
t'me, and to take away any families who,
wished to leave. From the liberal quantity
of funds furnished, I was enabled to put on
board the steamer a large supply; and, while
positively warning the people that they would
receive no further aid, 1, at the same time,
strongly recommended them to leave the coast,
and get to some place on the Intercolonial
Railroad, where work would be plenty, and
they could cultivate the land. I gave each
family requiiing it a liberal supply to carry
them entirely through the winter, with the
understanding that it was to help them to save
whatever earnings they might make to get
away with, and offered to take any away at
once; but they wished to make another trial.
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I greaUy fear that few will leave. They like
the life they lead with all its hardships anddangers, and look to their missionaries to aid
them in time of need. When they do catch afew fish, they are entirely at the mercy of thetraders who go down in schooners to traffic.They usually allow from 12j. to 138. a barrel
for herrings; 10s. to 15s. a cwt. for codfish ;2s. to 2s. 6d. per gallon for oil. In return,they charge $12 to $14 a barrel for common
four, and everything else in proportion.
Latterly, these traders, excepting three or four,have passed by the district between Makatina
and Blanc Sablon, there being so little trade.
The winter sets in early, and ends late,-eight
to fine months of snow and ice. During this
time there is no communication with any other
part of the world. The people make longtrips over the mountains, with their dogs and
commeticks, for the ·stunted spruce to warm
then. Each family keep from five to fifteen
dogs; durimg winter they travel a good deal.
There are no hotels nor inns; consequently,
a poor man who has the misfortune to live on
the line of travel has his house often full. I
am told that it is nothing extraordinary for
8even or eight travellers to put up at a man'es
house at the same time, each traveller having
fromi eight to nine dogs, and fine music those
brutes make at night.

Many of the people are capital fishermen.
If they would only take their familiesaway to
ome place where they could cultivate the

thnd; while the men, instead of fishing byeiaselves, should club together with partieswho have schooners and seins, and follow the
coast till they strike in upon the fish, everyman to share according to agreement. Bythis means these poor people would get their
four from Quebec at from $5 to $7 pe: barrel,instead of paying traders $12 to $15, and they
would sell their herrings at $4 to $5, and
sometimes $6, instead of $2.60 to $2.80, and
other articles in proportion, while the vessel-
owners would only pay according to catch.Ths, I believe, to be the only plan for the
Labrador fishing to be carried on profitably,for even at the exorbitant prices traders sell,few Of them prosper, as they are obliged tomake advances ; and when a fisherman can'tpay or won't pay, there is nothing to be donebut e a and bear. I am very much surprisedthat our Quebec merchants have not fitted outvessels on shares. The United States peopledo so, and with good result; you see hundreds
of Yankees fishing, but you don't catch a'Yankee living on the coast. Between Blanc
Sablon and Makatina, there are at least 200
able fishermen, but I believe not one fishingschooner owned. Consequently, when fishtake a fancy to visit this district, the poorfishermen with their old boats and nets dothebest they can; but when fish do not visit it,or stop as frequently happens for a few hours,they are in a sad state. I pointed out these
facts to the people ; they perfectly agreed with

me. I hope that some of them will leavenext summer.
Amid the firing of guns and hurrahs ofGaumond and his men, to which we responded

the steamer Napoleon III, at 7 o'clock in themorning of 21st, steamed out of Makatina
Bay, for Natashquan. We ran out some nine
miles to keep the numerous rocks at a respect-
ful distance; and on the 22nd, at 6 p mreached Natashquan. What a change! liere
is a village of some forty houses, gaily painted,and a small church. You see cows, horses
and sheep, and plenty wood near at hand.
Some vegetables are cultivated ; the potatoes,
I regretted to learn, had frozen in the ground
on the 25th August. The number of inhabi-
tants is about 300 souls. Several fine
schooners were owned by some enterprising
captains, who take off each 20 or 25 men, and
follow the coast, passing by the poor starving
fishermen between Blanc Sablon and Maka-
tina, until they find the fish. When work
begins sometimes the fish start off suddenly,and the schooners move off again after them
often running two and three hundred miles
before getting another chance. It can easily
be understood what advantage these people
possess over others, not only to catch fish, but
as it is all t4ken to Quebec for sale, they get
the highest market price for what they have
to sell, and pay the lowest price for their sup-
plies. I visited several of the people, and
found them very comfortable. They are
mostly Acadian French, with a few Canadians.
The. Hudson Bay Company have a trading
post here ; there are also other traders. Owing
to the failure of the potato crops I left a few
barrels of meal to be distributed by the Mis-
sionary, the Rev. Mr. Auger. Fishing had
been pretty good for those who remained, but
those who followed the coast and fished on
shares had done very well. At 4 p.m we left
Natashquan for Esquimaux Point, where we
arrived at 9 a.m. on the 23rd. This is a beau-
tiful spot, and a fine bay, in front of which is
a long, thickly wooded island, completely
sheltering the harbor. We landed, and were
received by the Rev. Mr. Perusse, the Catho-
lic Missionary, with whom I was already
acquainted. Here everything was flourishing,
even more so than at Natashquan; the potate
crop was good. This village is larger than
Natashquan, containing some 500 souls
Acadian and Canadian French. Very little
aid was required. There are several schooners
owned here, and the people also fish on shares,besides being employed in winter in trapping.
In one house I visited--as early as the season
was-two men had already caught one black
one silver, and three red foxes, with three
minku. The rivers abound with salmon and sea
trout, and there is plenty of shooting. I have
never seen a place where a sportsman, either
alone or with his family, could pass a more
delightful summer. We stopped but a fewhours at Pointe-aux-Esquimaux, and ut last
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steered for home, arriving at Quebec on Sun-
day, 25th October, having been nearly five
weeks absent. 246 souls received assistance;
nearly 300 barrels of fiour, meal, and pease, as
well as sone clothing, and powder and shot,
having been distributed amongst the inhabi-
tants of about thirty fishing posts, who are
well provided for this winter.-Quebec Chre-
nicle.

DOES THE ACTOR BECOME A
DEMONIAC ?

BY REV. W. H. DANIEL.

I was relating to a friend, the other day,
some of my dramatie experiences in the
dear old academy at W--, to which he
replied by urging their publication as hav-
ing a bearing on the vexed question of the
moral influence of theatres.

Dramatie performances, in a small way,
were leading foatures in all our exhibitions
at that highly religions institution, as doubt-
less they were in most other academies; but
we laid this saving unction to our souls that
our dramas being original, and being per-
formed under high moral influences and
with orthodox surroundings, could do no
possible harm, whatever might, be the case
with the plays of the theatre.

On one occasion it fell to my lot to act
the part of Nero, in a drama written by one
of our brilliant young ladies, in which not
only the fiddling of that bad man was
played (for, now I arn in the confessional, it
may as well be admitted that " the wee
sinfu' fiddle " was one of my great delights),
but also his fierce persecutions of the Chris-
tians. A Christian mother and her little
child had been seized by my soldiers, and
were in prison awaiting their death by tor-
ture,-so the plot of the drama ran ; and in
one scene the Empress, a beautiful slave
raised to the throne by one of the tyrant's
sudden fancies, was frantioally pleading
for their lives.

It appeared that the Empress and my
poor captive had been children together in
the distant province whence they were
brought; and the tender supplications of my
charming schoolmate, the Empress, were
made so real, and so full of love and agony,
as to win the intensest sympathy of the
audience, and rouse their deepest indig-
nation at the pitiless scorn with which it
was my business to reject her prayers. I
can remember to this hour the heartless
sport I made of her distress, and how I
pictured to her the exquisite tortures to
which.the captives were doomed, and the

pleasure I was to enjoy in seeing them suf-
fer. Without going into the theological
question of demonology, if ever I felt a
devil in me, it was on that stage with that
kneeling figure before me,-that sweet face
looking up to mine so pleadingly, and a
voice trembling with real agony for the
time, praying for the mother and child.

A wild, weird piece of music had been
composed for the occasion, snatches of
which were played to drown the words of
entreaty; plenty of old wine was drunk to
add fury to the scene, and though the wine
was nothing but sweetened water, and
nobody was going to be hurt, the acting of
the scene was, and still is, one of the
greatest horrors of my life ; and so success-
ful was it that the village people, for weeks
afterwards, seemed to have a kind of horror
of Nero when he met them on the street,
and everybody pitied the Empress,-sweet
little Miss B.,-for the terrible grief she
had suffered at his cruel hands.

For months afterwards that drama
haunted me, making me, by turns,
ashamed and frightened at myself. I
could hardly say my prayers without the
ravings of that drama coming into my
mind ; could hardly look my fellow actors
in the face, for knowing they had been
actually afraid of me; and it was a long
time before I could take my usual part in
social worship, for fear that '' Nero " would
be the thought in the minds of those who
worshipped with me. The critics pro-
nounced the drama a grand success, and its
actors were in request for other dramatie
performances; but one of them, at least,
promised never more to venture into a
land so full of enchantment, lest his life
should become tinged with the tragic
horrors of the stage.

This little history suggests the question:
-What, in the nature of the case, is the
effeet of acting on the actors themselves?

In order to achieve the highest succesS,
the actor must enter, soul and body, into the
character ho represents; ho must be, for
the time, what ho pretends to be. If the
part is that of a tyrant, ho must feel the
spirit of a tyrant; if a low knave, ho must
be a villain for the occasion; if a murderer,
ho must feel the spirit of a murderer ; and
if a fool, ho muet feel like a fool : and just
so far as ho succeeds in making a monster,
or a scoundrel, or a fool of himself for the
time being, just so far ho is pronouneed a
master of his art.

What havoe it must make of the botter
nature and finer sensibilities of the ladies
and gentlemen of the stage tobe constantly
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throwing themselves into frenzies and absur-
dities in order to produce the effects on an
audience which they demand frem a tragedy
or a farce!

It is no bar to this conclusion that it be-
comes easy by habit, for that is only saying
that the space which separates good from
evil experiences becomes in such cases nar-
rowed, and more and more easily over-
passed. Instances are not wanting where
actual murder has been the result of enter-
ing too deeply into the spirit of the play ;
and it is recorded of one of the most famous
tragedians, that his fellow actors fled from
hia for their lives, when he rushed off the
stage fresh from some act of blood. If evil
communications corrupt good manners, as
some of us are old-fashioned enough to be-
lieve, in spite of even reverend advocates
of the theatre, then such a prostitution of
the Powers of soul cannot fail to corrupt the
moral natures of those who make it the
business and ambition of their lives.

Besides, unnatural excitements require
unnatural stimulants, hence many of our
leading actors are intemperate, and habi-
tually tone themselves up by the use of
alcoholic drinks. The wild passions of
tragedy require a facile exercise of all the
wild and fiery elements of the soul, and the
actor must burn himself out with unnatural
rapidity if he would become famous in hie
art. The stage is but the arena of the
.gladiators over again, only the strife of
death is somewhat.refined, and moved from
the region of knotted muscle to that of
seething brain.

How then can a good man or woman
encourage, by presence and applause, s0
Positive a waste of moral force, and so suic i-
dal a waste of life, as is involved in, and
essential to, the high art of the stage ?

The morbid state of the mind, the wild
horrors of soul necessary to successful acting,
sometimes become fixed in the constitution
Of the actor, and are handed down to his
son,-a hereditary talent, a hereditary
lerse. The unnatural fire in the blood of
the boy breaks out in wild fancies and stage
manners; great ambitions fill his soul; to
him commen life is nothing, even the world
of the theatre is too tame for him. He muet
do something real,--he must help to make
i8story,-not mere amusement for the vulgar

herd. In him, when the time is ripe, trea-
son finds a servant ready trained. He takes
naturally to plots; he has a genius for con-
spiracies, and the bloody drama of the rebel-
ion is the long sought opportunity in which
he will make himself'imniortal. Slavery
alone can train the stock actors for their

low parts; but when the nerve is needed to
play the role of assassin, it must needs call
tragedy to its aid.

The murderer of Lincoln was a man in
whose blood seethed the stage horrors of
two generations. He had learned to act
Brutus in the theatre; had struck down
Cosar in the drama; this was his time for
grander play. Let it not be forgotten that
it was a piece of fine acting, as well as the
climax of treason, that sent our patriot Pre-
sident to the grave. It is the high art of
tragedy, next to the sin of slavery, that has
given to this nation both the actor and the
acting of the greatest death scene in its
history.-Advance.

THE GREAT NEBULA IN ARGO.

BY R. A PROCTOR, B.A., F.R.A.S.

In the southern heavens there is a region
of the sky in which stars of all magnitudes
are strewn more richly than in any other
portion of the celestial sphere. This region
extends from the feet of the Centaur over
the Southern Cross, and along the jewelled
hull of the ship Argo, merging into the
splendid band of stars belonging to the
constellations C.nis Major, Orion, and Tau-
rus. Across the southern part of this region
the Milky Way shines with a lustre so far
exceeding that which it has along its
northern semicircle as to suggest the
impression of greater proximity. The
whole region is so splendid that it strikingly
impresses those who are accustomed to the
comparative uniformity of our own noe-
turnal skies. Travellers in the southern
hemisphere fully confirm the extraordinary
statement made by the late Captain Jacob
(a careful astronomer and observer), " that
the general blaze from this portion of the
sky is such as to render a person immediately
aware of its having risen above the horizon,
though he should not be at the time looking
at the heavens, by the increase of gene ral
illumination of the atmosphere, resembling
the effect of the young moon."

But this region of the skies is remarkable
on other accounts.

The Milky Way, which is commonly
described as a zone of cloudy light circling
the whole heavens, is in reality discontinu-
ous. Acroes its brightest portion,-that
whieh traverses the brilliant region we are
considering,-there is a dark rift, not only
free altogether from milky light, but unillu-
minated by a single lucid star. Where the
rift is narrowest its width is about equal to
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ten times the apparent diameter of the
moon, the length of the rift being four or
five times as great. On either side of the
gap there extend two fan-shaped expansions
of the Milky Way, the wider end of each
being turned toward the gap; so that, in
fact, the rift extends across one of the
widest portions of the Galaxy.

The southernmost of these two fan-shaped
expansions springs from a remarkably nar-
row, brilliant and sharply-defined portion
of the Milky Way, on the other side of
which the Milky Way again expands,
enclosing within the widest part of this
new expansion the singular, pear-shaped
vacancy called the Coal-sack. Close to
this vacancy are situated the four bright
stars which compose the Southern Cross.

Midway between the two last-named
expansions, and not very far from the nar-
row neck which connects them, is situated
the singular object which I now propose
briefly to describe, and respecting which
two remarkable communications have
lately been addressed from southern ob-
servers to our astronomers in the north.

But before describing the nebula itself,
we must say a few words respecting a very
singular star which marks the place of the
object. This is the star called Fta Argûs,
and the nebula itself is commonly known
among astronomers-not by the name
which heads this paper, but as I the nebula
surrounding Eta Argûs." It will be seen
presently that a description of the star is
not out of place in this paper, though a year
or two ago he would have been considered
a bold theorizer who should have suggested
the possibility that' any connection existed
between the nebula and the stars around
which it seems to cling.

The star Eta Argûs is by far the most
singular variable in the whole heavens. In
our northern skies we have some remark-
able variables. There is the star Mira, or
Wonderful, in the Whale, which shines
out for about a fortnight as a star of the
qecond magnitude, decreases during three
months until it is invisible, and reappearing,
after five months, gradually resumes its
original splendor. There is also the star
Algol, or the Demon,* usually of the
second magnitude, but, at regular intervals
of about three days, shining for twenty
minutes or so as a fourth-magnitude star.
But Eta Argûs exhibits far more remarkable
changes than those presented by the Demon-
star and the star Wonderful. Marked in

* May we not infer from this name that the
Arabian astronomers anticipated Goodricke in
the discovery of this strange variable ?

the old catalogue of Halley as a fourth-
magnitude star, and in Lacaille's as of the
second magnitude, at the present time it is
scarcely visible to the naked eye. Yet in
1843 it was shining with twice the splendor
of the most brilliant of our northern stars,
and even rivalled Sirius itself in brilliancy.
No simple law has been recognized in the
variations of this star. It does not pass by
a regular gradation from its most brilliant
to its dimmest phase, and vice versa. For
instance, in 1838 it was shining as bril-
liantly as the southern star Canopus, whose
Justre exceeds somewhat more than twofold
that of the most brilliant of our northern
stars. From that time it began to diminish
in splendor until it scarcely exceeded Alde-
baran. This process did not long continue,
however, nor did the star ever descend
below the first magnitude at this epoch,
but again increasing soon began to rival
even Sirius in splendor.

While Sir John Herschel was at the
Cape prosecuting that long and laborious
survey of the southern heavens, by which
he brought to completion the labors begun
by his father half a century before, he
directed a large share of attention to the
remarkable nebula in which the star Eta
Argûs appeared involved. The instrument
he made use of was a reflecting tele-
scope, having a mirror eighteen inches in
diameter. It was with a similar instru-
ment that his father had surveyed the
northern heavens, and Sir John rightly
conceived that it was important to complete
the survey of the celestial sphere without
any change of optical power. Otherwise it
would, perhaps, have been more satisfac-
tory if he had availed himself of the superior
defining qualities of refracting telescopes,
and especially of such instruments as have
been supplied from the leading English and
foreign opticians during the past half cen-
tury. But although Herschel's mirror may
suffer somewhat in comparison with such
instruments as these, or with the carefully
executed reflecting telescopes now finding
their way into general use, it far exceeded
in power any instrument that up to this
time had been directed to the survey of the
southern heavens. Moreover, the great
skill and remarkable observing powers of
the astronomer who made use of it leave us
no room to question the accuracy of the
recorded results.

We have made these preliminary
remarks, because the news which has been
received respecting the nebula in Argo is
so remarkable as to render itvery necessary
that the evidence, both as to the past and as
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to the present state of the nebula, should be
'carefully examined.

Herschel describes and figures the nebula
as a diffuse mass of cloudy light, extending
over a space about six times as large as the
apparent surface of the moon. The light
is checkered by branches and cloudy
streaks, presenting scarcely any indications
of law in their confirmation and distribu-
tion. In the middle of the brightest part of
the nebulous light, there is a dark vacancy
of a singular and somewhat regular figure,
resembling that of a key-hole. Around this
aperture the light of the nebula is not uni-
form. The star Eta Argûs lies exactly at
the brightest part of the condensed light
surrounding the vacancy. Distributed
over the nebula are thousands of stars
belonging to the Milky Way. Sir J. Her-
schel counted no less than twelve hundred
stars projected upon a small portion of the
nebula. He did not consider that the
cloudy matter was really intermixed-as it
seemed to be-with these stars. On the
-contrary, he held, that in looking at the
nebula, we see '' through and far out beyond
the Milky Way."

Two circumstances connected with Her-
schel's observations on the nebula remain
to be noticed. In the first place, he
remarked that the nebula could not be dis-
tinguished by the naked eye, even on the
<larkest night. In the second place, he saw
no reason to suspect that any changes of
place were taking place among the fixed
stars which are strewn over the nebulous
back-ground. As he actually marked in
the places of no less than twelve hundred
stars, it is unlikely that any changes of
this sort--and especially any considerable
changes---should have escaped his notice.

But now news has reached us from a
reliable source that the nebula lias been
undergoing a remarkable series of changes
during the pat few years. The observer
from whom the news has come is Mr. Abbott
of Hobart Town, who has been for many
years in the habit of sending valuable and
interesting communications to the Astrono-
mical Society respecting objects in the
southern heavens. The instrument he has
made use of is a five-feet equatorial by
Dallmeyer (a first-rate optician); and
though the powers of so small a telescope
are ecarcely comparable with those of Sir
J. Herschel's great reflector, yet the fact
that a series of observations made with the
same instrument (and therefore fairly com-
Parable inter se) gives evidence of the occur-
rence of changes fully as remarkable as
those exhibited when a comparison is insti-

tuted between Abbott's and Herschel's
observations, seems to render it permissible
to conclude that the nebula is really
variable to a very remarkable extent.

In the first place, a great increase has
taken place in the brightness of the nebula.
Instead of being invisible on the darkest
night to the naked eye, it can now be
clearly distinguished in twilight so strong
as to obliterate all stars below the third
magniLude. "'On a clear, fine night," says
Mr. Abbott, ''the object gives out fully as
much light as that of the Greater Magel-
lanie Cloud, and about three times as much
light as the Les, irrespective of size. In
twilight it appears as soon as a star of the
second or third magnitude, the light being
white and more diffuse, very like a small
white woolly cloud on a blue sky, seen in
sunlight."

This change is sufficiently remarkable,
but the changes which have taken place in
the figure of the nebula are still more
startling. Mr. Abbott supplies two pictures,
one representing the appearance of the
nebula as seen in 1863, the other (les comn-
plete) drawn on February 13, 1868.
Neither of these pictures resembles Sir J.
Herschel's drawing in the slightest degree,
nor do the two pictures in any way resemble
each other 1 And Mr. Abbott remarks that
a series of drawings taken at comparatively
short intervals of time would afford even
stronger evidence of the mutability of the
nebula's whole structure. As Sir John
Herschel remarks-commenting on Ab-
bott's drawings-"' The question is not one
of minute variations of subordinate features,
which may or may nôt be attributable to
differences of optical power in the instru-
ments used by different observers, as in the
case of the Orion nebula, but of a total
change of form and character,--a complete
subversion of all the greatest and most
striking features,-accompanied .with an
amount of relative movement between the
star and the nebula, and of the brighter
portions of the latter inter se, which reminds
us more of the capricious changes of form
and place in a cloud drifted by the wind
than of anything heretofore witnessed in the
sidereal heavens."

Not only has the nebulous matter thus
drifted about, but the stars strewn over the
nebula would seem also to have undergone
a change of place. On this point our
information is not quite clear, because it is
not certain that the stars which appear in
Mr. Abbott's drawings have really been
copied from the view given by his telescope
He may have satisfied himself by indicating
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the conformation of the nebulous masses, nebula requires us to assign to it a real
and have merely sprinkled a number of stars breadth exceeding nearly eight thousand
over his drawing at random. Some time
will elapse before we can hear again from
him, and in the mean time we must not
assume too positively that the stars seen by
Sir J. Herschel have flitted from their
places. But it seems very unlikely that an
astronomer, in making a communication of
such importance, would have contented
himself by leaving unoted the configuration
of the fixed stars which are dotted over the
nebula. Herschel himself clearly supposes
that Abbott's drawing is meant to indicate
the true arrangement of the stars. He has
been at great pains to try all possible means
of reconciling his own splendid drawing of
the nebula, so far as the distribution of the
stars is concerned, with Mr. Abbott's pic-
tures. Carefully reducing his drawing to
the scale of the latter, he has marked in all
the principal stars on tracing paper. Then
bringing the star Eta Argûs in his drawing
to coincidence with the same star in Mr.
Abbott's, he has turned the tracing paper
completely round,-first, when laid face
tipward, and then face downward. (This
-was done in order to prevent the possi-
bility of misconception having arisen
through some optical inversion, oz through
an inversion of the drawings in printing.)
Yet he was unable to find a situation of the
tracing paper in whichI "any tolerable
coincidence of the stars" in the two draw-
ings could be noticed.

The full significance of the strange varia-
tions exhibited by the nebula will be better
appreciated when the probable magnitude
of the object is considered. The nearest of
the fixed stars bas been shown to be
upward of four hundred thousand times
farther from us than the sun, whose distance
is about ninety millions of miles. Now,
the star Eta Argûs is probably very much
farther off than this, since it does not
present the usual evidence of proximity,--a
large proper motion; but, on the contrary,
holds an almost fixed position i' the celes-
tial vault. The nebula has been always
supposed to lie far out in space beyond the
star Eta Argûs. Now, indeed, that nebula
and star have been shown to be singularly
variable,-each in itsown way,-the proba-
bility is suggested that the two objects are
connected. Certainly, the nebula may be
looked upon as lying at least as far fron us
as the stars whiclh appear strewn over it.
Assuming, then,that the nebula is no farther
from us than the nearest of the fixed stars
(a highly improbable supposition), it will
yet appear that the apparent breadth of the

times the sun's distance fron the earth.
Assigning a roughly globular figure to the
nebula's mass, we obtain for it a surface of
about fifty millions of millions of millions
of square miles, and a volume of about seven
thousand million times as many solid miles !
It is within a space at least as enormous as
this that changes have been taking place so
rapidly and fitfully as to suggest the com-
parison of the vast nebula to " a light cloud
drifted about by the winds."
. But by a strange coincidence, the same

month which brought us this singular intelli-
gence respecting the great nebula, brought
equally interesting news from another
quarter.

Lieut. Herschel, Sir John's son, had been
sent out at the head of a party of scientific
men to view the great eclipse of August 18.
The party had been provided with spectro-
scopic apparatus, and it was suggested by
an eminent physicist that Lieut. Herschel
might at once find useful employment for
this apparatus, and acquire practice in its
use, by observing the spectra of southern
stars and nebul. This has accordingly
been done, and among the objects observed
is the very nebula whose capricious changes
have been recorded above. The result of
the observation is very interesting. Before
proceeding to describe them, let me remind
the xeader that the spectroscope has the
power of revealing in many instances the
substance and nature of an object which is
a source of liglit. If such an object presenta
the ordinary rainbow-colored spectrum, we
know that the object consists of incandes-
cent matter, either solid or fluid. If the
spectrum is crossed by dark lines, we know
that the light, before reaching us, has
passed through certain vapors whose nature
may be determined from the position and
arrangement of the dark lines. But if the
spectrum consists, not of a rainbow-colored
streak crossed by dark lines, but of a few
bright lines, we know that the source of
light is luminous gas or vapor.

The spectrum of the great nebula in Argo
is of the last-named species; so that we
learn that this strange object, whose motions
have suggested a comparison to vapors
blown about by the wind, does really con-
sist of luminous gas. But how enormous
the dimensions of those flocculent light-
mists which form the milky background on
which so many thousands of stars are seen
projected £ By what strange sympathy are
these stars associated with the nebula, that
as it varies in figure they vary in their
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distribution ? And how shall we account schel in the opinion that ''there is no
for the waxing and waning light of the phenomenon in nebulous or sidereai astro-
nebula, and the accordance which these nomy that has yet turned up Presenting

'Clhanwes exhibit with the waning and wax- anything like the interest of this, or calu-
ing light of the star Eta Argûs ? Lastly, lated to raise so many and such momentouswhat are the forces under whose influence points for inquiry and speculation.'' He
the enormous masses of vapor which con- addsthat the questions raised by Mr. Abbott's
'stitute the nebula are wafted to and fro, communication ''nust be settled." Cer-
like clouds before a shifting wind ? tainly, if it shall appear that the changes

Certainly, astronomers have seldom had going on within this vast nebula correspond
iSO strange a problem presented to them as in extent and importance to those which
is furnished by the peculiaritiesof the great are indicated by the comparison of Mr.
nebula in Argo. We seem compelled to Abbott's drawings withSir John Herschel's
give up many of the views formerly enter- picture of the nebula, it will result that
tained respecting sidereal space. Instead the Argo nebula is very different in
of a multitude of stars distributed, with character from any object which has yet
Varying density, throughout space, we have been observed upon the celestial sphere
to conceive of a variety of strange forms of In the Orion nebula changes have, indeed,
'natter : luminous vapors surrounding stel- been suspected ; but they are of so very
lar systems, stars whiéh interchange their doubtful a character that it has not been
light with the nebulous matter surrounding found possible as yet to pronounce certainly
them, flocculent masses subject to strange whether they are not merely apparent--due,
motions, as if in obedience to the gusts of for instance, to changes in the circumstances
great cosmical wind-storms ; and all this under which the nebula has been observed
on a scale in comparison with which the at different times, or to the inreased
,dimensions of the solar systemn sink into defining power of the telescopes which ha-,e
.absolute insignificance. been made use of during the past half cen-

It is also interesting to notice that the tury. With such minute or doubtful varia-
peculiarities of the Argo nebula have a tions, we cannot for a moment compare the
meaning in connection with many of our sweeping changes which would seem to
nlorthern nebule. Numbers of these have have passed over the nebula in Argo. There
been shown to be in reality mere masses of is only one phenomenon, perhaps, which is
luminous gas. The great nebula in Orion, fairly comparable with the variations of
for instance, and the celebrated Dumb-bell this object. We refer to the circumstance
nebula, are gaseous. If it should appear, that nebulue have been known to disappear
therefore, that the great nebulous masses in altogether from the face of the heavens.
Argo are really aggregated around the fixed If we accepted the view which has been
stars which are seen in the same field of held by so many eminent astronomers, that
view, then we shall have an argument the nebulae are in reality galaxies of suns
from analogy for the supposition that the removed to so enormous a distance from the
fixed stars seen in other gaseous nebul are earth as to appear as faint, eloud-like specks
really associated with the nebulous masses of light, it would be indeed startling to find
amidst Which they seem to be involved. that in a few brief months such a universe
For example, we may learn to account in should have been either extinguished alto-
this way for the fact that the strange dark gether or swept away so far beyond its
gap within the Orion nebula-the jaw of original position as to be no longer visible
the monstrous head to which the nebula to our astronomers. But now that new
has been compared by astronomers--lies views are being accepted respecting the
exactly within the space enclosed by four structure and conformation of the nebul-e-
lucid stars. now that we are tompelled to admit the

We trust that southern observers, armed gaseity of many of these objects,-we need
with suitable instruments, will soon set to no longer consider the extinction of a nebula
Weork upon the Argo nebula, and by a rigid as a phenomenon of such astounding signifi-
comparison of several hundreds of stars with cance as we had supposed it to be ; for the
those marked down by Sir John Herschel faintness of many of these objects may be
in his splendid map of the nebula, will due rather to a real want of illumination
enable astronomers to form a deeided than to excessive distance. But this
opinion respecting the changes of place reasoning will not apply to the Argo nebula,
which these stars may be undergoing. All since we have every reason for supposing
who are interested in the progress of that this object is connected with the star
,astronomy must agree with Sir John Her- around which it appears to ling. and there-
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fore that its dimensions really are as enor-
mous as we have seen that this connection
implies them to be. We have, in fact, no
choice but to conclude that changes of the
utmost importance are going on throughout
regions whose extent it is utterly beyond
the powers of the human mind to conceive.
This conclusion involves the exppnditure of
an amount of force or " working power"
which probably exceeds many hundred-
fold the aggregate of all the forms of force
now in action within the bounds of the solar
system. We can only form vague specula-
tions as to the meaning and object of all
this bosmical vitality. That it is not
meaningless or objectless, we may, however,
feel fully certain. For aught we know, a
region of space may be here being swept
and garnished, under the action of physical
forces incomprehensible to us (at present,
at any rate), in order to become, at some
future time, the seat of a system as orderly
and beautiful as our own solar system, and
far more extensive.-Fraser's Magazine.

CONSUMPTION PREVENTIBLE.

Some time early in the pastyear, we
printed a notice of, with some extracts
from, a work called The Philosophy of Eating,
by Dr. Albert J. Bellows, and issued by
Mesrs. Hurd & Houghton. The object of
that book was to show that man's physical
and mental condition depends upon what
he eats, and that nature furnishes in every
clime just such food as is there necessary tc
keep both mind and body in the highest
state of activity and usefulness; but by
man's ingenuity, valuable constituent ele
ments of food are separated and rejected,
and the consumers suffer from their lack
The inference, from the author's reasoning,
-an inference, indirectly at least, stated b3
him,-was, that if all men were strictly
observant of correct dietetic and hygienic
rules, sickness in the human family would
be almost unknown, and each membei
thereof would be permitted to accomplish
his work in life, and would finally die o.
gradual decay. We naturally expect th(
warm advocate of any theory to become s
absorbed in the contemplation of it, fror
his own particular stand-point, as to clos(
his eyes to any possible blemishes. Foi
this reason, the uninitiated should accep
with great caution ex parte statements or
any matter involving scientitic investiga
tion, however authoritatively made.

The theory of Dr. Bellows is, however
so in accordance with the plainest reason

and so supported by facts familiar to the-
merest tyro in physiology, that we are-
inclined to place great reliance upon his.
statements, and to believe that accident
and old age ought to be the only causes of
death. The same publishers have recently
issued a sequel to the Philosophy of Eating,
by the same author, called How Not to Be
Sick, in which the subject is further dis-
cussed, and the influence of certain classes-
of food in causing or preventing specifie
diseases shown. It is a work of great value,
and, with its companion volume, should be
read by all. Although, in a general way,.
it is not to be expected that taste or fashion
will be sacrificed for the sake of preserving
the health, still here and there may be
found one or two willing to do what is right,
provided the right is pointed out. That
such works are needed is evident, when we
consider the universal ignorance concerning
the laws of health which nature has estab-
lished. Says Dr. Bellows :

" Not a medical school in the country,
or any university with which it is con-
nected, has a single professorship or course
of lectures on that subject, hygiene; and,
humiliating as the confession is, I will not
withhold the fact that I graduated at Har-
yard and practised physie for many years
before I understood the first principles of it,
especially of dietetice. And, judglng from

*the testimony of professors as late as 1867,
*the advance in hygienlc principles, in the
forty yeare that have since transpired, lias.
not been very great. At least they have

imade no advances on Liebig's discovery,
omade thirty years ago, that 'food le devi-
*sible into two classesA,-one respiratory, and
*the other nutritive.' And, as Liebig lias
not learned that disorganized elemnents cau-

*not be assimilatedl by the animal economny,
80 they continue to teach that disorganized

r and poisonous iron, phosphorus, and alcohol
can be safely and advantageously used toa
give color and strength (o the blood ; toi

1 furnish a natural elemnent wantlng lu fine
r flour bread, and to furuieli respiratory food."

1 We have selected for brief consideration
r the subject of consumption, which Dr. Bel-

lows believes can be prevented, even when.
hereditary, and can be cured even 'when it

i as become quite firmly seated. The blood
18 the life principle of the body, and must

r be in constant procese of manufacture and
t purification. This is the work of the lunge:.

" lThe air and the blood meet lu a network
- of vessels, s0 fine that a powerful micros--

cope can but imnperfectly reveal its deli-
cacy of structure ; and lu this 'wonderfully
delicate network are constantly carried ork
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operations so important that if, for a single
moment, they stop, we faint, become un-
conscious and helpless, and, if they are not
immediately restored, we die. In them
Oxygen is uniting with effete carbonaceous
matter, removing it from the system, while
using it for fuel to furnish animal heat,
and, at the same time, imparting other im-
portant influences to the blood ; and, what-
ever the condition of the lungs may be,
these functions must be carried on without
a moment's rest for repairs.'

IMPURE AIR.

The most frequent source of embarrass-
ment, in this work, is bad air. It is the

Oxygen of the atmosphere upon which the
blood feeds, and without which it becomes

impure and the body enfeebled. This is
the first evil arising from want of ventila-
tion; but the second is greater: the lungs
themselves, by the accumulation of car-
bonic acid, become diseased and unfit to

properly perform their functions. When
the lungs cease to have the ability to fur-
nish s0 much pure blood as is needed by
the body to repair its waste, the body dies,
and we call it consumption. The author
refers to two instances-one a foundling
hospital, and one a zoological garden-
where a change of system of ventilation
doubled the average life of both children
and monkeys, - consumption being the
disease which had carried off both. The
advantage of warm over cold climates as to
this disease, is simply that in one we have
less inclination to fasten the windows and
doors, and shut out the principle of life.

Compression of the chest is a frequent
source of evil. Nature places the ribe in
just the right position to give all parts of
the lungs the exercise their health demands;
and it is invariably found that, in the case
of those who lace tightly, the thin edges of
the lungs, from which the air has been the
most entirely excluded, are the first to
become diseased. When God made man,
he saw that he was " very good," but man
has since "sought out many devices."

IMPROPER FOOD.

A great source of disease of the lungs is
eating too large a proportion of carbona-
ceous food.

" All the solid tissues, to acquire or main-
tain their health and strength, or to have

recuperative power to resist and overcome
disease, must be supplied with nitrogeneous
food, in right proportions, constantly ; but
living as we do, and bringing up our chil-
dren on too concentrated carbonaceous food,
ail the solid tissues become weakened, and

with them, of course, the membranous
framework of the lungs; and this sane
carbonaceous food, furnishing as it does
more work for the lungs in disposing of this
extra carbon, overworks them, overheats
them, and renders them more liable to
imflammatory disease, and also, by dimi-
nishing their recuperative power, renders
them less able to resist the encroachments
of it ; and these effects are increased by the
use of alcohol, spices, and other stimulants.
Thus the effects of excessive carbon in the
lungs may be compared to excessive coal in
a grate, which burns out the grate while it
furnishes too much heat to the apartments;
and this comparison is the more forcible in
its practicable application when we con -
sider that, when burned out, the coal grate
may be renewed, but the lunge, when once
destroyed, are gone forever, and with them,
of course, the whole system."

FALSE SYSTEM OF DRESS.

Style of dress, by which the lungs are
exposed to great changes of temperature, is
a frequent cause of evil.

" The point or apex of the lungs, coming
up as it does nearly to the top of the
shoulder, is of course exposed to all the
changes consequent on wearing low-necked
dresses, exposing it almost directly to the
cold, and then, perhaps within a few
moments, covering it with thick furs; thus
at one time repelling the blood from the
delicate structure by the contraction pro-
duced by the cold, and then suddenly
inviting it by the expansion induced by
heat. At one time of course this part of the
lung is shrivelled, so that very little blood
is permitted to enter it, and at another
heated and expanded so that it is engorged
with blood ; and that these changes do have
an effect is shown by the fact that next to
the thin edges, which are affected fromn
causes before explained, these upper points
of the lungs are always the first to become
diseased in ladies, while in gentlemen, who
usually keep these points covered, they are
not more often found diseased than other
parts."i

CURE FOR CONSUMPTION.

When from any of these causes, the lungs
have become diseased, a submission to the
laws of nature, which have been violated,
is better than medicine. Indeed, most
medicines which have heretofore been used
are worse than useless, all active elements
being injurions unless organized as food in
some plant or animal, and some (as iron
and phosphorus) being productive of the
very disease they are designed to cure. If it
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is truc that nitrogeneous elements are those
which are needed to give strength to the
tissues, and power to the system, to over-
corne disease, then the favorite carbon pro-
ducing remedies-whiskey and cod liver
oil-are useless, and worse than useless.

These facts being admitted, then the
means of remedy are evident. Onily pure
air should be breathed. The body should be
free from compression and the lungs allowed
their full power of expansion ; while such
a habit of breathing should be cultivated
as will inflate each portion of the lungs at
each inspiration. The body should be at
all times warmly but never excessively
clothed ; and such food should be eaten as
will supply the elements which will most
effectually repair the ravages of disease.
Iron, phosphorus, and all the needed ele-
ments, are in the food which nature pro-
vides,-we may use it, if we will. Carbo-
naceous food is also needed, but modern
cookery makes it too largely to prepon-
derate. Even hereditary tendencies to con-
sumption may be entirely checked and pre-
vented frorn further transmission. We
have been compelled to give but a hasty
glance at Dr. Bellow's line of reasoning.
The whole subject is worthy of careful
study, as indeed is every subject treated in
the works named.

CHINA AND THE CHINESE *

We have here a systematic account of
this wonderful people, about whom so many
strange stories have been told. It is cer-
tainly time that we should have a correct
idea of the character and position of a
nation which is likely to exert a powerful
influence upon the North American Conti-

nent. This information Mr. Nevius gives
us, and we are sure that those of our readers
who have not seen the book will be glad to

see such extracts from it as we can make
room for:-

THE INTELLIGENCE OF THE CHINESE.

But it may be asked, " What have the
Chinese ever done ? What do they know ?
Have they ever made any contributions to
science ? Are they not utterly ignorant of
all the modern arts and sciepces V" It is
true that the Chinese know hardly any
thing of the modern arts and sciences, and

• China and the Chinese. By the Rev. John
L. Nevius, ten years a missionary in China
New York: Harper Brothers.

that there is no word in their language to
designate sone of them ; but how much did
our ancestors know two hundred years ago
of chemistry, geology, philosophy, anatomy,
and other kindred sciences? What did we
know fifty years ago of the steam-boat, the
railroad, and thc telegraph ? And is our
comparative want of knowledge a few
years ago and that of our ancestors to be
taken as evidence of inferiority of race and
intellect? Perhaps this test, which some
are so ready to apply, wili, if we go back a
few hundred years. establisi the dlaims of
the Chinese as the superior race. Printing,
which is second in importance to none of
the arts of civilization, originated with the
Chinese, and was made use of by them
hundreds of years before any thing was
known of it in the West. They have taken
the lead also in the use of the magnetie
needle, the manufacture and use of gun-
powder and of silk fabrics, and china-ware
and porcelain.

Intellectual power manifests itself in a
variety of ways, and glaring defects are
often found associated in the same indivi-
dual with remarkable powers and capabili-
ties, as particular faculties, both of mind
and body, are often cultivated and developed
at the expense ofothers. Chinese education
has very little regard to the improvement
of the reasoning powers, and Chinese
scholars are deficient in logical acumen,
and very inferior to the Hindoos in this
respect ; but, in developing and storing the
memory, they are without a rival. Again,
their system of training effectually dis-
courages and precludes freedom and origin-
ality of thought, while it has the compen-
sating advantages of creating a love of
method and order, habitual subjection to
authority, and a remarkable uniformity in
character and ideas. Perhaps the results
which they have realized in fusing such a
vast mass of beings into one homogeneous
body could have been reached in no other
way. I believe that the Chinese are not
naturally deficient in ingenuity and origin-
ality, and that, when these qualities are
encouraged, this race will show a fertility
of brain the existence of which has hardly
been suspected.

The Chinese have labored under another
serious disadvantage, that of almost entire
isolation from other races, and consequent
ignorance of them and their ideas. We
nave been possessed of all the stores of
knowledge of all the different nations of
Europe and Western Asia for centuries;
and it is impossible to imagine what our
condition would be to-day, were it not for
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-the advantages we have derived from the
stimulus and teachingsobtained from other
countries, and more especially fron Cliris
tianity.

There have been but few opportunities
Of comparing the intellectual capabilities
-of the Chinese with our own. Those who
have visited our shores are not, with a few
exceptions, fitting representatives even of
the middle laboring classes in China. Only
a very small number of the Mongolian race
have been educated in our institutions of
learning, but they have uniformly acquitted
themselves not only creditably, but with
honor. A few years since, a Chinaman in
Yale College bore off the first prize in his
Class for English composition, and I have
been told by several of his classmates that
this award was not a matter of favoritisi,
but of stern merit. Wherever they have
had an opportunity to compete with us on
the same ground, and with equal advan-
ta1ges, they have shown that the difference
between them and us in intellectuality is
so slight, if it exists at all, that it does not
become us to say much about it.

WHAT THEY EAT.

The wide and almost universal preva-
lence of the impression that " rats, cats, and
puppies" are articles of food in common use
among the people, is a notable example of
a local and exceptional custom being taken
for a national and universal one, and pro-
ducing false ideas of a people in the minds
of whole nations. I have never seen or
heard of a rat, cat, or puppy being eaten in
China, though I presume they may be
occasionally by paupere. I have been
told that dogs are sometimes eaten in
Canton. It was here, no doubt, that this
rumor originated. Some early visitor in
China, seeking for sensational news, has
Sent home this item of information. In our
ignorance of that country this interesting
faCt was eagerly made use of, and illustrated
by a special engraving in that part of the
geography which treated of China. The
ideas suggested by this engraving of the
geographers of twenty or thirty years ago
constitute a large proportion of what many
of our people know, or think they know of
China.

Beef is never exposed for sale in the
Chinese markets. The meat of the few
cattle whieh are used for ploughing is,
When they are killed, disposed of privately,
almost clandestinely. There is a strong
and almost universal prejudice against
eating beef, and the practice of doing so is
declaimed against in some of the moral

tracts. The reason generally given for this
prejudice is that we are so much indebted
to the patient labors of the ox and cow for
ploughing our fields. Milk is bardly used
at ail in the eighteen f rovinces; and in
many places our practice of drinking it
and using it in cooking is regarded with
the utmost disgust. In all the open ports
heef and nilk are supplied for the use of
foreigners.

VARIOUS CUSTOMS.

Free Day Schools are everywhere to be
met with, and some of the larger cities con-
tain several of them. Each one is usually
instituted and supported by the benefactione
of a rich individual or family. It is not
considered very respectable to attend these
charity schools, and the pupils in them are.
for the most part, the children of the poor.
As a general thing, they are also not so
well taught as other schools. It need
hardly be remarked, that while it is not
considered very respectable to attend a
native free school, it is still less s0 to attend
a foreign one. This is owing not only
to the invidiousness of depending upon
foreigners for education, but to the fact that
foreign as well as native books are taught
in them. Pupils are obtained for foreign
day schools, either by procuring a superior
teacher, or by presents to the boys, or by
locating the school where there is no native
school to compete with it. An effort to
start a Christian day school some years
since in the city of Chinhai induced the
natives to add to the number of their own
schools, so that another pupil could not be
obtained in the city.

In some parts of China schools for girls
exist, taught by female teachers. In most
places, however, females are seldon taught
letters, and schools for their benefit are not
known. Foreigners, in establishing them,
invariably give a little sum of money or
some rice for each day's attendance, and it
je thought that these schools could not be
kept together in any other way.

The gratuitous distribution of medicine
is quite common in China. In the summer
especially, certain remedies much prized
by the people may be obtained free of
charge from societies which includes this
among other objecte for which they are
instituted. There is a very common mode
of practieing-the healing art, professedly
from benevolent motives, in which a selfish
object is too apparent. Notices may conti-
nually be seen placarded in public places
calling the attention of the public to a distin-
guished personage of the aculapian school
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who has learned his art at the capital, or innocent character, and is chiefly owing,from some foreigner, or from some dis- even in the minds of the heathen Chinese,tinguished native practitioner, or by corm- to an overweening regard for the charactersmunication with the genii, who is desirous themselves, on account of their antiquity,of relieving those who are in a condition of their beanty, the associations connectedsuffering and distres , and will give therm with them, and the advantages derivedan opportunity to avail themelves of his from their use. The fact that nativeknowledge ad skill without charge, except Christians, who are thoroughly freed fromfor te cost of medicone. idolatrons superstitions, still sympqthizePerhaps the most popular of all the with their countrymen in this particular,methods of obtaining merit in China is that adds to the probability of the latter opinion.of collecting old scraps of pinted paper. It is a question whether regard to the weakThis is practised extensively by individuals consciences of our native brethren, and aand famiie, as well as by societies. Persons care lest the Gospel should be evil spokenare hired to go about the streets, and in of, should not induce us to treat with moreshops and houses, to gather every thing of forbearance and consideration what maythe kind which can be seen. The menit of be but an innocent and harmless preju-the practice is suppoeed to consist in keeping dice.
the Chinese written character, so much
and so extravagantly revered, from being POSITION 0F WOMEN.trampled upon, thrown away with other The position of woman is intermediatekinds of refuse, or otherwise treated with between that which she occupies indisrespect. No distinction is made between Christian and in Mohammedan and otherthe witten and printed character ; between heathen countries. The manner in whichan old leaf froug one of the classices, and they regard their lot may be inferred fromone from a vulgar song-book; between a the fact, related in a previous chapter, thatproclamation of an officer, and the copy- their most earnest desire and prayer inbosk of a school-boy. p e school-rooms, worshipping in Buddhist temples is, gene-shops, private residences, and sometimes rally, that they may be men in the nextby the roadside, baskets or boxes designed state of existence. In many families girlsfor the reception of these revered scraps are have no individual names, but are simplyplaced in conspicuous situations bearing called No. Two, Three, Four, etc. Whenthe inscription, I Respect printed paper." married, they are Mr. So-and-so's wife, andWhen a large quantity of this paper has when they have sons they are such-and-been collected, it is burned, and the ashes such a boy's mother. They live in a greatare generally carried by junks to the sea, measure secluded, take no part in generalwhere they are thrown overboard. society, and are expected to retire whenon this custom of the Chinese we have a stranger or an acquaintance out of theone of the principal reasons why the family of the opposite sex enters the house.Christian books which we distribute among Among the poor, whose dwellings are small,them are respectfully used and carefully and who are obliged to depend upon thepreserved. It is also worthy of remark, females of the family to do the work, it isthat few thing excite the feelings and impossible to carry out fully these rules ofprejudices of the Chinese, or produce a seclusion, and the separation of the sexes ismore unfavorable impression with regard to less marked. In some localities the peopleforeigners, than the manner in which we are more strict in this regard than in others.are accustomed to treat useless printed I heard in the province of Shantung of apaper. It is often referred to as an evidence stranger being driven out of a village by aof our want of right views and principles. mob on account of taking the liberty ofChristian Ohinese are hardly less under the a8king a woman in the street the road toinfluence of these feelings than the rest of an adjoining town.their countrymen, and, in the different The claim of one's parents and brothersparts of China, they have frequently and upon his affections and love is consideredearnestly expostulated with their foreign to be paramount to that of his wife. Ateachers with reference to the course pursued reason given for this doctrine in a celebratedby theu in this particular. Some mission- Chinese work which treats of the domesticaries purposely disregard these prejudices relations and duties is, that the loss of aon the ground that they have their origin brother is irreparable, but that of a wife isin a veneration for the God of Letters, and not ! Women are treated with more respecta fear of offending him. Others are of the and consideration as they advance in years;opinion that this superstition is of a more mothers are regarded with great affection
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and tenderness, and grandmothers are some- keep her in her proper place without it.
times almost worshipped. While customs and theories vary, human

It is but just to say that a strong attach- nature and woman's nature are the same
ment often springs up between husband the world over. Women in China have

and wife, though they have had nothing to also their ideas of " Woman's Rights."
do in making choice of each other, and There are many families in which the
have never seen each other before marriage. superiority of her will and authority je
It should be further stated that the Chinese sufficiently manifest, though not cheerfully
have found the theory of the inferiority of acknowledged; and the most that we can
Woinan a very difficult one to carry out in say is, that "lhenpecked husbands" are
practice. Perhaps one reason why they perhaps not so numerous as in America
deny education to the " weaker" sex is and Europe.
because they find it sufficiently difficult to

goilng ff 4 l h .
LITTLE LOU'S SAYINGS AND

DOINGS.

By the Author of Susie's Six Birthdays."

CHAPTER I.

Little Lou was six months old. He was
born when the flowers were blooming, and
ail the birds were singing. Cold winter
had corne now, and killed the flowers, and
driven away the birds, but it could not kill
Lou, nor drive him away. He lay warn
and happy in his mamma's arme, or on his
little bed, and did not know how cold it
was Out of doors. Oh! how his mamma
loved him! How she wished his grand-
mamma, and his four young uneles, and
his Aunt Fanny, could see him! Don't
you always want your mother to see every
Present you have? But you never had a
present of a real live baby to show her.

Every time Lou laughed and crowed, and
clapped lis hande, his mother longed to
have everybody in her old home to see
what a littie darling he was. One day he
was dressed in a pretty frock, that his
grandmamma had sent him; his eyes
danced and sparkled as his mamma tossed
him up and down, and she thought he
looked like a little cherub. She said to his
papa :

"I muet have my mother see Lou."
"It would be a pretty long journey to

take with so young a child," said his papa.
Still, he would not be much exposed in

the cars."t
"And the rest of the way he could be

wrapped up carefully,t said his mamma.
So, after a little more talk about it, Lou's

Papa decided that they should ail go the
n'ext day. Then his mamma kissed the

little fellow ever so many times, and toid
him ail about it; and though he did not
understand a word she said, he knew by
her joyful face that she was talking about
something pleasant, and he laughed till his
eyes shone with fun.

But now it was time to pack the trunks
and get ready for the journey. Ail Lou'es
white frocks were looked over, to see if

they were in order; one wanted a button,
and two wanted strings. Three or four
had to be washed and ironed, and there
were ever so many other things to do, so
that everybody was busy, and the whole
house was in an uproar.

" Now, Lou," said mamma, 4 I hope
you'ill take a long nap to-day, so as to give

me time to get everything ready for our

journey. Dear me ! how much there is to
do! I hardly know where to begin ! "

Papa said he would pack everything in

half an hour, and he took up a pile of
clean, neatly-folded frocks, and rolled them
up in a tight little roll, and squeezed then
down into one corner of the trunk.-
Mammfla gave a little scream.

" Oh ! how you are crushing and rump-

lingbaby's best things !" cried she. " The

beautiful embroidered dress hie Aunt Edith
gave him, rolled up into a bail as big as my

hand ! O Herbert, how could you!"
Papa looked a little frightened.

" I don't know much about your finery,"
said he. " But give me something else.
What are ail these bottles for ? Are yon
going to carry milk for Lou? "

"Did I ever see such a man ! " cried
mamma, laughing. " I am going to take
some currant jelly to mother; and sorne
quince jelly to Fanny,-Fanny is so fond of
quince jelly ; and for the boys I have a few
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bottles of raspberry vinegar: that's ail. I him ever since le came he wants to coredon't care how tightly you roll them up ; to me; know he does ;the tighter the better!" These, and nobody knows how many
more exclamations of the sort, greeted the

CHAPTER II. ears of the little stranger, and were received
by hlm with unrnfie graviîy.It was a cold evening, and grandmamma, by The poor child isdfrightened out of hiswho had been sitting by the fire, knitting seven senses," said his mamma, who hadand reading, had at la t let ler book fal been laughing till she cried. "I oughtfro h er lap, and had dropped to sleep in really to undress and put him to bed."ber chair. The four uncles sat aronnd the Immediately everybody had somethingtable, two of them playing chess, and two to do in the best room up-stairs.cooking on; whle Aunt Fanny, with ler Grandmamma wanted to see that thecat on ber knees, studjed German a littee, littie'crib was in perfect order; Auntlooked at the ock very often, and started Fanny was sure there were not towelsat every noise. enough on the rack ; Uncle Robert saidwud have said, ai along, that they the baby was too heavy to be carried up inwouldn't cone," she cried at lat. I The any arms but his own ; Uncle Tom declaredgock lias et struck nine, and 1I am ot the fire must be getting low, and the twogoing to expect them any longer. I knew others followed with carpet-bags, cloaks,Hlerbert would not Jet Laura undertake and umbrellas.such a journey in the depth of winter ; or, What an important person I arnat any rate, that Laura's courage would these day a" cried te youon mamma.fail at the last moment." "The whole family waiting upon me toShe had hardly uttered these words, bed Perhape some of you would like towhen there was a ring at the door-bell, rock me to sleep ! o

then a stamping of feet on the mat, to There was more laughing and tumnît,shake off the snow, and in they came, Lou, but at ae t she got everybody ont of theand Lou's papa, and Lou's mamma, bring- room ; there was a great creaking of bootsing ever so much fresh, cold air with ttrem. on the etairs, and the eound of peoplesrandmamma woke upand)ran to meet them telling each other to " Hush" in loudwith step as lively as if she were a young whispers, and at last all was still.girl .&unt Fanny tôssed the cat from herlap, and seized the bundle that held thebaby ; the four uncles crowded about her, CHAPTER III.eager to get the first peep at the little The next morning Lou awoke quitewonder. There was such a laughing and rested, and full of fun, and before hisouc a tumut, that poor Lou, coming out mamma was dressed, Aunt Fanny cameof the dark night into the bright room, and and knocked at the door.seeing so many strange faces, did not know "Well ?" said mamma.what to thînk. When his cloaks and "I wanted to know," cried Aunt Fannyhhawls and caps were at last pulled off by through the key-hole, "if baby is awake,hie asntie's eager bands, there came ito and if I might take him down-stairs. Theview a serions littie face, a pair of bright boys are crazy to see him by daylight."eyee, and a head as smooth as ivory, on "Was there ever anything like it i "saidwhich there was not a single hair. His mamma to herself. She opened the door aseevee were looped up with corals, and very little way, and handed Lou out.ehowed his plump white arme, and he sat Aunt Fanny seized him, and ran gailyup very straight, and took a good look at down-stairs.
everybody. ,Ive got hlm," ehe cried, rnnning into"Whataperfect little beauty !" "What the dining-room. "'Ive got himn Andsplendid eyee!" What a lovely skin!" he's the nicest and best and prettiest baby"e's the perfect image of his father ! " in the world ! "

He's exactly like his mother !" " What " Let me have him, Fanny, do," saida dear little nose ' " What fat little Uncle Robert. "'1 shall have to be offhande, fu"l of dimples!" "Let me take directly after breakfast, and you can havehlm!" "C ome to his own grandma !" him all day."''Let his uncle toss him,-so he will!" " I shall have to be off before Bob," cried"What doee lie eat? " e le 'ungry ?" Uncle Tom, '' and I have barely seen therWas lie good on ie jonrney ? " e ic " creature yet."tired ?" "lNow, Fannyt Yon've had "lCreature indeed!" ' cricd Ant Fanny.
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And she pressed the baby to her heart,
covering it with kisses, and singing " Rock-
a-by-baby" with all her might.

" How absurd you are, Fanny," said
Uncle Frank. " The idea of trying to get
the child to sleep as soon es it is up in the
morning. Give me one fair look at him!
Yes, he is a handsome fellow. I don't
wonder you all say he is just like me." So
saying, he contrived to seize Lot in his
arms, and to escape with him from the
room. Once ont of sight of them all, he,
too, fell to kissing and caressing the little
pet in such a way, that one can't help
being glad there is no such thing as being
loved to death.

By the time breakfast was ready, every-
body had had the little fellow in his or her
arms; he had been taken to the kitchen
and exhibited to Mary and Martha, and
made to pat Unqle Fred's dog, with bis
little hand, and feel Aunt Fanny's cat.
Pussy, however, pretended that she did not
care for him at al]. When her young
mistress, who always was so fond of her,
and never read or studied but with her pet
in her lap, had tossed her away in order to
receive the baby, pussy's feelings were
deeply hurt. " Ha ! " she said to herself,
"6I shall not go into the parlor again while
that child is here. I am not going to sit
on the floor and see that strange boy up in
my place ! No indeed 1 Not ! "

So, all the while Lon stayed at his grand-
mamma's, and he stayed six weeks, Miss
Pussy pouted in the kitchen, and never set
foot in the parlor till the day he left, when
she recovered her good humor, and went
back as if nothing had happened. .

After breakfast, Lou's uncles all went
away to their offices and their business,
grandmamma went to the kitchen to talk
with Mary about the dinner, and papa
went out to take a long walk over the well-
trodden snow.

Mamma could now wash and diress her
baby in peace, while Aunt Fanny looked
on with wonder and curiosity.

"I suppose there is not such a thing as a
cradle in the house," said mamma,as she tied
the last string of Lou's frock, and held hira
up to be admired in his fresh, clean dress.

'' Why no; ours was given to Jane-you
remember our old Jane ? Or rather, it was
given to Jane's daughtef, when her first
baby was born. Anyhow, it was a rickety
old thing."

" I don't quite knoly where Lou will take
his naps," said hisnamma. "I shall want
to be where the rest of you are, and yet I
can't feel easy to leave him alone."

"I can stay with him," eaid Aunt
Fanny.

" Oh, but I shall want you to be where t
am. I have at least five hundred things to
talk about. Besides I want Lou to keep up,
the habit of sleeping where everything is
going on as usual. At home I keep the-
cradle in the rooni where I sit with my
books or my work ; Herbert is constantly
coming in and out, and never shuts the.
door gently-never; men never do, if they
have ever so many babies. So I have.
trained Lou to sleep through everything."

CHAPTER IV.

While this. talk was going on, lulled by
the sound of voices, and comforted by a
warm breakfast which he had been getting
for himself, Lon had fallen fast asleep.
His head sank gradually back upon his
mamma's arm, his little fingers let go their
hold upon one of her curls, with which he
had been playing, and his mouth half
opened like a bud that will soon be a red
rose.

" He is the very prettiest baby I ever
saw ! " cried Aunt Fanny. " I wonder,
Laura, that you never told us what a beauty
he was. All you said was that he had a
bald head, and I never could bear a bald-
headed baby."

" I really did not know whether he was
pretty or not," replied his mamma. "I
knew he had very beautiful eyes, but that
was all."

At this moment grandmamma came
smiling into the room, followed, on tiptoe,
by three little girls, who gathered around
the baby with delighted faces, but as quietly
as three little mothers.

" These are Mrs. Redwood's little girls,"
said grandmamma. " They have brought
their doll's bed for Lou to take his naps in.''

" Their doll's bed !" repeated Lou's
mamuma, much amused.

" Our dolly is a great big dolly, as big
as a real live baby!" whispered Josephine,
the eldest.

" And mamma said it would be very-
very" -

" Very convenient," put in her sister
Jeanie.

" Very convenient for our dolly to lie on
the bed ni the room over the front parlor,
while your dear little baby was here."

" No, she said it would be convenient to
you to have our dolly's bed," corrected
Jeanie.

"And our dolly don't care where she
sleeps, not a snap," said little Hatty.
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" But is your bed really large enough for live baby, I don't like dolly any more.
Lou? " asked his mother. " You see what Mrs. James's baby is soft and warm. It
a great boy he is." can breathe and it can eat. But dolly is as

" Our dolly is a great big dolly, as big as hard as a rock, and she feels cold, and she
a real live baby ! " repeated Josephine. can't go to sleep. She just makes believe

'' Yes, she is a great big dolly, as big as she's a baby, when she ain't."
a real live baby," said both the others.

" It is a dear little bed, and will do e d
nicely," said grandmamma. " I have
found a corner for it in my room, and you
shall all cone and see how well our baby BY LXJCY LARCOM.
will fit into it." WelI, littie Red Rlding-Hood,

Sure enough, the bed, with its soft linen Pleasant it was to play
sheets, its little pillow, its pretty white In the green fields and the shady wood
quilt, seemed to have been made on purpose Through a golden oummer day.
for Lou ; and when his mamma had gently
laid him down in it, the three little girls Wong, wathe, pluking th flowe,
tenderly drew the sheets and blankets over Watclng th rdbreas
him, tucked them in with skilful hands, Al heedless 0f hurrying hours
and stood admiring their work once more,
like three darling little mothers. Poor littie Red Riding-Hood

" You are very kind to lend your dolly's Wolves, and fot babies, thlnk;
bed to my baby," said Lou's mamma. "I Sturdier feet than yours have stood
hope your dolly won't miss it very mueh.
Do you think she was quite willing to part Buds over the door-sili twined
with it?" Laugh in the breezeles blue;

" She never said a word when she heard And wise fear ruffles not the mmd
us talking about iL," cried little Jeanie. 0f a girl-bud young as you.
"é Ske isn't a sheil-fiei dolly at ail. But I Dear litte Red Riding-Hood,
know a shell-fish girl-I do." - Sorry enough you are!1Ih ain't a shell-fish," cried Hatty, burt- Grandamma? Oh, she el kind and good;
ing into tears. IlI only said-I only said And you didn't stray js far.
-I only said dolly would ie lonesome Neveheess, nevertheless,
away off in the best room, without any In this tangled world f ours,
bed, and withoWt any fire. Or at least, The end of wandering none can gues
nothing but a big bed." Anda wolf rnay lurk anong flowers.

Lou's mamma stood thinking a moment, -Our Young Folks.
and then went quickly to her own room,f
and came running back with three littte
books in lier hands. TIE BLA KSMIT g 0F REGENBAH.

"I sAopped in Boston long enouggd to buy
some pretty books," said she. , And here PrOM THE GERMAN 0F HOFFMAN.
it one for each of you. See!e they are fulh
of pictures. Look, Hatty. When your There isa village called Regenbach in
dolly gets lonesome, you can take ler up the Principaity of Hohenlohe-Langenburg,
and show her these pictures."L where, some twenty odd year ago, the

diWhy, so I can," said Hatty, lier tear- following stirring and heart-rending occur-
ful face lighting up. Il Why, so I can." rence took place.

When the three litte girls were the It was in the afternoon, during spring or
street, on their way home, Josephine said harvest, my kind in formant was not certain
to Jeanie : which, when there were seated in the" You oughlt not to have said that about public room of the tavern many men and
koatty. Mamma said she was not selfish at women of Regenac, engaged in quietly

a"l. SIe said she was a tender-hearted chatting with c other, no one of them
little thing, and could not bear to think dreaming of the féarfl and terrible event
that dolly might suifer." whch was to take place that day. The

IlDoUly can't suifer! " cried Jeanie. Blacksmith also was sitting in the cheerful
She isn't a real baby; she's nothing but a crowd,-a stout, robust man, with a very

make-believe baby. I mean to stick a pin determined face and brave look, but at the
Lu' er as soon as ever I get home; iL won't same tiae with such a pleasant smile upon

hurt her one bit. And now I'veNseeneareal his lips, that every one who saw him was
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obliged to love him. Every tricky fellow t
kept out of hie way; for the brave Black- t
smith would tolerate no injustice or wicked-
ness; and it was poor policy to quarrel a
with him. His arms were like bars of iron, a
and hie flists like sledge-hammers. There a
were few men who were equal to him in
bodily strength.

The brave Blacksmith was sitting not
far from the door, chatting with a neigh-
bor, about I know not what. Suddenly t
the door sprang open, and a great dog t
came staggering into the room ;-a great,
strong, powerful dog, with an ugly, terrible
face. He held hie head down, with hie
dreadful, buruing-red eyee, hie niouth wae
open wide, hie lead-colored tongue wae
hangiug out, and hie tail wae equeezed
betweeu hie hind lege. Iu thie way the
animal came into the room, which haed. no
other mode of egreee, than the one door.
Scarcely had the Blackemith'e neigbbor,
it was the Barber of the place, eeen the
animal, wheu he becaure pale as death, as
white as the lime ou the wall, and spring-
ing up cried out lu a voice of terror:
&"cLord Jeeus have mercy upon us!1 People!1
the dog le mad 1"

Picture the terror!1 The room wae
nearly full of men and women, and the
mad animal etood lu front of the only door,
so that no one could leave without paseing
by hlm. The beaet began to snap wildly
ou the right and the left, and it wae impos-
sible for any eue to pass hlm. without being
bitten. Then there was au agonizing
screamn of terror!1 Every one eprang up
and mnoved baekwarde, looking with a
stariug gaze full of mortal fright -at the
mad dog. Who couid proteet them from

Theu the Blackemith arose, and 'wheu he
eaw the mortal. fright that liad eeized every
one, and it occurred to hlm, ais quick ae
lightuing, how many happy people might
be made inconceivably miserable by the
ragiug animal, he determiued to do that
whieh has ecareely ite like lu magnanimity
and nobleness lu the whole of hietory. True,
hie browu cheeke became elightly pale,
but hie eyes eparkled with true heroic tire,
and a lofty resolution lighted up the fore-
head of the plain, eimple man.

ciBack!1 ail of you 1" he thundered with
hie deep, powerfui voice. "lLet none of
you stir, for no one but myseîf can manage
the brute!1 There muet be 80755 one sacri-
liced, and 1 will offer myeelf! I arn goiug
to eeize hlm, and while I do iL., fly the
whoie of you 11"

The Blackemith had scarcely epoken

hese words, when the brute sprang forward
owards the shrieking human mass. "Now,
vith God's help 1" cried the Blacksmith,
nd immediately he leaped upon the raging
nimal, seizing him with hie giant arms,

and threw him upon the floor.
Oh ! but that was a fearful, horrible

truggle that followed ! The dog bit at him
iercely, and struggled with groans and duli
iowls. Hie long teeth tore the arme and
highs of the great-souled Blacksmith, but
he latter did not relax his grasp. In spite
of the fierce pain, in spite of the certain
Lwful death that would follow the struggle,
with a giant's strength he held the snap-
ping, biting, howling brute down until ail
had fled,-until al, ail were in safety except
himself. Then he hurled the half-strangled
brute away from him against the wall, and,
dripping with blood, covered with the
poisonous saliva, he left the room and closed
the door behind him. The dog was killed
by a shot through the window. But what
could be done for the unfortunate, brave
Blacksmith ?

Weeping and wailing, the people whom
he had saved at the expense of hie own life,
surrounded him.

"'Be quiet, men; don't weep for me.
Women and children," he said. " One was
obliged to die in order to save the others.
Do not thank me ; for I have only done a
sacred duty. When I am dead, remember
me in love; and pray for me now that God
may keep me from long or much suffering.
But I muet now take care, that no further
harm be done by me, as it is certain that I
shall be attacked by the disease."

And he went right away to hie shop and
there sought for heavy chains, the heaviest
and strongest in hie stock ; then he kindled
hie fire and worked hie bellows until the
chains were made white hot, and with hie
own hand he fastened himself hands and
feet to hie anvil, which no human strength
could tear away from the ground, no more
than human strength could break the iron
chains.

" There, now it's done," he said after he
had completed hie work in silence and
earnestness; "now you are ail safe, and I
am harmless. As long as I am alive, bring
me my food; the rest I leave to God. Into
Hie hands I commend my spirit."

Nothing could save the brave blacksmith,
not weeping, not pity, not even prayers.
The disease seized him--and after nine days
he muet die-but in truth he died only to
awake before the throne of God to a more
beautiful, and more glorious life. He died,
but hie memory shall live from generation
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to generation, from child to child, and be
blessed to the end of time.

Look over all the pages of human bistory,
and you will find no deed more worthy of
the noblest fame than the deed of this
simple man-Lhe Blacksmith of Regenbach.
It is indeed easy for a noble soul, like
Winkelried, to die, or to throw life away
like the high-souled Roman youth Martius
Curtius ; but to meet certain death, to be
obliged to die and yet to be obliged to wait,
through anxious, fearful hours and days,
for the most terrible form of death,-this is
to die not once only, but a thousand times.
And such a death died the Blacksmith of
Regenbach, such an offering did the Black-
smith of Regenbach make for the preserva-
tion of his neighbors.

HINTS TO YOUNG WRITERS.

There are many young persons who are
ambitious of authorship. Some of them
have the elements of the successful writer,
others are so well satisfied with their sup-
posed abilities in the line of literature that
there is very little ground of hope that they
will ever accomplish much. Because they
can use set words freely without seriously
abusing syntax or thoroughly repudiating
rhetoric, they offer their wares as though
the market must be specially attractive
because their fabries occupy a place on the
shelves. They forget that effective writing
must have positive and solid qualities, and
that it is usually the product of hard and
patient labor. Mrs. Stowe deals with this
subject in a recent issue of Hearth and Home,
making " Nellie" stand for a large number
of young persons of both sexes. We copy
the main points, and commend the words
below to the attention of those who are
needing the suggestions:

The fault of this composition, my dear
Nellic, is, that there is no point in it. It
does not show anything or prove anything,
The incidents in it are all of a very com-
monplace nature, and there are dozens of
stories like it in every newspaper. It shows
that the writer is very young and very im-
mature. What she needs is to study some-
thing which will teach ber to think deeply
and earnestly, so that she may have some
object in view more than the mere writing
of a pretty composition.

WC recommend to ber not to read maga-
zine stories or novels, but to form a taste
for the very, highest class of writing,-such
writings as those of Prescott, Motley, Wash-

ington Irving, Hawthorne, Whittier, Low-
ell, and Oliver Wendell Holmes.

If a young person resolves never to read
anything second-rate, it will be a step
toward never writing anything-second-rate.
A great many young girls' minds are all
washed away by a constant dribble of dish-
w;ater stories.

My dear Nellie, yon have life before you,
and we probably are old enough to be your
grandmother; and old people, yon know,
are fond of telling how things were when
they were young.

When-we were-younger than you, pro-
bably-ten, twelve, or thirteen years uf age,
the two leading passions of our heart were.
reading and writing. We were in a school
where great attention was paid to.composi-
tion, and we wrote one every week, with-
out praise and without encouragement,-
without anybody to express either admira-
tion or approbation, or to put.it into a news-
paper. We were not praised and admired,
simply because what we wrote was com-
monplace, and crude and green. All fruit.
bas to go through the green stage, and
people who have met with success as writer-
have been, and for a long time, very poor
scribblers.

At the same time that we were writing,
we had literally nothing to read except
grown people's books. A translation of'
Berquin's Ckildren's Friend was the only
story-book that we remember in our child-
hood. There was but one copy of it in our
village, and, with many entreaties, we used
to borrow it, with leave to keep it two days;
read it through and return it, and borrow
it again two days, the next week, and so on.

When we were twelve years old, Ianhoe,
by great good luck, found a place in our
family; so that we had unlimited aceess to
it for six months. During those six months,
we read it through seven times, so that we
knew every word there was in it, and a
great part of it by heart.

Besides this, as an amusing reading-book,
we had the Bible, which we read hour after
hour, for mere amusement, and we had a
compendium, called Elegant Ext-acts il>
Prose and Verse, containing extracts from
Milton and Shakespeare and all the standard
classical English writers. It was an ele-
gantly bound book, and the lady who
owned it allowed us the reading of it some-
times, as a reward for good conduet.

No girl now looks with more delight at
an opera-ticket than we then looked on the
permission to go into the north bedroom,
and spend three hours reading the Elegant
Extracts. How calm. and. still and delight-
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ful that shady room seemed 1-the sun with-
out, shining so pleasantly on the distant
woods; the birds afar off, singing and eall-
ing in vain to us to come out; and there,
spread out before us this perfect mine of
reading 1

But all that comes to houses from week
to week now-magazine stories, and arti-
cles, and lectures-had then no existence.
We read a few things a great many times
over, as we tramped the lonely woods after
honeysuckles, apples, or chesnut8; and in
that slow way we were twenLy years in
learning to write,-older than that before
we ever thought of having a piece in print;
and, for years our first pieces were always
given away,-asked for by one and another,
and given.

Cone now, Nellie, that is the way we
learned, and we found it pleasant to learn
so, because we liked writing even when we
did not write well, and we loved study, and
reading and thinking for themselves, and
without a dream of any use we might make
of them or of what other people might think
of us.

Now, my little girl, it is kinder to put
you upon some such course of self-improve-
ment than to accept the green fruit of your
mind, and thus make you satisfied with
what ought not to satisfy you. If you once
get to publishing stories like that, and
having them praised, and feel satisfied with
then, it is all over for you as a writer.

THE BABES IN THE CLOUDS.

AN AMERICAN TRUE BTORY.

Just ten years ago, there suddenly burst
upon the western world a magniftcent
stranger from foreigp parts, " with all his
travelling glories on." It was the great
comet of 1858, on the grand tour of the
universe.

It seemed strange that petty human life
could go on as usual, with its eating and
drinking, toiling, trafficking, and pleasures,
while that " laming minister," on his
hillion-leagued circuit, was preaching the
wonders of infinite immensity and power,
and the nothingness Of earth. But science
has robbed celestial apparitions of their old
portentous significance. The comet no
longer runs his kindling race, like Vich-
Alpine's henchmain, with its fiery cross,
annonneing war and disaster, " Herald of
battle, fate, and fear." He is on his own
business, not ours.

Under the tail of this particular comet
doubtless many a tale of love was told,-in

the light of his swift splendors many a
tender look exchanged. The astronomer
cooly swept the starry field with his glass,
unawed by the irregular night-guard pa-
trolling the heavens, and the robber and
murderer disdained the awful witness. He
left us as he found us, joined to our mer-
tal idols, wise in our own conceit, weak
and worldly and wicked, but no castaways
of the universe after all.

We remember that comet-summer, not
so mueb for itegreat astronomical event, as
for two singular incidents that more nearly
touched our human sympathies, which wW
grovel in poor earthly affairs, even within
sightof the most augusteelestialphenomena.

One pleasant Saturday afternoon, during
the comet's appearance, an aeronaut, alter a
prosperous voyage, descended upon a farm
in the neighborhood of a large market town,
in one of the western states. He was soon
surrounded by a curious group of the far-
mer's family and laborers, all asking eager
questions about the voyage and the man-
agement of the balloon. That, secured by
an anchor and a rope in the hands of the
aeronaut, its car but a foot or two above the
ground, was swaying lazily backward and
forward in the evening air. It was a good
deal out of wind, and was a sleepy and
innocent monster in the eyes of the farmer,
who, with the owner's permission, led it
up to his house, where, as he said, he could
" hitch it" to his fence. But before he
thus secured it, his three hildren, aged
respectively. ten, eight, and three, begged
him to lift them " into that big basket,"
that they might sit on " those pretty red
oushions." While the attention of the
apronaut was diverted by more curious
questioners from a neighboring farm, this
rash father lifted his little darlings, one by
one, into the car. Chubby little Johnnie
proved the " ounce toc much " for the aerial
camel, and broughthim to the ground; and
then, unluckily, not the baby, but the
eldest hope of the family, was lifted out.
The relief was too great for the monster.
The volatile creature's spirits rosq at once;
he jerked his halter out of the farmer's hand,
and, with a wild bound, mounted into the
air ! Vain was the aeronaut's anchor. It
caught for a moment in a fence, but it tore
away, and was off, dangling uselessly after
the runaway balloon, which so swiftly and
steadily rose that in a few minutes the two
little white faces peering over the edge of
the car grew indistinct, and those piteous
cries of " Papa l" " Mamma !" grew faint
and fainter, up in the air.

When distance and twilight mists had
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swallowed up voices and faces, and nothing
could be seen but that dark, cruel shape
sailing triumphantly away with its precioui
booty, like an aerial privateer, the pooi
father sank down helpless and speechless
but the mother, frantic with grief, still
stretched her yearning arms toward the
inexorable heavens, and called wildly up
into the unanswering void.

The aeronaut strove to console the
wretohed parents with assurances that the
balloon would descend within thirty miles
of the town, and all might be well with the
children, provided it did not come down in
water, or in deep woods. In the event of
its. descending in a favorable spot, there
was but one danger to be apprehended; he
thouaht that the elder child might step out,
leaving the youngerin the balloon. Then,
it might again rise and continue its voyage.

" Ah ! no," replied the mother, " Jennie
would never stir from the car without
Johnnic in her arma."

The balloon pas8ed directly over the
market town, and the children seeing many
people in the streets, stretched out their
hands and cried out loudly for help. But
the villagers, though they saw the bright
little heads, hcard no call.

Amazed at the strange apparition, they
might almost have thought the translated
little creatures small angel navigators on
some voyage of discovery,-some little
cherubie venture of their own,-as, heading
toward the rosy cloud-lands and purple
islands ofsunset splendor, they sailed deeper
and deeper into the west, and faded away

Some company they had, poor little sky-
waifs! Something comforted them and
allayed their wild terrors,-something whis-
pered to them that below the night and
clouds was home; that above was God ;
that, wherever they might drift or clash,-
living or dead,-they would still be in His
domain, and under His care,-that, though
borne away among the stars, they could not
be lost, for His love would follow thern.

When the sunlight all went away, and
the great comet came blazing out, little
Johnnie was apprehensive that the comet
might come too near their airy craft, and
set it on fire with a whisk of its dreadful
tail. But when his sister assured him that
that tiery dragon was aa much " as twenty
miles away," and that God wouldn't let
him hurt them, he was tranquilized, but
soon afterward said, " I wish he would
core a little nearer, so I could warm

ThsenJenni. o o ea
Then Jennie took off her apron, and

wrapped it about the child, saying tenderly:

'' This is al1 sister has to make you warm,
darling, but she'Il hug you close in her

s arma, and we will say our prayers, and you
r shall go to sleep."

; 'Why, how can I say my prayers before
L I have my supper ?' asked little Johnnie.

'' Sister hasn't any supper for you, or for
herself, but we must pray all the harder,"
responded Jennie.

So the two baby-wanderers, alone in the
wide heavens, unawed by darkness, immen-
sity, and silence,-by the presence of the
great-comet and the millions of unpitying
stars,-lifted their little clasped hands, and
sobbed out their sorrowful "Our Father,"
and then that quaint little supplementary
prayer:

"Now I lay me down to sleep,
I pray the Lord my soul to keep;

If I should die before I wake,
I pray the Lord my soul to take."

"There 1 God heard that, easy, for we are
close to eim, up here," said innocent little
Johunie. 1

Doubtless divine love stooped to the little
ones, and folded them in perfect peace ; for
soon the younger, sitting on the bottom of
the car, with his head leaning against his
sister's knee, slept as soundly as though he
were lying in his own little bed, at home ;
while the elder watched quietly through
the long hours, and the car floated gently
on in the still night air, till it began to
sway and rock on the fresh morning wind.

Who can divine that simple little child's
thoughts, speculations, and wild irnagin-
ings, while watching through those hours?
She may have feared coming in collision
with a meteor,-for many were abroad that
night,-scouts and heralds of the great
comet,-or perhaps being cast away on
some desolate star-island; or, more dreary
atill, floating and floating on, night and day,
till they should both die of hunger. Poor
babes in the clouds r

At length, Providence guided the little
girl's wandering hand to a cord connected
with the valve ; something told her to pull
it. At once the balloon began to sink,
slowly and gently, as though let down by
tender hands; or as though some celestial
pilot guided it through the wild currents of
air,-not letting it drop into lake, or river,
or lofty wood, or impenetrable swarp,
where this strange, unchild-like experience
might have been closed by a death of un-
speakable horror; but causing it to descend
as softly as a bird alights, on a spot where
human care and pity awaited it.

The sun had not yet risen, but the morn-
ing twilight had cone, when the little girl,
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looking over the edge of the car, saw the
dear old earth coming nearer,-"' rising
toward them," she said. But when the
car stopped, to her great disappointment,
it was not on the ground, but caught fast
in the topmost branches of a tree. Yet
she saw they were near a house whence
help might soon come, so she awakened
her brother and told hiin tbe good news,
and together they watched and waited for
deliverance, hugging each other for joy
and for warmth, for they were very cold.

Farmer Burton, who lived in a lonely
house on the edge of his own private prairie,
was a famous sleeper in general, but on
this particular morning he awoke before
the dawn, and, though he turned and
turned again, he could sleep no more. So,
at last, he said to his good wife, whom he
had kindly awakened to inform her of his
unaccountable insomnolence, '' It's no use;
I'll just get up and dress, and have a look at
the comet."

The next that worthy woman heard from
her wakeful spouse, was a frightened sum-
mons to the outer door. It seems that, no
sooner did he step forth frorn his bouse,
than his eyes fell upon a strange, por-
tentous shape hanging in a large pear-tree,
about twenty yards distant. He could see
in it no likeness to anything earthly, and
ho fancied it might be the comet, who,
having put out his light, had come down
there toperch. In his fright and perplexity,
he did what every wise man would do in a
like extremity,-he called on his valiant
wife. Reinforced by ber, ho drew near the
tree, cautiously reconnoitring. Surelynever
pear-tree bore such fruit !

Suddenly there descended from the thing,
a plaintive, trembling little voice. "Please
take us down. We are very cold."

Then a second little voice. " And
hungry, too; please take us down 1"

" Why, who are you ? And where are
you ?Y

The firet little voice said: " We are Mr.
Harwood's little boy and girl, and we are
lost in a balloon."'

The second little voice said: " It's us,
and we runned away with a balloon.
Please take us down."

Dimly comprehending the situation, the
farmer, getting hold of a dangling rope,
succeeded in pulling down the balloon.

He fret lifted out little Johnnie, who ran
rapidly a few yards toward the bouse, thon
turned round, and stood for a few moments,
euriously surveying the bailoon. The faith-
tul little sister was so chilled and exhausted
that she had to be carried into the house,

where, trembling and sobbing, she told ber
wonderful story.

Before sunrise a mounted messenger was
dispatched to the Harwood home, with glad
tidings of great joy. He reached it in the
afternoon, and a few hours later, the
children themselves arrived in state, with
banners and music, and conveyed in a
covered hay-waggon and four.

Joy-bells were rung in the neighboring
town, and in the farmer's brown bouse, the
happiest family on the continent thanked
God that night.

THE SENSE OF SMELL A GUARDIAN
ANGEL.

We have seen that the senses, unperverted,
direct us to wholesome food, and enable us
to enjoy best that which is best for us, and,
on the other hand, discover and defend us
from that whieh is unwholesome or
poisonous. For example: Good, well-cooked
fish, while it is fresh and wholesome, is
invited and urged upon us by these senses;
but let it remain but for a single hour in a
hot sun, and they will inform us distinctly
that it has become disorganized and unfit
for digestion; and while unperverted they
will thus always prove guardian angels to
the system.

If poisonous carburetted hydrogen gas
escapes from our fixtures, even to the
smallest extent, how soon do our olfactories
detect it, and warn us of its danger. If a
drain gets obstructed, and its contents flow
back into our cellar walle, sending its death-
dealing gases into our apartments, how
kindly and quickly we are informed of the
danger by the sense of smell.

If our cellars are damp and unventilated,
and the fever and dysentery producing
mould gathers on the walls and furniture,
our olfactories never fail to warn us to
ventilate and remove the cause of dampness,
or we shall be sure to be sick and lose our
children.

From such facts it is fair, and certainly
safe, to infer that every offensive smell is
an angel of mercy, warning us to remove
or avoid some evil influence connected with
it, and inducing to cleanliness of our person
and care of our premises, that we may
avoid the evils that are sure to fq}low any
neglect of such warnings. The importance
of this subject warrants some further illus-
trations and facts, which go to show the
importance of obeying the warning of the
sense of emell, as in the cases above referred
to.-From How Not to b Sick, &y A. J.
Bellows, M.I).
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MORE LIKE JEbUS.

Words by FAwurE COSBY.

11% 8to, toUh feeling.
W. H. DoABE.

S1. More llke Je -sus would I be, Let my Sa - viour

dwefl with me; F111 My soul wlth pece and love-
D.S. Poor ln spir - t woud I be,

PO 0

make me gen -tie au a dove;
Let my Ba viour dweUl ln me. More liko Je -sus,

D.S.

wnie go Pl grim. ln this world be lo1w;

_~: D.&~ -

-t--IU I

2. If le hears the raven's cry,
If his ever watchful eye
Marks the sparrows when they fall,
Surely he will hear my call.
He will teach me how to live,
Ail my simple thoughts forgive;
Pure In heart I still would be-
Let my Saviour dwell in me.

3. More like Jesus when 1 pray,
More like Jesus day by day,
May I rest me by hi side,
Where the tranquil waters glide.
Born of him through grace renewed,
By his love my will subdued,
Rich in faith I still would be-
Let my Saviour dwell in me.



DOMISTIC ECONOMY.

~omes~tic ~coixom~.
OUR PATTY-BREADS.

Taste one. It is warm from the oven
-a little oval cake, light, soft, sweet, and
wholesome. Guess the ingredients. It is
not made light with yeast; there is no soda,
ammonia, sour milk, buttermilk, egg, or
shortening in it,-nothing but four and
water. I made it myself.

Half an hour ago I said, " The oven is
hot now, and I will bake another dozen of
patty-breads for tea." So I stirred up a
batter of unbolted wheat fleur and cold
water, and filled the dozen small iron cups
of my nest of patty-irons, rounding them up
with the rather thick batter. I put them
in the oven immediately, and twenty
minutes afterward removed them, beauti-
fully done. They had risen till they were
double their original thickness, and were
just nicely browned on the crust.

Professor Youmans will have te revise
his excellent treatise on Household Science.
He will be glad to learn that bread can be
both light and soft, made simply of four
(either fine or unbolted) mixed with water.
No fermentation, no kneading, no rolling
out, no shortening, no soda. Let house-
keepers rejoice !

0, fainting sister, over-burdened with
domestie cares, when the next load of un-
expected guests comes to your door, and the
last loaf in your cupboard is cut, and there
is no baker's shop near at hand, be not
utterly cast down. With good four of any
sort in the house, a quick oven, and a
couple of these nests of baking irons, you
have all that is requisite for the best of
bread. You need net even stand upon
your weary feet, as in rolling out biscuit
or kneading bread. Sit down while you
stir the batter, butter the irons, and fill the
small iron cups. There is no eaaier way
to make bread : no bread is more economi-
cal, none more healthful, and none more
delicious.

Of course, single patty-pans will make as
good bread as those that corne in sets or
nests; but very trying te the temper is the
task of turning these little hot cakes around
and removing them frem the hot oven.
The iron sets of a dozen cups cost a dollar,
but how soon is their cost saved by the eco-
nomy of eggs, butter, and soda that follows
their introduction.

No tedious receipt for johnny-cake-with

cream, eggs, sugar, butter, sour milk, soda
-ever made corn-cakes that tasted sweeter
to Mr. Rochester and me than those made
in these irons with simple meal and water.
Scald the meal with boiling water (this
brings out the sweetness of the meal wonder-
fully), stir the batter pretty thick, not
minding if the cakes are rough upon the
top,-the shades of golden brown upon the
upper crust will have all the more variety
and beauty because of the unevennes.

Yen can make white or fine fleur biscuit
in the same way as the Graham cakes,
stirring the batter very thick. Unbolted
meal requires more water, as it swells
more in baking.

It is pleasant te experiment, and see how
many varieties of good bread may be made
in this simple way. We have tried buck-
wheat and fine wheat fleur, half and half;
oat-meal scalded, thinned with cold water,
and again thickened with fine wheat fleur;
corn-meal and fine four, prepared in the
same manner,-all with good suocess.
Sometimes we use salt, and sometimes omit
it. These cakes are said to be hetter mixed
with milk.

The oven must always be hot, or they
will be heavy ; and if the batter is too thin,
they will be hollow. When properly mixed
and properly baked, they will certainly be
light and good. Se, if you fail once, try
again.

Patty-pans or irons are net emential for
making unleavened cakes; but they are
more convenient, and their use makes suc-
cess more certain than when the mass is
rolled out like biscuit, or dropped upon a
baking-tin with a spoon.-Independent.

HINTS ABOUT BREAD.

Everybody is of opinion that home-made
bread is cheaper, sweeter, and more whole-
some than that bought at the baker's, unless
it is badly made. Heavy, close, bitter
bread is only tee well known in many
houEeholds where it is home-made; this is
net economical, as it cannot nourish the
eaters as good bread does, and it is, gene-
rally speaking, wasted.

There is no doubt that more nutrition is
contained in brown bread than in white,
and the whiter the bread the less is the
nourishment derived from it. Brown bread
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is excellent for weak digestions, and for such nests in wet weather, should be put
many other reasons should be eaten alter- away for immediate use. Keep them in anately with white bread in ail families; cool room in summer, and out of the reachmoreover, it is less adulterated than the of frost in winter. If two boards be kept,very white bread when purchased from the o can be filling while the other is empty-baker's. ing.

Flour, when kept in store, should be
placed in a warm, dry room, as, if at al
damp, it will make the bread or cakes for
which it is used, heavy. It is safest to put
the quantity of flour you are about to make
mto bread before the fire, in a large dish or
pan, for an hour or two, in order to have it
warm and dry for use.

Great cleanliness is required for making
bread,-a clean trough or brown earthen-
ware pan; very clean hands and arms, and
nice~ fresh, east Thfht

The writer accounts for the preservation
of eggs in this way, by supposing that the
yolk floats more equally in the white, and
has less tendency to sink down against the
shell, than when the egg is laid on one side,
-certainly, if the yolk touches the shell it
spoils immediately.-English Agricultural
Gazette:

HOW TO COOK AN EGG.

,ic yvs . erse eyeast thef 1 4e y wVillvi reuiaro itRt. .jAn egg should not be boiled; it shouldlees yon will require of it. ionly be scalded-uigo, coddled. ImmerseNever leave the dough half-made, nor ol e s d, codded. Immrse
allow it to get cold before it is finished ; if your egg in, or, what is better, pour upon
you do, it will be heavy. Too small a your egg boiling water. For time, propor-
proportion of yeast will make the dough tion the same to the size and number of
heavy. your eggs, and the collateral accidente. If

If the sponge or the dough be permitted you cook your eggs upon the breakfast table,
to overwork itself, it will become sour in more time will be required. But if you
warm weather. Do not put it too near the station your apparatus on a good wholesome
fire, but keep it warm at a gentle and equal hob, where there is a fire, and so the radia-
degree of heat. tion of heat is less positive, less time will

Bread baked in tins will be lighter an suffice. The latter way is mine, winter
when made into ordinary loaves, and is and summer, and the difference of the sur-
best for toast or sandwiches. rounding circumstances equalize, or nearly

Too little water will spoil the bread ; too so, the time. I keep one egg under water
much will make it too slack. If, by acci- nme mmutes; two, nine and a half ; three,
dent, the latter fault is perceptible, make ten; and four nearly eleven minutes. The
the bread up in tins, and it will not much yolk first owns the power of the caloric, and
matter. will be even firmly set, while the white

will be milky, or at most tremulously gela-
tinous. It is then delectable to the palate,

HOW TO KEEP EGGS FRESH. and easy of digestion. There is perfect
absence of that gutta percha quality, in the

Take a half inch board of any convenient white especially, at once the result and the
length and breadh, and pierce it as full of 1 source of dyspepsia. I believe that eggs
holes (each one and a half inches in would be much more patronized and much
diameter) as you can. I find that a board more wholesome if boiling were discarded.
two feet and six inches in length, and one -Hall's Journal of Health.
foot wide, has five dozen in it, say twelve
rows of five each. SELECTED RECIPES.

Then take four strips two inches broad, -
and nail them together into a rectangular To BAKE iHAM.-The usual mode of prepar-
frame. Nail this board upon the frame, Ing hams for the table Is by boiling; they are
and the work is done, unless you choose to far richer If baked as follows: soak the ham lu
nail a beading around the top. clean water for an hour, then wipe dry, and

Put your eggs in this board as they come spread it ail over with thin batter, lay it in a
from the poultry house, the small end deep dish with sticks under it to keep it from
down, and they will keep good for six the grease. When fully doue, remove the skin,
months, if you take the following precan- and the batter which as crusted on the desh
tions :-Take care that the eggs do not get side, and set It away to cool in the open air.
wet, either in the nest or afterwards. (In BROILED POTATOES&.CUt cold boiled potatoessummer, hens are fond of laying among the in sices a quarter of an inch thick, dip eachweeds or grass, and any eggs taken from slice in wheat four, place them on a griddle
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over a fire of bright coals; wben both sides are
browned place the slices on a hot dish, and
butter, pepper, and sait to suit your taste, and
place them hot on the table.

FTUFFED POTAToE.-Take five large potatoes,
wash and peel them, and scoop them out, so as
to have them hollow from end to end; fIl the
holes with sausage or forcemeat; dip the pota-
toes into dissolved butter, and arrange them in
a baking-dish; put them into a moderately hot
oven for about thirty or forty minutes. Serve
directly they are done. They may be accom-
panied by a sauce or not, according to choice.

TiRAN3PARENT ARROWROOT PUDDING. -To
niake this pudding, a teacupful of arrowroot
should be mixed with a little water, until quite
smooth. Ten sweet and bitter almonds muet
be blanched and pounded (using two or three
drope of water while pounding), and afterwards
boiled in a plut of water, stirring in sufficient

warm place by the fire for four or flve hours;
then knead it again for a quarter of an hour;
cover it over, and set It to rise again; divide It
Into two or four loaves, and bake It in a quick
oven. It will takeone hourto bake it if divided
into loaves weighing two pounds each, and two
hours If the loaves weigh four pounds each.
This bread need only rise once, and if made of
the best superfine flour, will be beautifully white
and light. In cold weather bread should be
mlxed In a warm room, and not allowed to be-
come cold while rising. If there ls any difficulty
as to its rising, set the bowl or pan over boiling
water. It is best to mix the bread at night, and
cover it close, ln a warm room, should the
weather be cold, till the morning. Of course, If
the family be large, the quantities may be in-
creased or doubled in proportion.

GooD RUsK.-TWo teacups of sugar and not
quite a teacup of butter beaten together, with
two eggs, and one pint of sweet milk, and flour

sifted sugar to sweeten the mixture. After sufficient to make a sponge. Add yeast, and set
straining, this should be poured gradually upon I to rise before going to bed. Next morning
the arrowroot, stirring ail the time; then, after make Up as bread, and let it rise again, then
boiling it up for a few minutes, it must be nouid mb biscuite, and when llght bake them.
poured Into a mould and left to cool. Some cooks put ln nutmeg and brandy, anda

friend of mine flavors themn witb grated orange-
To MAKE BREAD.-eeven pounds of four, two peel, but 1 prefer tbem without anything ofthe

quarts of warm water, a large tablespoonful of kind.
sait, and half a gill of yeast. Put the flour into
a deep pan, heap it round the sides, leaving a To WÀSH NEWFLÂNNEL.-CUtthe soapemali,
hollow in the centre; put Into it a quart of warm and boit It ina littie water. Have two tubswlth
water, a large spoonful of salit, and half a gill f water as hot as the band can bear, previouuly
yeast; have ready three pinte more of warm blue the water to keep the color of the flannel,
water, and with as much of It as may be neces- and put some of the boiled soap Into one tub to
sary, make the whole into a rather soft dough, make a lather; then wash the flannel without
kneading It well with both bands. Wben it la squeezing It Put it Into the other tub, and
smooth and shinlng, strew a littie flour over it; wring it n a large towel. Shake It out then,
loy a thickiy foided cloth over I, and set i m in a and, after drying It, smooth it with a cool irn.

editorial and (orreapondente.

THE DwELLING, STORE-HOUSES, AND

GROUNS OF THE FiR-r GOVERNOR OF
QUEBEC, 1 6 08 .- Our Frontispiece repre-
sents the castle, fort, and gardens of
Samuel de Champlain, first Governor of
Canada. We are indebted to an antiqua-
rian friend for a fac-sinile of this once
extensive structure, built on a point of
land, in the Lower Town of Quebec, on the
spot on which the R. C. Church, Notre

Dame des Victoires, was built in 171,1. It

appears to have been on the area covered

at present by the said Church. It faced
the river, and was surrounded by three

gardens, one running towards Champlain
Street, another towards Mountain Street,
and a third towards the St. Lawrence.
Champlain planted trees, vines, and dif-
ferent seeds in the vicinity. Our Quebee

contributor, the author of " Maple Leaves,"

to whom we referred this plate, has furnished
us with the explanations at the foot thereof.
The locality acquires additional interest
from the supposed discovery, in 1867, by
the Abbés Laverdière and Casgrain, at
Quebeo, of the tomb which had once con-
tained the remains of the great founder of
Quebec. Much light will, doubtless, be
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thrown on Champlain's career by the re- gest to some of our young contributors that,
publication of his " Voyages," under the instead of poems or essays on abstract sub
superintendence of the Rev. Abbé Laver- jeets, they would try their hands at writing
dière, from the press of M. Desbarata, at stories for children. The field is large, and
Ottawa. It is expected this splendid work, if you write naturally and simply there is
recomposed and improved, will be issted great hope of success.
next fall.

ACCEPTED ARTICLES.

HINTS AND THOUGHTS. The following list comprises the accepted
papers which we have on hand, and whichWe frequently receive letters from young we will try to make. room for as seon as

contributors which state that the accom-
panying paper is a firet effort, and has been
hastily written ; but, if favorably received, The Great Elk." Norfolk."
will be followed by others prepared with Idien Soeg." "Put o e Br.
more care. Now, if these young writers Lest Chlld." IThe Matapedia."
would but think a moment, they would see "Walting for the Tide." Dea! Jim."
that the first article or poem requires, if Tro nt" "Stche Ontrl."
possible, more care and more attention than POETRY.
any succeeding ones. Writers who have "TooLate "Summer."
made their names great can write as they The Life-Boat." Minnehaha."
please, and what they write, even though :a'e i Wrath." Good Frlday."Caaate England." "Questions."great trash, will be published and eage-rly My Summer Even- ISnow-Flakes."readp but those who are net in this position lng Strolh.d "Snow.

ill eind ne care and painstaking r freas o
fer anything which they deaire te get into We invite attention to the article in thisprint. If yon wish te be succeseful, make numbor by the author of "1Maple Leaves"your work as perfect as possible, thon copy (J. M. LeMoine, Esq., of Quebec), on the
it legibly, writing on one -side of the paper cmoeteeet fCnda ouatin. The subject is one of deep interest;
poem, or short piece, it is far better te keep and Mr. LeMoine brings out very ably thea copy tilan to request it" return. If, how- pleasing fact that nearly ail the early set-
ever, you wish particularly te have it re- tlers of Canada, both French and English,turned if net inserted, inclose an envelope, were of a very superior class in peint ofaddressed to yeurself in full. Remember respectability and moitality. Canada baste write proper names very distinctly, and neyer been tainted by a convict-immigra-
b. careful to mention in your letter the tien, or any importation of slave or cooly
titie of the pieee which yen send. If it is laborers. Its population is mainly comn-aoepted, it cannot generall"y appear for posed of emigrants of the most respectable
two months, at any rate; and it may be kind from France, England, Scotland,
mueh longer befere it can find its way into Ireîand, and the United States; and the in-the crowded page\ of the magazine, espe- fluence of a werthy enigin is seen in thecially if it be intended for any particular genea moa nd law-abiding charaeter efseason. We mention this be"ause articles Cel doala

when not only the next, but fe"t again are BY T. P. BOWN, e Bk,
se far completed, that nothing more <ian be Will appear in our next number, being ainserted. sequel te "l1837 -and My Connection with

We would, besides this, venture te sukc- It."
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FIRST PRIZE SEWING MACHINES.

J. D. LAWLOR,
MANUFACTURER.

PRINCIPAL OFFICE,
365, Notre Dame Street, Montreal.

Would Most respetfu 1 Invi thep a ne he great variety 0f Firat-Class Sewing
Machines, before purchasing elsewhei e, among whIch are:

A New Elliptic Family Machine, with Stand, Price $23.00.
A New Lock Stitch Pamily Machine, Prioe $30.00.
Singer's Pamily, various Styles.
Singer's No. 2. for Tailoring and Shoe Work.
The Florence Reversible Feed Family Machine.
Howe's for Family and Manufacturing purposes.
The 20tna Nqoiseless Machine, for Tailors and Family use.
A Button Hole and Lock Stitch Machine, combined.
Wax Thread Machines, which possess many advantages over all others.

I warrant ail Machines made by me superior in every respect totbose
* of any other Manufacturerin Canada. 1 have the best Testimonial fromn

ail the principal Manufacturing Establishments, and many of the best
Familles ln Montreal, Quebec, and St.John, N.B.,tentifying to their supe-
riorlty. My long experte nce ln the business, and superior facilities for ma-
nuactnring, enabie me to seil First-Class Sewing Machines from 20 to 30
percentless than Inferlor Machines of the sane pattern can be purchased
elseschere. 1 therefore offer better Machines and better Terni« to Agents.

Local and Travelling Agents wil do well to give this matter their
attention.

A Special Discount made to the Clergy and Religious Institutions.

PATICUILAR 3SOTICE.
The undersigned Is desirous of securing the services of active persons In ail parts of the Dom i-

nion to act as local or travelling Agents for the sale of his celebrated Sewing Machines. A very
liberal salary, and expenges will be paid, or commission allowed. Country Merchants, Post-
masters, Clergymen, Farmers, and the business public enerally, are particularly invited to give
thîs matter their attention asm can offer unparalleled inducements, and at the sme time the
cheapest as well as the best Sewing Machines now before the publie.

Ail kinds o Sewing Machines Repaired and Improved at the Faetory 48 Nazareth Street, and
at the adjusting Rooms, over the Office, U65 Notre Dame Street, Montreai, and 22 St. John Street,

oebec; 78 Kin Street, St. John,, N. B. Every description of Sewing Machine Trimmings,Wholesale and Retail.
Peggins Machines Repaired at thA Factory, 48 Nazareth Street, Montreal. Send for Price

List and ho phsofMacinesinaiJ. 
D. LAWLOR.



SHEET MUSIC.

For Church Choirs, Choral Classes, the Family Circle, &c.,
who may require larger numbers of particular pieces, the follow-

ing list of Music is published in Sheet Form, at the rates

annexed

Waiting by the River................................ 
per 100.. 50 Cents.

Gently, Lord, Oh, Gently Lead Us ......................... . 75
Angels' Welcome,.........

Nearer Home,....................... 
.. 75

Your Mission............................................ 75

Happy Meeting..................

The Old, Old Stoly, (Hymn).

Waiting, Only Waiting, (Hymn).....

The House Upon a Rock.

The Shining Way,..The Shiing ................ .. . 7 75

Gentle Words........................................... 50

Beyond the Smiling and the Weeping....................... 0

Climbing up Zion's Hill

The Angel Boatman, (Hymn) ........................

More like Jesus, (Hymn)..

Shall we Gather at the River.

Angels Hovering Round,............

Something to do in Heaven,........

Leave me with Jesus, (Hymn).......

Christmas Carol ..................................

Evening ........................................... 
.. 50

Address

JOHN DOUGALL &SON,
MONTREAL.



WINDSOR NURSERIES,
JAMES DOUG~ALL1 , Proprietor,

WINDSOR, Ontario,
Offers for Sale for Spring Planting, a very fine stock of

FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES AND SHRUBS,
VINEsArc., &.

VEl-Z¯Y¯ ILONV7 for 0JA.I-.

Particular attention is called to the following, of which the stock la very fine:

DWARP APPLES, from 2 to 6 years old, the latter are very extra-bearing, and have given
v a satftion. To secure them, orders should be sent early, as the stock is not

large.

DWAR PEARS from one to six years old, the latter extra sized bearing, and of which
there snonlyra fmited number left of some varleties. Those of one year old are very fine,
and can be recommended.

GRAPE VINES, from one to three years old, of all the best and hardiest varleties, at about balf
price usually charged by travelling tree agents.

ALSO.
STANDARD APPLES, two to five years old, a few extra sized bearing left of some varleties.

Standard Pears, PlumSa, Cherries,
Peaches, Quinces, Currants,

Strawberries, etc.
of the best qualities and true to name.

Persons Intending to plant should at once

SEND FOR CATALOGUES,
WHICH WILL BE MAILED FREE.

Also, for the 'anadias, Pruit Cmsturist (Pait ri.e 25 centi), giving full direections for the
r location, soil, preparation planting and after culture of Orchards, Vineyards, and Gardens,

with select lists of the best varietles of each kind of Fruit suitable for the different parts of Canada,and their best mode of Culture.

Orders, which should be sent early (accompanied with the money), promptly attended to,
and the Trees carefully lifted and packed, so as to carry*any distance with safety.

Trees sent from this establishment the two last Springs, via Quebec, to Lower St.
Lawrence, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, have arrived in excellent condition, and some
bore fruit the same year.

JAMES DOUGALL.
WISDSon, February 15, 1869.



Circulate your Advertisements in

TEE FAMILY.

18 RE&D IN

THOUSANDS OF CANADIAN HOMES.
THE ADVANTAGES OF " THE NEW DOMINION MONTHLY" ARE

ALMOST UNEQUALLED FOR ADVERTISING
Prospectuses and Reports Of Public Companies and Joint StockCompanies.

Manufacturers' Advertisements, with Pictures of their Works andTrade Marks.

Farms and Villas for Sale.

Prospectuses and Càlendars~of Schools and Colleges.
Every Business that concerns the welfare of the Family.

ADVERTISE

IN THE JUNE NUMBER.
ADVERTISING RATES z

Fly Leaves per Page . . . . $10.00 per Month" " Half Page • 6.00
" Quarter Page . • .50
" One-eighth Page • 2,00

Printed Leaves Stitched in 1.00 per 1,000.

JOHN DOUGALL & SON,

126 GREAT ST. JAMES STREET, MONTREAL.



LIUE ASSURANCE COMPANY.
ESTABLISHED 1847.

With a view to secure for the people of Canada, by the higher interest obtain.
able here than in Great Britain, the benefit of Life Assuranee at rates of premiums
lower than those charged by British or Foreign Offices, and so highly have the advan-
tages it has offered been appreciated by assurers, that it has transacted a larger
amount of Life Assurance business n Canada than any other Life Assurance institu.
tion there.

IONOIRA:I BOA RD.
ANDREW ALLAN, Esq., (Messrs. RICHARD EATON, Esq., G.T.R.

H. & A. ALLAN.) P. M. GALARNEAU, Esq., MER-
D. M ASSON, SR., Esq., MERCHANT. CHANT.
C.J. BRYDGES, Esq., G. T. R. L. A. BOYER, Esq., MERCHANT.
JOHN OGILVY, Esq. MERCHANT. C. A. LEBLANC, Esq., ADVoCATE.

Amount of Capital and Funds, - $2,000,000
" Claims Paid, - - - 550,000

Annual Income, - - - - - 200,000

Assets of about «150 (exclusive of uncalled capital) for each $100 of Liabili-
ties; and the interest earned on the Company's investments is now alone sufficient
to meet the claims by deaths.

This Company issues all approved forms of Life and EndoWment Polioies,
and the following are some of its special advantages:-
Stricty CanadiWn management, enabling ah business to.be transacted in the Coun*ry

with ease and promptitude.
Low Rates of Preminm conequent on the investment of all the Company's funds in

Canada.
Thirty days of grace allowed for payment of premiums, during which policies

remain valid.
No unnecessary restrictions in the Policies, which renders them well adapted for use

as securities.
Policies exchanged for others of reduced amounts, free from payment of future

premums;
And, annual publication of most ample statements, enabling Policy-holders at all

times to inform themselves fuly of its position and progress.
Although it cannot be doubted that a native Assurance Office should have a

claim to the encouragement and support of every resident in the country, yet the
Canada Life Assurance Company does not rest its claims for patronage mainly upon
that ground, but upon the more practical one of its liberal conditions and privileges
-its perfect security-and the fact that its rates are lower than those offered by any
English or F'oreign Company.

Capable and reliable men wanted as agents wherever the oompany is not repre.
sented, to whom every facility will be granted for working up a business. Applications
(accompanied with references) to be addressed to the General Agent at Montreal.

Forms of Application, and all nueessary doouments, will be forwarded free of expense, and all
information may be obtained, by addressing

DONALD MURRAY, General Agent,
77 St. 'James Street, Montreal.



THE MONTMAU WITNE$$t
This lias long been generally called the best Family Paper in Canada; and it is

also one of the very cheapest viz.:-

DAILY.................... ........ $3.00 per Annum.
SEMI-WEEKLY ...... ••••............... 2.00 "
WEEKLY .......................... 1.00 "Ail in Advance. and the Paper stops when the subscription expires, unless renewed.

Each of these Editions has Editorials, original andselected, and a careful summary of News and Markets,together with Religious, Educational, Scientific, Temper-ance, and Agricultural matter of great value.

New Subscribers may begin at any time.

Address'

JOHN DOUGALL & SON,
MONTREAL.

THE CANADIAN MESSENGER
IS PUBLISLIFD

The lst and 15th of each Month.
IT CONTAINS ARTICLES ON

EDUCATIONAL, AGRICULTURAL,
SCIENTIFIC, TEMPERANCE,

LITERARY, And other suhjeots.

TERMS.
Single Copies, per annum.............................. 3 7 ic. each.
Club of three copies, to one person, per annum .......... $ 1 or 33ic.seven copies, c· ..--...-... 2 or 284c.fifty copies, · · .... .. 13 or 26c." one hundred copies, f ... •... 25 or 25c.

In no case can any additional copies be sent at the club rates, as that would make afraction of four ounces, and cost as uch as seven copies which we send as a four-ounce
parcel. The names of subscribers cannot be put on their papers without subjecting them toa half-cent postage each. Address

JOHN DOUGALL & SON, Montreal.



"WITNES S"
PRINTIN HOUSE.

THE PROPRIETORS 0F THE DAILY WITNEss, HAVING OPENED A

QJOBBING DEiPAR9TMENT
In connection with their

PRIENTIG ESTABLISHREET,
INVITE THE PATRONAGE OF THE PUBLIC. IN ALL CASEs IT IS INTENDE» TO ENSURE

NEATNESS, PUNCTUALITY,

CHEAPNESS, DESPATCH,
And no pains will be spared to turn out

GOOD WORK AT A FAIR PRICE,
AN» TO

FULFIL ALL PROMISES AS TO TIME.
The rorietors deemn It best frankly to state that in this New Department the same well-

known rules of selection will be observed as in the advertising columna f the Wrr wels.

A Cough, Cold, or Sore Throat,
RE QUIRE.S IMMEDIATE ATTENTION, AND SI{OULD BE CHECKED.

IF ALLOWED TO CONTINUE,

Irritation of the Lunge, a Permanent Throat Affec-
tion, or an Incurable Lung Disease,

BO 

IS OFTEN THE RESULT.

BROWN'S BRONCHIAL TROCHES,
HAVING A DIRECT INFLUENCE TO THE PARTS, GIVE IMMEDIATE RELIEF.

For Bronchitis, Asthma Catarrh, Consunptive, nd Throat
Diseases,

TROCHES ARE USED WITH ALWAYS GOOD SUCCESS.

SINCERS AND PUBLIC SPEAKERS
will find Troches useful in clearing the voice when taken before Singing or Speaking
and relieving the throat after an unusual exertion of the vocal organe. The Troches are
recommended and prescribed by Physicians, and have had testimoniale from eminent
men throughout the country. 'Being an article of true merit, and having proved their
efficacy by a test of many years, each year finds them in new localities in various parts
of the world, and the Troches are universally pronouneed better than other articles.

OBTAIN only " BROWN's BRONCHIAL TRoCHES," and do not take any of the Worth-
less Imitations that may be offered.



BURNETT'S COCOAINE.

Burnett's Cocoaine
'Pre'vents the Hair from falling.

Bhrnett's Cocoaine
Promotes its Healthy Growth

Burnett's Cocoane
Is not Greasy or Sticky.

Burnett's Cocoaine
Leaves no Disagreeable Odor.

Burnett's Cocoaine
Subdues Refradory Hair.

Burnett's Cocoaine
Soothes the Irritated Scalp Skin.

Burnett's Cocoaine
Affords the richei Lullre.

Bnrnett's Cocoaine
Is not an Akoholic Wa(h.

Burnett's Cocoaine
Kills Dandruff.

Barneu's Cocoaine
Gives New Life to the Hair.

Burnett's Cocoane
Remains Longeft in Effe.

Burnett's Cocoaine
PEPARE» OILT BT

JOSEPH BUENETT & CO.
27 Central Street, Boston,

And ,old everywhere.

The Human Hair.
How many persons abuse this delicate and

beautiful ornament, by burning it with alcohouc
wtuhes, and plastering it wfth grease, which han
no affinity for the skin, and is not absorbed t
BURNETT'S COCOAINE, a compound of Cocoa-
nut Oil, etc., is unrlvaUed dg a dressing for the
hair, la readily absorbed, and is peculiarly adapt-
ed to its various conditions, preventing its falling
off, and promoting its healthy growth.

BURNETrS COCOAINE.
To the inhabitants of the intertropical regions

the tree which Linnæus calls the cocoa-nucifera
is the most useful species of the palm, as every
part of it lu adapted to nome peculiar purpose.
.The fibrous covering of the nut is used for

cordage and matting; the kernel is for food; its
milk is'nutritious when fresh; Its expressed oi
when recent, Is equal to that of sweet almonds,.
and lu employed in the arts; its wood is used in
various ways; its leaves form thatching and
baskets; and from its sap la distilled Indian
arrack; and it also yields sugar. But it was
rfberved for American ingenuIty to brig it to
another use, and Mesurs. JOBEPU BURNETT l Co.,.
of Boston, distinguinhed P have
for manyyears prepared " CocoAIE " to impart
luxuriance and a beautifti gles to the hair, so
that lt has beceome the mont favorite of ail tolet
articles, and the cocoa-oil is Its basis and princi-
pal ingredient.

It has had an extensive male in this country,
and, indeed, AL THE PERFUXERY AND TOELUT
PREPAATIONS OF BUZETT à Co. enjoy the
very highest reputation among the ladies, who0
do not agree with Thompson that

Loveliness
Needs not the foreign aid of ornamet,
But is, when unadorned, adorned the moSt;

Nor do we, and the poet Of the neasonu wan an
unreasonable fellow to attempt to impoesuch
nonsense upon us.-Geo. D. .Prenice.

jOHN PALM<ER, Hair-dresser and WIg-.
Maker, 857 Notre Dame street, says :-"There
"li no hair-dressing that I can recommend with
"such ETIRE oeNFIDEzCE as I do BURNE7T 8
"COCOAINE. Sales are large, and my patrons
" express much gratification with its use."

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.
For Sale by BY ALL DRUGGISTS EVERY-

WHERE. For Sale, Wholedale, by HENRY,
SIMPSONS, & CO., and LYMANS, CLARE, &
CO., Montreal; Northrop & Lyman, Newcastle,,
O.; Lymans, Elliott, & Co., Toronto.
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